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In the near future, a new newspaper.

The Southern African Weekly, will hit the streets of Southern
affecting Southern Africa as a region, including political
and economic reform, debt, regional trade and cooperation.
Africa. The tabloid will

cover
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On the Arts and Media

The

subject

The Arts and the Media — before us in this
complex one. But our writers herein appear
to have done such a grand job of it. The reader will find the
interviews with Abdullah Ibrahim and Thomas Mapfumo
most fascinating; the interviews help to project both artists as
more than mere entertainers, expressing as they do also views
on social and political issues. Likewise, the main feature
writers in this issue of SAPEM: Desiree Lewis in particular
demonstrates, in her unique literary style of presentation, the
elegance of an artiste in full flight, exuberant in language and
yet poignant in the message that this very young scholar
conveys. But both the artists and the analysts herein speak
almost with one voice, as they assess the arts and probe tbe
—

double issue is

a

media.

The

probe on the media is as revealing as that on the arts.
Derges in particular echoes the words of both
Thomas Mapfumo and Abdullah Ibrahim in highlighting the
problem of indigenising the African film:
And Anne

For the sad truth about African film

is that the place to see it is
capitals and the television stations of Western Europe. And
in order to make a living the makers ofAfrican film have to sell
their product abroad, (p.48)
the

Fred Zindi’s account illustrates the close
between the arts
the other.

If the control of the ball is a satisfying enactment of everyday
struggle, kicking or heading the ball is a realisation of the
pleasure ofpure physicality. To kick is to use an appendage that
we do not normally use for physical manipulation. In this
way,
soccer-playing strains the conventions of legitimate physical
movement. It is potentially wild; its procedures and tactics are
tantalisingly unlawful. Kicking an object offers opportunities
for the loss ofthe socially constructed selfand an intense indulgence of bodily consciousness. (p.I4)

on

the

one

relationship
politics on

hand and economic and

If, in the words of such African artists

Thomas

Otherwise, according to our main feature writer (Helge

Mapfumo, “Mother Africa” is the source of both cultural
inspiration and material wealth, then the colonial and
neo-colonial heritage has raped and exploited her over the last

Running) on this subject, the media in Africa is characterised
by a three-fold crisis: the crisis of power, the crisis of
ownership, and the crisis of resources. To that extent, like the
other spheres of social and political expression, the media is
largely a reflection of the malaise of the post-colonial situation.
But Markham is quick to remind us also that the media itself
can be used as a mechanism of political control, helping to
institutionalise the mode of oppression and misinformation.
Equally important, it is a sheer contradiction in terms to speak
of a black press when it “is nothing but the legend of how
white-owned and controlled commercial newspapers have
managed to purge any hint of black radicalism” (p.45); of the
opposition media when the media bosses therein have to defer
to the owners of capital and rulers of yesterday, if only to
survive or thrive in the business; or of tbe independent media
when the latter is so largely — and vulnerably — dependent
on external funding.
In the end, vulnerability and abject weakness characterise
our economic, political and socio-cultural existence. How then
to break this vicious cycle of malaise, and not simply to reflect
it even in our most noble efforts? That is the challenge before

as

three centuries:
Indeed “Mother Africa”

is feeding the rest of the world but itself. In return, Africa is receiving the IMF ‘aid’, apartheid,
guns, battle tanks. Aids, corruption and an unequal share in the
running of world affairs (p.II).
But this also reflects

on

the condition of the artist

himself/herself; and as Philip Weiss informs
invariably at the bottom of the social pile,

us,

the artist is

hounded by governments for speaking too many truths, used by
governments to enliven state occasions (but rarely to enlighten),

ambassadors

ofculture and good news overseas, condemned by

poverty, localised corruption, reduced to the status of semi-educated literates by anyone with the power to abuse their position.

(p.20).
Desiree Lewis’ essay is as unusual in the
as in the kind of subject she has selected

style of presentation
in trying to portray
such an important aspect of “popular culture”. Soccer and
rugby have “distinct socio-cultural legacies” in South Africa
and therefore reflect invariably also the class structure,
politics and social discourse. Desiree confesses that she plays
neither game; but she has engaged in both games with such
rare literary skills that we might as well have been on the
soccer and rugby pitches with her. It is difficult to have to
select for the reader excerpts from Desiree’s essay that
protrude into one’s sense of comprehension; every paragraph,
every sentence, every word... is “rich in possible meanings”.
And yet this is irresistible:

us as

conscious scholars and activists. For

we

want to believe

that not every

effort has been lost in this struggle for the
of our dignity and identity. Accordingly, we should
begin by identifying those forces of intervention, magnifying
them, raising them high as flags that represent our goals, hopes
and aspirations. Our arts constitute a vital resource base, our
artists are our prophets; without them, there may be no future.
recovery

/
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“One has to remember that

SOUTH AFRICA
Pretoria: Government Warned to
The South African government

Negotiate with PAC
should hold a summit and negotiate in

good faith with Pan Africanist Congress leaders before it is too late,
Transkeian leader,

Maj-Gen Bantu Holomisa, said on Tuesday, Decern-

The homeland leader

reacting to the government’s decision to
suspend talks with the PAC following last week’s attacks, allegedly by
the

was

Congress’armed wing,

on

government had perhaps made a

mistake by not negotiating agreements

with the PAC similar to those reached with the African National Con-

suspending the armed struggle.

gress,

“There is
as

history behind the

use

of armed conflict in South Africa

conflict with the liberation movements,

including the PAC leadership.

“The solution... is for the government to
have done to the ANC since 1986.”
Gen Holomisa warned the ANC that the
a

ploy to delay the negotiations

listen to the PAC

as

they

on

process.

“The time has arrived for the re-evaluation of the entire process
a

—

of

view to introducing international arbitrators.

“The so-called national peace

problem

which is about

power

accord is not addressing the real
—

nor was

it

ever

intended to be

a

government’s mudslinging with the PAC
merely drive investors away.

“What is
and I

—

Peoples Liberation Army

was

difficult to counter militari-

Wednesday, December 9.

Defence Force Chief said the APLA threat

was

difficult to negate

the

point of view of the security forces because “To do so
cover the whole country, and every possible soft target”.

you

from

have to

Referring to a reported APLA training establishment in Transkei, Gen
sovereign state and such action would affect political negotiations

in South Africa.

to

Inkatha

meet

Freedom

Party leader Mangosuthu

After

a

three-hour preparatory

ban last month,

meeting at the Elangeni Hotel in Dur-

delegates from the ANC and IFP emerged optimistic

about bilateral talk^s between the two
The date for the

organisations.

meeting has still to be decided.

meeting

“positive and constructive”.

as

meeting centred on discussions about further talks, and
groundwork for a meeting between the leaders.
The ANC

delegation

was

the

Foreign Affairs Mr Thabo Mbeki and

region chainnan Mr Jeff Hadebe.

Dr Mdlalose led the IFP delegation
Dr Ben

on

led by Deputy Secretary-General Mr Jacob

Zuma and included Director of

which included health spokesman

Ngubane, Finance spokesman Dr Dennis Madibe and IFP

A further

meeting between the two delegations has been scheduled

for late December.

“In any case

But

a

bill

far short of

of racially offensive

such action would have to be initiated and decided

Liebenberg, in reference to right-wing calls to raise their

upon

own

self-defence commandos to handle internal unrest, discounted the posmany amiy

“defect” to join

commando

or

citizen force members would

the suggested self-defence units.

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

names.

proposing to amend the Deeds Registries Act of 1937 stops
an

order to get

rid of names such

as

Kaffersrivier and Kaf-

fersspruit.
or

Kaffer in Afrikaans, is a

pejorative term for blacks, derived

from the Arabic word Kafir which

means

call

of farms and landmarks feature the

a

black person a

word in their
Farm

Kaffir,

scores

infidel. While it is

illegal to

names.

currently are forbidden to change names of their farms,
make it possible “provided that the Ministry (of
Affairs) is satisfied that such names may be offensive because of
owners

Land

the racial connotation thereof”.
Land Affairs Minister Jacob de Villiers said in

a

bill, however, that the registrar would be allowed to

by the South African government”.

sibility that

has been set for African National Congress President Nelson

Mandela

but the bill proposes to

Liebenberg said he did not foresee hot pursuit actions because Transkei

Gen

Durban: ANC and IFP Bilateral Talks
The stage

Kaffir

Speaking at a media briefing at the army college at Voortrekkerhoogte
one of the hubs of the South African military establishment — the

was a

per

black.”

cleanse the South African map

ly. South African Defence Force Chief Gen Kat Liebenberg conceded
on

as ever.

Cape Town: Parliament to Legislate on Racist Names
Legislators will be asked when parliament sits again in January to help

cunning nature of the threat posed to the stability of the country by

the Azanian

effective

happening today in South Africa needs to be handled with

hope everybody involved will apply sobriety.”

Pretoria: The APLA Threat
The

and the Namibian conflict.

were as

Deputy Secretary-General Chief Simon Gumede.

Gen Holomisa said the

care

war

32 percent of army personnel deployed are white, 22

coloured and 46 percent

southern Natal

formal ceasefire exercise.”

would

immediate problems.

The

majority of the blacks have no confidence in the present process
a daily basis are losing hope.

negotiation with

cent

or

had more “fighting troops” deployed

of the Angolan

spite of rationalisation, force levels

“At present

real

Dr Frank Mdlalose, National Chairman of the IFP, described the

suspension of talks could

“The
and

than at any stage

cause

Buthelezi.

such, the government has no choice but to listen and address this

possibly be

disloyalty could

civilians.

Gen Holomisa said that in 1990, when it had unbanned the PAC, the

and

He did not think

The SADF Chief said the army

In

ber 8.

loyalty al-

lies first with the SADF and his unit,” Gen Liebenberg stressed.

ways

now

in uniform, a soldier’s

once

name

only at the request of the

memorandum

to

the

change an offensive

owner.

Opposition Democratic Party spokesman on Land Affairs Peter Soal
said he welcomed the proposal as a start, but it did not go far enough.
“There

are

hundreds of hills, rivers, farms,

after “Kaffirs” all of these

names

valleys and lakes named

should be done away

with

as soon as

possible”, he said.
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Lusaka

ZAMBIA
Lusaka

SADC Economic Performance

:

Zambia and Lesotho

are

among

Southern African Development Com-

munity (SADC) countries whose economies did not grow between July
According to the SADC Annual Report released in Lusaka, Zambia

negative growth from 1.9 percent in 1990 to -1.8 percent in
while Lesotho dropped from 7.3 percent to 4 percent during the

1991
same

All

period.

to

regional body in economic

growth recording a modest 4 percent in 1990 and an impressive 10 per-

tripartite meeting held recently in

Growth rates for other SADC members
Malawi 4.8 to 7.8 percent,

are

Angola 3.1 to 4.1 percent,

Namibia 2.7 to 5.1 percent, Tanzania 3.6 to

to

The report says

the over-riding factor underlying the poor economic

performance in the region has been

a

repay

the TAZARA construction loan.

Tanzania and Zambia would not meet their commitment to China in
the seventh term of cooperation

cheduling of locomotives,
said the report

railway

failure of policy and inadequate
fully the neces-

policy reforms around the structural adjustment measures they are
implementing.

and construction loans to China.

meeting and led the Zambian delegation

submitted to the meeting showed

a

bleak outlook for the

company.

service has proved inadequate to meet existing
and the aged coaches have put a strain

demand and lack of spare parts
on

the

operations of TAZARA,’’ he said.

Chinese Vice Minister for the

of national affairs.

Most countries have continued to hesitate to embrace

and the two partners had asked for res-

spare parts

Mr Kashita who chaired the

“The passenger

and Zimbabwe 2 to 3.6 percent.

cooperation from 1989 to

1992, that the decline in profit had undermined the company’s ability

in 1991.

management

0.96 million in 1991/92.
Mr Kashita said at the TAZARA

in 1991.

Swaziland leads the 10-state member

4.5 percent

major operating indicators had continued to show a downward
hauled had dropped from 1,102 million in 1988/89

trend and tonnage

Lusaka to review the sixth term of technical

War-ravaged Mozambique’s economy also failed to grow. The

cent

facing operational decline in freight and passenger services
company’s profitability, Zambia’s Transport and

Communications Minister Andrew Kashita has said.

a

growth rate for Mozambique fell from 1.5 percent in 1990 to 0.9 percent

Bleak Outlook for TAZARA

which has affected the

1991 and June 1992.

recorded

;

Tazara is

his government

Ministry of Railways, Sun Yongfu said

had agreed in principle to reschedule the outstanding

loans.

sary

His government expected an
ment

:

tourism officials.

cater

training institutions and facilities

are

existing hotel and

inadequate and can only

for low-level cadres.

that the high cost of training middle
abroad is prohibitive, hence the need to

All the same, the report notes
and senior management

strengthen existing local institutions to care for the training needs of the
tourism sector.

to

suit

Transport Professor

Sarugi regretted that 10 out of 23 projects under TAZARA’s

component plan

had not yet secured funding.

urged parmers in the TAZARA project to work together and overcome the stiff competition from other railway companies.
He

Windhoek: Border Passes
Border passes are to

living in the

be introduced to ease the movement of Namibians
border area, according to a joint comunique is-

common

sued in Windhoek.
The Home Affairs Ministers of Namibia.

Hifikpunye Pohamba, and

Zambia, Newstead Zimba, and senior officials from both countries met
in the

training and Human Resources Development Project
aims at introducing training schemes and facilities for tourism administration staff, guides and hotel personnel.
The tourism

The

Philimon

NAMIBIA

The SADC review on tourism notes that the
tourism

Tanzanian Minister of Communications and

Hotel and Tourism

Training
The Southern African Development Community (SADC) secretariat
has completed a study on the strengthening ofexisting hotel and tourism
training institutions in the region.
According to a SADC report on tourism just released, a final report
on the study funded by the German government has been presented to
Lusaka

improvement in operations and manage-

of TAZARA.

project also aims at ensuring a steady supply of skilled manpower
the need of all sectors of the industry and improving standards

throughout the region particularly in less developed areas.
statistical data continues to be a major
problem in most member states and makes it quite difficult to assess, in
any meaningful way, the contribution of the tourism industry to the
regional economy, according to the SADC executive summary of the
report on tourism.

capital in December to discuss issues of mutual interest concerning the area.
Zambia is Namibia’s neighbour to the North-East through the Caprivi

region.
The

meeting ended with the ministers signing an agreement to estabon defence and security.

lish the Namibia-Zambia commission

of service

Meanwhile, lack of adequate

The summary
cent

4

L

also notes that Africa experienced a decline of 15 perin receipts during 1992.

in tourist arrivals and 37 percent

ZIMBABWE
Harare: Dhlakama On First Official Visit To Zimbabwe
Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama arrived in Harare on
December 10 for talks with President Robert

Wednesday

Mugabe to try and quick-

implementation of the ceasefire agreement signed with the
Frelimo government in October.

en

the

Sapem dec ’92/Jan ’93
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Dhlakama, who arrived from Kenya aboard a chartered aircraft, said
he had

Harare to discuss with President

Mugabe how to bring
peace to the country where things had not changed much since the signing of the peace accord in Rome on October 4,
“My visit is very important, it is to confirm that RENAMO is
prepared to implement peace in Mozambique and also to make—reconciliation with Zimbabwe. That is very important for Mozambique,” said
come to

Dhlakama,

on

Dhlakama

chief Elleck

his first official visit to Zimbabwe.

was met at

the Harare International

Airport by intelligence

Mashingaidze.

He said he

the peace process.
“I

am

will go

convinced that if 1 discuss with President

accompanied by six other members of
RENAMO, said there were many things which he would discuss with
President Mugabe to see how the countries could prepare for the future.
was

The

signing of the Rome-brokered peace accord ended 16 years of
which displaced over a million Mozambicans to neighbouring
countries, including Zimbabwe, and resulted in the death of thousands
civil

as

positive” he said

on state-run

radio.

positive sign. Now let’s see words translated into action,” said
one diplomat, speculating that it could be part of a move to
gain time or
call the government’s bluff.
a

Angola has been edging towards renewed civil war since UNITA
disputed the results of elections on September 29
and 30, withdrew his generals from the joint army and began to occupy
extensive tracts of territory in violation of May 1991 peace accords
which ended 16 years of strife.
Chief Jonas Savimbi

ruling MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angolg)
recently opened the new parliament in which it won a majority and
formed a cabinet and armed forces command, leaving several posts open
for UNITA.

Mugabe many things

well,” he said.

Dhlakama, who

“It’s

The

convinced that President

Mugabe, who has played a
major role in bringing the two warring parties together, would accelerate
was

“We consider it

♦

war

There

was no

immediate government

reaction to the communique by

the UNITA (National Union for the Total

leadership which said it
UNITA

suggested

as

was

Independence of Angola)
acting “to facilitate peace”.

deputy chief of armed forces chief of staff, its
commander

General Arlindo Chenda Pena “Ben Ben”, who was a joint

of the unified armed forces until he defected after the elections.
He has not been

in public since battles in Luanda a month
UNITA figures were killed or captured.

seen

ago

others.

in which several top

MOZAMBIQUE

The group named two pragmatists — General Demostenes Chilingutila and General Augusto Domingos Lutock Liahuhuka “Wiyo” —
as the deputy Defence Minister for Natural Resources and head of the

Maputo: Italian Troops Heading for Mozambique
Italy is willing to send troops to Mozambique as part of a larger United
Nations peace-keeping operation, said Italian Defense Minister Salvo
Ando.
U.N.

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali recommended that
Security Council dispatch some 7,500 troops, police and civilians to
monitor a peace accord between Mozambique’s FRELIMO government
and RENAMO (Mozambique National Resistance) rebels.
the

“We must guarantee a

peaceful transition to democracy in Mozam-

bique,” Ando said.
“Italy is sensitive to the appeals of the UN, and it will send troops to
Mozambique.
He did not say how many men Italy would send.
Italy, which helped broker the peace accord ending one of Africa’s
bloodiest civil wars earlier this year, would police the disarming of rebels
and help keep routes open for food distribution to the starving.
Earlier this month, Italy promised to send a contingent of 2,(X)0 troops
to join a US-led military operation in Somalia to oversee food distribution in the famine-ravaged country. Italy also has troops deployed in Albania.

ANGOLA

The low-profile Victorino Hossi was named Culture Minister, the
only full cabinet post offered to UNITA.
The statement reaffirmed Savimbi’s

willingness to take part in a
presidential round of voting. But it repeated demands for the immediate release of political prisoners, security for Savimbi and UN
second

mediation.
UNITA’s 70
ment

deputies boycotted the opening of the 220-seat parliasecurity fears, which diplomats said would have to be

because of

addressed.

UNITA’s

deputy information director Norberto de Castro said he

planned to take his seat in parliament in protest at the group’s military
mobilisation.
He
ment

was

the first senior UNITA official to

with Savimbi’s stance. The government

UNITA’s militarisation is

openly express disagreehas said its patience with

running out.*

NOW AVAILABLE!
MALA Wl AT THE CROSSROADS:

Luanda: Unita To Join Government?
Unita rebels say

army.

they

ready to join

national unity government
and return their generals to the unified army, raising hopes for an end to
the mobilisation threatening to plunge Angola back into full-scale war.
Prime Minister Marcolino Moco expressed cautious optimism at the
Unita statement on Wednesday December 10, but said the movement
had to first fully honour the 1991 peace accords.
are

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
OPEN LETTER TO ‘AFORD’ AND ‘UDM’
From
SINCE THE Catholic

Bishops’ pastoral letter

of March 8, 1992, events in our country have
moved at an unusually fast pace. Allow me to

are

a

Concerned Malawian

able to offer

us.

however, the ball is in

In the final

our court.

As

analysis,

our

cousins

take this

in Zambia used to say, “The hour has come!”
All the same, we need to “watch and pray”

all the other

lest

opportunity to salute the Bishops and
religious leaders who stood solidly
behind the truth which the Bishops had so
courageously preached. Indeed, contrary to that
cliche which

came out

of the nineteenth century

religion in our part of the world, it has turned out
to be not the opium of the masses but the revolutionary conscience of its leaders and the rallying
fire of the people. Southern Africa is replete with
shining examples of the kind of sterling leadership which religious leaders have selflessly
provided when it was most needed.
Fairness and candour also compel us to acknowledge and applaud the indomitable
courage of Chakufwa Chihana and all those who
stood behind him. The way in which Malawians

fall into the

temptation of basking in a
false euphoria. Such false celebrations have
been held far too often in our country. For example, in 1976 the fall of the late Albert
Nqumayo was greeted with wide-spread
celebrations in Blantyre and Lilongwe and with
toasts being raised to “Wamuyaya! ”. “the one
who lives forever.” Dancers and Party
we

functionaries would

come

from

as

far afield

as

Karonga to congratulate the Hero on his escape
from death at the hands of “ vigewenga" or bandits. We seemed totally oblivious to the fact that

change and openly praise anyone who has made
a

contribution to the freedom of our country.

1 write this note,

is

a

lump in

my

As

grief chokes my heart and there
throat. Orton Ching’oli Chirwa,

that brilliant barrister who founded the Malawi

Congress Party, died in detention yesterday. He
follows a long line of distinguished Malawians
who have died in mysterious circumstances both
at home and in exile. He also follows a long list
of those who were assassinated by the agents of
the present regime. Names like Mkwapatira
Mhango, Attati Mpakati, Pemba Ndovi, Augustine Bwanausi, Dick Matenje, Aaron Gadama,
Twaibu Sangala, David Chiwanga etc etc are
still fresh in

our

minds.

The Malawi

Congress Party as of now still
formidable array of the means of intimidation, of coercion, of repression, of assas-

possesses a

from all walks of

life, from all comers of the
country, stood up to be counted, deserves a spe-

sination. and of course, of saturation propaganda. We cannot afford to go into a referendum in
which it is a major player without properly

cial

place in the annals of our march toward a
dawn. Lastly but not least I would like to
pay tribute to our university students who have
shown that they are not out to merely acquire a
meal ticket and join the rest of the privileged and
coveted classes, but are seriously and truly con-

worked-out

new

enter such a

cemed with the state of affairs in

any
the

Our lawyers

In

a

then, this is

worse at

country.

our

man

also take this

opportunity to thank our
They have shown
us
quite clearly the limitations of all power espedally that power wielded by the political elites
of what are essentially client states. One is also
tempted to ask those countries which have now
effectively and decisively intervened in our
country’s problems, “What took you so long?”
1 say one is tempted to ask such a question knowing fully well that the strategic calculations of
me

the Cold War and the obfuscation
totalitarianism

of

wrought by the West’s demonisa-

tion of socialism could not, and did not, coincide
with

understanding of human rights. All of
Africa’s present-day dictators rose to power in
the heyday of the Cold War and quite a few of
them owe their ascendancy over us to Western
backing. Now that the coincidence we were
hoping for has occurred, we might do worse than,
take advantage of whatever help these powers
6

Chakufwa Chihana deserves a special place in
the annals of Malawi’s march towards a new
dawn
it

was the system over which this self-same
“Wamuyaya” presided which had over the years
produced people like Muwalo and Gwede and
which is bound to produce such people irrespective of who holds what post. This system is
devoid of openness and accountability.

Malawi is still
totalitarian

firmly and viciously a
one-party state. The plot heard on

BBC radio and

on

Radio South Africa to kill the

our

Bishops for having written their pastoral letter is
a grim reminder, if indeed any were needqd, of
the fact that inside that beautiful little country of
ours it is “not yet uhuru.” We are still a long way
off from the kind of accountability and openness
which would allow us to openly campaign for

or

ill-prepared rag-tag of campaigners. That is
sense

in

a

ter once

Accountability and Openness
Let

collection of dis-

its hands, would make mince meat of

in which

we

bravado of the Malawi

finest

Western friends and creditors.

as a

had to endure detention and humiliation

similar concern and similar

many ways,

referendum

and splintered pressure groups. The party
whose viciousness still haunts anyone who has
parate

and our businessmen, as well as our

chiefs have shown
courage.
hour!

our

strategies. Still less can we afford to

are

to

understand the

Congress Party spokes-

BBC interview: “Let

us

settle this mat-

and for all! ” Had the MMD of Zambia

given UNIP even a blurred thin end of the
wedge, it would have been used effectively. Imagine a more vicious Party! Unless we are really careful about our game plan at this stage of
the struggle, we would be ushering into our unhappy land a still-born and tantalising possibility of change. This is that tide in our affairs
which needs to be taken at its height lest generations to come condemn us for leaving them in
nothing but misery and despair.
Still-born Democracies
Our brothers and sisters in Kenya are in
danger of losing their present gains. Those in
Cameroon have already lost them and the
Nigerians seem to be giving up. The Ghanaians
are in danger of being stuck with their FlightLieutenant Rawlings for quite some time to
come! Will someone help Adu Boahen? There
are at present in Africa far too many examples
of aborted and/or still-born democracies. Surely
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That removal

pensation laughing and smiling all the way back

cleansing of the mid-seventies which swept
senior Malawians out of the university and

this far we do not want to leave the
courtiers and the apparatchiki of the present disto

senior civil servants out of the Central Statistics

the State House?
It is understandable that after

living in fear
people are

and in silence for the last 28 years,

anxious to exercise their democratic

right and

of their choice. But I see
danger in the proliferation of groups which have
enter a pressure

group

working relationship with each other. They
are likely to be easy prey to the manipulations
no

and disinformation of the

ruling party. They
provide a loophole through which
those who are already adept at ethnic manipulation and ethnic cleansing would work towards
sowing distrust and fear among democratic forwould also

ces.

The 1989 removal of teachers to their

regions of origin (reminiscent of grand apartheid
at

was a

its worst moments) is still fresh in our minds.

Of course, you

continuation of the ethnic

after coming

Office and out of the other government parastatal bodies.
As of now, the country

is still saddled with

the "ten-ten” formula which has

seen so

many

unqualified students enter the university while
their qualified compatriots are excluded by
reason of their region of origin. All these absurdities originate from the ruling party and they
cannot be simply swept under the carpet to avoid
ethnic misunderstandings. The exploitation and
manipulation of ethnic tensions have happened
all too often in Africa especially where longstaying dictatorships are fighting for their own
personal survival. Somalia is one tragic case in
point.

who

are on

♦

the ground back

home know the terrain better than

some

of

us

who have been

long away from home. Still, what
we see “from a distance” may help shed light
on what you who are too close to it might not
see.

This open

letter is calling on all pressure
in Malawi to work closely together until
a new democratic multi-party constitution is in
place and free and fair general elections complete with international observers have taken
place. We are better off taking a leaf from Zambia than from Kenya or Cameroon or Ghana.
Pressure groups of Malawi, unite! You have
nothing to lose but the rigmarole of an endless
hero-worship, the ever present fear of detention,
mysterious accidents lurking in every comer of
the globe as well as that unbearable culture of
silence and despair! ♦
groups

RESTRUCTURING RELATIONS OF INTELLECTUAL PRODUCTION
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Burton

Joseph

attention in South Africa. The first

THE STRUGGLE for education in South

rants more

Africa is not divorced from, but

intrinsically
linked to, the struggle for political freedom. Suecessive Nationalist Party governments have

shots

used education

central tool in the dissemi-

tellectuals in the Southern African Racial

apartheid ideology and culture.
promulgation of the Bantu Education Act
(1954) laid the basis for unprecedented resistance, especially during the 1970’s and 1980’s.
Educationally-based protests over the years
have been directed primarily against its aims and
objectives on the one hand, and structures
designed to implement these, on the other hand.
Among educationalists and academics the
necessity for alternatives was realised.
Demands for ‘peoples’s education’ and the
transformation of institutions of learning into
‘peoples institutions’ became accentuated. The
latter involves the dismantling of undemocratic
power stmetures, the introduction of democratic
teaching methods, challenging the accountability of institutions as well as the nature of research conducted, especially at universities.

Order”, Evans aptly describes the historical

as a

nation of the
The

Academic Research and Social
Transformation

Challenging the nature of academic research
and its relevance to social transformation

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

war¬

fired

were

by sociologist, Ivan Evans,

during 1987. In

an interesting article titled “Intellectual Production and the Production Of In-

evolution of the racial nature of the academic
process
tures

of

in

our country.

our

of Whites

One of the salient feapreponderance

academic life is the

as

which reveals

both academics and researchers,
our

lack of training

in the techni-

ques and processes of research. Returnee
.academics and aspiring academics are growing

increasingly restless at this phenomenon. Undoubtedly, the reversal of this legacy should be
prioritised, sooner rather than later. But how is
this to be done?
Evans

provides an answer in this regard. He
correctly stales that “one does not acquire research skills without engaging in research”. But.
and for

me

this is the nub of the matter, one can

only engage in research if such opportunities are
designation as teaching institutions, (hitherto) absence of strong
graduate programmes and lack of material inducements among others, render this a still-bom
process at Black universities. This brings us to
an important point, namely that research skills

created. Various factors, ie

linked to power relations in society. In any
society, those who produce knowledge wield
power in that society.
are

Research Skills and Power Relations

Hypothetically speaking, the four
predominantly White, liberal universities possess the infrastructure (finance, expertise,
facilities, time) to produce at least 100 researchers annually, cutting across a spectrum of
disciplines which could examine issues relevant
to the transfonnation period. Taken a bit further
for the five-year period 1985-1990, it implies
the production of a total number of 500 researchers per institution. Whether these have
collectively produced 2000 researchers over the
past five years is debatable.
—

Thus

we can

conclude that our empowerment

with the necessary

research skills, coupled with

the need to assert the
our

majoritarian character of
society, would largely threaten the power

position of Whites in

our country.

Its political

dimension becomes all too apparent.

African Researchers
The

paucity of African re.searchers, especially females is due to a variety of factors. Those
few who gained access to the liberal campuses
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have found the environment

apparent. However, the significance of SAFES

ing. Hence

extends

culturally alienatfew have proceeded to postgraduate (and in most cases, only Honours
studies). Furthermore, the majority of students
are

beyond this aspect, it is to be found in
the sense of empowerment experienced by conference participants.

very

from extended families who need

to

assist

As

financially in the household upon completion of
studies.

I felt

to

most cases

Attempts should nevertheless be made
strengthen the research skills of graduates in
employment by incorporating them into research projects. This would facilitate the

context that

SAFES

Launching of the Southern Africa
Economy Series (SAFES)

Political

(South Africa)
The South African

chapter of (SAFES) was
by means of a conference during the
period August 18-22, 1992 in Cape Town. The
launching conference under the theme, “South
Africa; Which Way Forward?” was a starting
point in the mobilisation of scholarship, with
particular regard to African scholarship in
South Africa. This need is paramount largely belaunched

cause

‘non-racialism’ has resulted in

the contributions
ones

they made were no
1 wanted to (but lacked

do so)”. These words adequately
capture the dilemma of many African intellectuals, the feelings of psychological liberation
emanating from the SAFES experience were
probably shared by a large proportion of
delegates. This was further boosted by the coneluding remarks of Frofessor Vincent Maphai,
namely that “SAFES is not a Tmst comprised
of high flying careerists, but one where the
young can leam from the old, the aspiring from
the experienced ones”. The emphasis on collectivist enterprise is firmly in line with its objective of developing the community of African
scholarship with a place in global contact which
can interact with the world on an equal basis.
SAFES is not going to change the character
of our academic order overnight, but its launch
has placed the production of African intellectuals firmly on the agenda.
Responses to the SAFES launch have been
extremely fascinating. Charges of ‘racism’ are
echoed from individuals strategically based at

(South Africa) should be viewed.
The

intimidated (to air my views). And in

the courage to

assigned to universities

alone, and it is within this

so

different from the

Afiricanisation of the academic order in South
Africa. This role is not

delegate remarked afterwards:

one

“Whenever I attended these conferences before,

an

obscurancy of African scholars’ contribution to
our intellectual life. This in turn links up with
lack of control of publication institutions.
Drawing primarily on hitherto neglected
African scholars nationally, the advantages visa-vis cost minimisation becomes immediately

tic

quantitative measurements and concrete efforts to redress these simply be discarded as

racist?

Ferhaps the most appropriate explanation

is the refusal of these individuals to restructure
relations of intellectual

production. Their unwillingness to assert the majoritarian character
of our society within the context of academia
should not go unchallenged.
Unless Africans dominate the intellectual
process

(writing, research, pioneering debate,

etc) existing intellectual relations are bound to
continue under a new guise and under different
conditions.
There exists

a

dire need for African intellec-

tuals to

organise as African intellectuals across
disciplines. Not only would it contribute
towards the decolonisation process, but it would
stem the rising tide of recolonisation sweeping
our country. Closer introspection has convinced
me that the latter extends beyond the realm of
the

academia.

Notes
1.

New Nation,

2.

I. Evans, “The Production of Intellectuals and

August 17-27, 1982

Intellectual Production in the South African Racial Order”,
No. 2, 1990.
3.

Perspectives in Education, Vol II,

I.

Matsepe-Casaburri, “The Great Challenge:
Affirming the Majority Character of South
African Society”, Ruth First CoUoqium Paper,
Cape Town, 1992.

the universities of Natal, Wits, UCT and Rhodes.
How does

one

make

sense

of these? Can realis-

SAFES BOOKS
For your

educational and stationery needs.

No order is too

big

Come and meet

nor too

our

small for us. We

can

handle it.

charming staff who will go out of their

way

to

help you get what you want.
SAFES BOOKS
95 HARARE STREET
TEL. 726060
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PROMOTING ZIMBABWEAN CULTURE THROUGH CHIMURENGA

MUSIC
ofSAPEM discusses the role of music in the promotion of culture in Zimbabwe and other items related to the music industry — with
Mapfumo, the Chimurenga music maestro, Harare, December 2, 1992,

Thomas Deve
Thomas

DEVE: How would you assess your

music

Chimurenga Music

to date?

career

MAPFUMO:

Q: Briefly, what is Chimurenga music?
A: Chimurenga music is music of protest.
People know that our music is political. They
have read my biography, history and a lot of it
dates back to the time of the straggle. So they
know that when they come to Thomas Mapfumo
and the Blacks Unlimited Band, they will be listening to Chimurenga music. The music is
political. We can always explain to them, telling
them exactly what the message will be. To us,
that is very important.

dates back to the
l%0s, but the most important phase was that
one of the liberation straggle when I made a
name for myself as a singer of the revolution.
Now that I am firmly established locally as the
father of Chimurenga music, the next step is to
consolidate myself as an internationally acMy

career

claimed musician. We want to establish ourselves

in the USA, and

and

as

anywhere else in Europe
know, the most important thing is that
we are trying to uphold our own culture. We just
hope that when we continually tour the whole
world, we will achieve our goal and make
Chimurenga music the most popular beat of
you

Musicians and Record

Q: What

toward fame and success?

reward. The kind of music that you

write and the
lyrics are very important. But after all has been
said and done, it’s not really very attractive
here.

Promoting Indigenous Musicians
been better

suggesting that the situation has
for you outside?

A:

Looking at the international scene as a whole,
places like the United States, Europe or Japan,
you can go anywhere else outside Africa — You
find that the conditions of musicians

are

much

better.

They are treated equally and they are paid
according to their worth. So I think their systems
have a better way of looking after their own
musicians. But here, we tend to ignore a lot of
our musicians and think maybe their sound is inferior. It’s not inferior at all; it’s one of the best
sounds in Africa. We have heard
talk about

our own

a

lot of people

Zimbabwean culture.

They

highly. It is now up to Zimbabweans to uplift ourselves, our own culture, support each other when it comes to promoting ourselves. We should be promoted locally by the
local promoters here. They should be able to take
regard it

out

A:

They are being ripped off by the record companies. Most artists do not take time to read or
understand the actual terms and meaning of a
Thomas

Mapfumo wants to make Chimurenga music the most popular beat of African

very

musicians from Zimbabwe to continents like

America and other parts

of the world. They are
just greedy and therefore always looking for outsiders.
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contract.

Q: How did
own

music

you

correct the situation in your

case?

A: Well, we had to go

Q: What can be done to recover from all this?
A: We have to promote

you

the problems faced by other aryourself, are still struggling

tists who, unlike

African music.

Q: Is it possible for a musician to make a comfortable living in this part of the world?
A: It is not very comfortable. Most of our
musicians in Zimbabwe are struggling to make
ends meet. That is how you always get your

Q: Are

are

Companies

ourselves, for example,
promoted in America because he was bom there, bred there, and people
know him. That is their own child and they are
trying to promote him all over the world. The
Michael Jackson

was

thing should happen with Zimbabwean
promoted from the
grassroots. If we cannot do it, we will end up
being just copycats or playing other people’s
music; believing that we are doing fine when, in
reality, we are destroying ourselves, destroying
our own culture. It’s not our music. Some people
sing in their mother language; but when this happens in Zimbabwe, some people do not want to
be associated with it. Instead, they flock
stadiums and conference centres to hear foreign
groups. They do not have a clue as to what the
singer has been singing about. They are just
there to dance without bothering about the lyrics
which makes the song. It is very important to understand the message in the song. You can’t
stand up and dance when you do not know the
message. That is sheer madness. Where we
travel, people know that we play Chimurenga
same

music. It should be

music.

independent. This is a very
thing to do because big recording companies can sabotage you. For example, they try
to limit your access to recording and taping
hard

facilities.

Q: Did this happen to you?
A: They have done that to us. This is a war and
we have to fight on as we are not sitting targets.
This world is a Jungle and we have too many
people with the wrong mentality. They don’t
want to help other people. They think their own
thing is the only thing that people will have to
look at. So

we

have to devise

our own

ways to

fight such oppression. This is something that we
really have to fight. It’s still going on. We are
fighting. We will not stop fighting. This is what
is happening to me. Local musicians are being
ripped off.
Radio and Television

Q: What about the attitude of radio and
television stations toward local artists?
A:

They are not doing very well. The.se days you
a lot of rhumba music being played on the
radio, at the expense of the local music. Rhumhear

ba is also African, but Zimbabwe is not Zaire.

When other musicians
come

to

play for

our

play here, they
people. And when our

come to
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people want to buy their records, they
can go to the
shops and buy them. As
simple as that! But not to dominate our
radios through the misguided DJs! That
won’t be good for our local musicians.
We would like the radio and the
television to support local musicians,
them as people who are in-

not to treat

ferior and don’t know what

they are
lot of talented young
musicians here and if they are supported
from the grassroots, they could go very

doing. You have

a

far.

Tours Abroad

Q: How have you been treated during
your

tours abroad?

A: We have been treated like

People

styles they see fit. Don’t judge

a

book

Japan

and all over Europe. We have a lot of following. People packed the venues like
we were

in New

In the Central Park, there

were more

people. They loved

and songs.

If we

side, why can’t

are

free to dress their

by its

cover, so

So if

you say no to

they say. That is

somebody’s
style, you are failing to recognise that we
have different people in this world with
different opinions. It is very important to
recognise these differences especially
wrong.

where

some

of these

things

sidered crimes — lam

not

are not con-

killing

anyone

by growing “dreadlocks”. Its Just a
hairstyle with a very strong indigenous
origin.
Q: Have you tried to assist other
A: I have been

our

than

sound

promoted from out-

working with Cephas

Mashakada of the Muddy Face, Pied

Pipers and the Four Brothers. We have a
thriving cooperative but most members
are

York, people came in their thousands.
20 000

are

musicians?

kings. We

have been to Hawaii, America,

sardines. The last time

education.
children in

unable to attend

our

joint shows. 1

think other members will try to come
back. We will welcome them because
what

we are looking at is one
thing. We
would like local musicians to be

we be promoted from
promoted from the grassroots.
People should read about us in
the local papers rather than reading
Family Life
Going back to the roots meant singing traditional “mbira"-inabout us in the foreign papers. That is fluenced songs
Q: Finally, how do you cope as a famivery bad. Our local journalists can’t
ly man considering that you are away
even meet us at the
from home for most of the time?
airport or visit me
like what you did. They expect me to
A: My children miss me a lot. My two
Biggest Hits
present myself in the newsroom to brief them
kids Chiedza and Tapfumaneyi were not very
about my tours. Foreign journalists book apQ: Which do you consider to be your most
happy when I boarded the plane the last time I
successful record?
pointments with me here whenever they gather
went to America. I understand they
spent quite
A: “ChanninotM a”'. But also the 12-inch single,
that I am about to visit their country.
sometime without talking to their mother. So I
“Corruption”. Both titles were released in
am forced to
phone as much as I can. I am glad
Messages in Music
America and quickly sold out. Back home, an
that my wife is a very hard working person. She
Q: Do you consider yourself a musician with
album like "Chimurcnga Masterpiece” was one
takes control of everything. She did most of the
a political message most of the time?
of the biggest hits.
work for me and I thank her for keeping everyA: Well, in music there is no such thing like a
Q: Which country has your best audience
thing under control. 1 am very lucky to have a
musician who is always singing and sending out
outside Africa?
wife like her.
A: America!
political messages. You sing about a lot of
Q: Any final comments?
things. You sing about Good Love Gone Bad.
“Dreadlocks”
A: I would like to send a message to the people
You sing about things that are happening in our
that let’s put our heads together and
promote
social lives; what we see today; what is our fuQ: There is something very interesting about
ourselves. As a country let’s promote our culture
“dreadlocks”. I don’t know whether you
ture or the future of our children. There are so
from wherever we are, be it Bulawayo, Mutate,
read in one of our local papers about the
many things to sing about. You sing about love,
Mutoko, Masvingo. We must promote our culwar; you sing about day-to-day life; about how
“dreadlocked” student who was asked to
ture just like what is happening in other
people are; what people are saying; the people
leave a function by Senator Culverwell on the
countries.
There is no time to look at other
in Government; people all over the world, ocgrounds that “dreadlocks” were
people’s culture, let alone speak their languages
cupying top posts, corrupt people, and a lot of “unAfrican”? Has there been
any similar
as some of us are
other things. There is a lot that we seek to adstruggling to do. Whatever we
reaction to your hairstyle?
do and wherever we are, let’s do it culturally.
dress in our music; for example, the civil war in
A: No. But at the same time, 1 do not think that
That is the only way other people are going to
Angola or apartheid and bloodshed in South
“dreadlocks” can interfere with somebody’s
Africa.
respect us. ♦

home?
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THOMAS MAPFUMO: A CULTURAL AMBASSADOR?
Fred Zindi

1
WHEN MUSICIANS
in

reality they

mean

sing “Mother Africa”,
Africa is the mother of all

nations in the world; the source of cultural

in-

spiration and food for the whole world. Somehow, ironically too, “Mother Africa” seems to
be letting itself down. Instead of safeguarding
its resources, it has allowed the shipment of both
its wealth and cultural
World

The

on a

to the

We.stem

daily basis for two centuries now.

Exploitation of African Resources

The Western World

■

resources

enjoys our music,
art, sculpture, tropical fruits, beef, platinum, tea,
cobalt, copper, oil, gold, diamonds, iron, coffee,
tobacco, fish natural gas, lithium, nickel,
tungsten, uranium, petroleum, aluminium and
even people who continue to work as modemday ‘slaves’ recruited to boost Western
economies. With such

now

an

“civilised” and that we have everything to
thank them for. Indeed “Mother Africa” is feeding the rest of the World but itself. In return,
Africa is receiving the IMF “aid”, apartheid,
guns, battle tanks, AIDS, corruption and an unequal share in the running of world affairs,
now

j

Before the arrival of colonialists in Africa,
starvation

was

unheard of. Africans

were

hunters, miners, farmers, toolmakers and hawkers. The so-called Western civilisation

brought

own

changes in attitudes especially by

Africans

living in urban

African instruments

preference

given to the Western versions.
abandoning their
tastes and replaced them with

was

Some went to the extent of
musical

own

Western
It

ones.

comes as a

relief therefore to notice that

Mapfumo, who

was

in the 1960s, decided to make a U-tum in 1975

people and stopped them from communicating

by going back to his roots as he began to sing
traditional ‘mbira-influenced’ songs. Today he
has gone even further, by adding to his line-up,

with each other.

traditional dancers, “mbira” and

“ngoma”
players who complement the other instrumentalists in the band.
The music

does not get

much official
African countries.
Since 1984, Thomas Mapfumo, together with
his entire entourage of 16 musicians, has been
making yearly trips to countries which include
Finland, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, Gerscene

encouragement in many

some

Britain, the United States, Japan and

many,

Africans faced with famine, homelessness, use-

Canada to sell their musical

less economic programmes,

general suffering,
identity crisis, disease and endless wars against

the world.

each-other.

whether it is
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we are

the rest of

question many Africans often ask is
a good idea for musicians like Mapfumo to openly expose our musical heritage and
culture to Western audiences who will probably

The present

colonial masters that

wares to

The

whole of the Southern African

prove to our past

also a victim of
“rock and roll”

ridiculous borders which divided the

cases,

these commodities and talent, would

and culture to the West, we have set ourselves to

traditional

abandoned and

Western influence when he sang

abundance of wealth

drought which has devastated the
region has been
described by one Zimbabwean musician and
singer, Thomas Mapfumo, as “punishment by
our ancestors who are angry with us for failing
to protect the heritage which they had
safeguarded for us for centuries before”. To pay
the price, the rains have stopped falling. Millions
of Africans are now living from hand to mouth
while more are starving to death. We have failed
to preserve both our culture and our resources,
yet it is common knowledge that Africa has always had sufficient resources to sustain its own
people. It seems, by giving away our resources

areas,

were

from the land and created artificial, and in most

'excess

1

of

cause

Thomas

for themselves before distributing
baggage’ to the outside world. But alas!
it seems our ancestors were safeguarding our
resources for the day when the West could come
and exploit them to its advantage, leaving

keep

kit”, “piano” and the “violin” respectively. Be-

with it industrialisation which removed Africans

and talent, one would think that the Africans
who

type instmments such as “the horn”, “dmm-

The “mbira”

—

a

Zimbabwean traditional

musical instrument

steal ideas from it and

use

them to their own ad-

is also argued that because of racist
inherent in many people living in

vantage. It
attitudes
Western

Western Influence
Cultural values

either

neglected or
dropped altogether by those Africans who saw
Western civilisation as the way forward. Traditional clothes, food, musical tastes, languages
and attitudes began to change from what they
were to those preferred by the colonial masters.
were

In Zimbabwe, traditional
ments such as

and

musical instru-

“nyanga”, "ngoma” “mbira”
“chipendani” were replaced by Western-

societies, the likes of Mapfumo are not
receiving the financial rewards they deserve as
“cultural ambas.sadors” of their

own

Therefore this kind of exercise is

countries.

seen as

futile.

When I asked

Mapfumo what his views were
regarding the ‘exporting’ of music and Zimbabwean

culture to Western countries he retorted:

“1 have to feed my

children. There is no way 1
going to let my children die of starvation in
this country when I know I can earn a living for
am

them elsewhere”.
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this

Abandoning Africa

to a

Indeed, Zimbabwe has

infrastructure for the music industry. The likes of
Mapfumo, (like many other African superstars) have
to go to Western countries to earn a
living in
no

proper

order to live

comfortably in their own countries.
hardships in Africa coupled with a
government support of the music in-

Economic
lack of

dustry have forced

many

artists to live in self-

exile all

over Europe.
Hugh Ma.sekela, Tabu
Ley, Mbilia Bel, Kanda Bongo Man, Kass Kass,
Rozalia Miller, Bhundu Boys, Papa Wemba,

Youssou N’dour, Salif Keita, Miriam Makeba
and many

others fall into this category.

The unfortunate

thing is that most of these artists, after settling in other countries for a year
or two, begin to lose touch with both their traditional cultural values and

wider audience in the West, the sale of

fumo despises Radio DJs who are reluctant to
play local music), “Jojo” (where he advises
people not to get involved in politics because it
is a dirty game) and “Mukondombera” (AIDS)

limited,

have shown that while Mapfumo believes in

record

an

sticking to his traditional

roots for

he is also in touch with the

reality of modem life.

inspiration,

While

today the affluent and ‘sophisticated’
have lost their original cultural
values in preference to Eurocentric values, Map-

gement.

Africans

I am reliably informed that in Japan, a pirated
Mapfumo album which has been remixed to suit
Japanese tastes is on sale. Mapfumo was not

anti-Black mood around the world. “We have

even aware

of this until I asked him about it. “In

this business anything is possible: I have not
given anybody permission to release my albums
in Japan”, he replied.

Musical
Whether

or

not

Heritage

Mapfumo is Justified in

rhythms in the past decade. The main

shown in

keeping the spirits of

our ancestors

seem to

fumo has remained

keep
to

on

appeasing

be what

we

steady in defiance of the

our ancestors and be

are,” he says.

thing is certain though, Mapfumo has, since
1975, guarded our natural attributes against
anybody and anything that tries to negate them
or

urges us to

Fred Zindi is

alter them.

a
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Zimbabwe

at
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University of

the
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to

proud

Traitor or cultural ambassador he may be, one

rest of the world know about

unique musical heritage, credit
given to him for the perseverance he has

must be

for

album

jointly with an
the Kronos
Quartet. Should this happen, the original
‘mbira’ sound will disappear through this arranto

American classical music group,

Masekela has also pursued American sound
cause

as

Mapfumo, decides to settle, say in New York, he
will end up fusing ‘mbira’ with ‘rap’. Already,
there are plans for his band. The Blacks Un-

Zimbabwe’s

Hugh

releases such

if Zimbabwe’s cultural ambassador, Thomas

Keita’s sound is

rock-based.

through his music and social comments. In

the last three years,

“Corruption”, “Vanhu Vekwedu” (where Map-

making the

now

alive

records will also increase. There is no doubt that

indigenous musical
They begin to water down their raw
African rhythms and fuse them with Western
types of music which completely change their
original sounds. This is the reason why Salif
tastes.

•

change is the fact that if the music appeals
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SOCCER AND RUGBY: POPULAR PRODUCTIONS OF PLEASURE IN
SOUTH AFRICAN CULTURE
Desiree Lewis
opportunity, hoy, to consider what the game of rugby, greatest of team games, means to you and how you will do your hit to maintain its
glory... you live in a country whose national game is rughy ... which will bring you joy, happiness and life-long friendship ... Yours is indeed a great
heritage. It is up to you to ensure that the heritage of those who follow you will he as great. (Caroline: 1964, 202).
This is your

oforganised Association football among the Blacks grow deep into the bowels ofthe African cultural soil... They draw their sustenance from
pristine spirit of adventure and the instinct of combat ...football is like a second religion to the Black man.
(Thabe; 1983,5)

The roots

the Black man’s exuberant and vibrant

IN SOUTH AFRICA, soccer is often as-

with the

con-

tions of

townships: deft and
spectacular, it forms part of an ethos of frenetic
enthusiasm amidst socio-economic deprivation.
Rugby is contrastively regimented, and
governed by acts and rules of overt kragdadigheid. Appropriated by the Afrikaner faction of the dominant class, rugby is played
primarily by the ‘national’ Springbok teams and
has been hegemonically defined as a ‘national’
sport. The imposition of the game of the ‘nation’
was starkly illustrated in a car advert jingle
during the seventies: ‘South Africans love
hraavleis, rugby sunny skies and Chevrolet’.
Given their distinct socio-cultural legacies,
rugby and soccer are fascinating entry points for
considering some of the important dynamics of

trol over black social and political life, organised

game to

sociated with the black

I

South African culture: the

resources

available to

by different groups, the codes
developed by these groups, the complex articulation of cultural practice with social
realities, and the means by which groups and individuals create and reproduce a coherent sense
and used

of self vis-a-vis their multi-faceted circumstances.

i

What follows is

a

discussion of three related

features of the games:

techniques and tactics,

audience

participation and the structure and
management of teams and players. My discussion of technical and management details is
sketchy.
It is

an

outsider’s view, since I

play neither

and watch matches only infrequently and
partially. What intrigues me most are the discursive codes and cultural meanings of the games.
game

Soccer For Social Control
Soccer for blacks has

history as a
mechanism of social control. In the early 19(X)s,
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

a

proliferation of liberal paternalist

sport was high on the agenda of liberals who

sought socially acceptable outlets for blacks’
recreation and cultural expression. In 1929, the
Johannesburg Bantu Football Association was
set up by local liberals in association with the
American Board Mission to challenge minecontrolled football with its gambling, strong individualism and opportunism of players and organisers. The Association stressed organisation,
discipline, team spirit and the commitment of
players to their sport and teams. This umbrella
organisation gradually eroded independent initiatives, so that the formal soccer organisations
today trace their structure to the ventures of
white patrons.
The

legacy of white paternal control makes it
easy to conclude that soccer bears the ineradicable imprint of social control, and that it
is a testimony of the containment of alternative
soccer or of other sports or recreation which
could challenge the established capitalist and racial status quo. A related argument is that soccer-playing has been an escapist outlet for dissipating the .energies of a marginalised, oppressed and potentially rebellious social group.
These conclusions do not explain why soccer
than any other sport — has acquired
appeal for black South Africans. Nor do
they explain why the game has so readily accommodated discourses of political resistance and

—

more

such

social transformation. Individual

soccer-

players’ achievements are equated with sociopolitical progress, while soccer-playing has
been defined
an

as a

site for the transformation of

unjust, exploitative and racist South Africa.
A recent television advertisement for Castle

beer has

capitalised

on

the subversive connota-

soccer

and

explicitly connected the

the spirit of a ‘new South Africa’. The
advertisement tells the story of a gifted black

player who gets the opportunity to play in
Britain but is prevented

from going through lack
images correlate

of funds. A series of visual

youth, comradeship and self-sacrifice with the

symbols of soccer (boots, trophy) to dramatise
of team mates raising funds for the star
player. The advert stressed a special friendship
between the promising black player and a white
team mate who initiates the fund-raising among
other team members. In the concluding scene,
the star is presented with his ticket in a beer
glass, his acceptance of the gift illustrating
prescribed male bonding when the men transthe story

form

a

moment of intense

emotion to

a

mood of

boisterous humour.

Key

messages

articulated in the advert

are

non-racialism, individual freedom, team spirit
and the

assurance

of reward for individual effort

and

ability. The promise of what soccer-playing
initiates is of course associated with a particular
brand of beer, a product which is incidentally but
powerfully linked to the advert’s messages of
harmony and justice. What we see in the beer
advert, then, is an appropriation and transferral
of the liberatory meanings of soccer. The advert
is an index of the pervasiveness of soccer’s
emancipatory meanings.
Soccer and Liberation
As the beer advert reveals, these
tions

are so

for use in
and

a

widespread that the

game

significa(available

variety of texts)has become a profuse

relatively autonomous signifier. Why and

how has

soccer

has the game

acquired these meanings? Why

resisted

a

conservative role of so-

13
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WBWswr

cial control and how has it

successfully offered ! game for engaging with day-to-day circumstanfor pleasure and ces has a variety of individual and group meanings. This substitution is often dubbed sublimaliberating cultural expressions?
so

many

South Africans

scope

There are two main explanations
is that

for this. One i tion,

intrinsically holds the potential for
yielding liberating meanings, its rules and procedures allowing it to offer pleasure in diverse
and individually satisfying ways. The second
soccer

■

clinical

a

term

which tends

to

reduce the

strategies with which groups and individuals
negotiate their experience.

the ball is

a

realisation of the

physicality. To kick is
we

do not

normally

pleasure of

pure

appendage that
for physical manipula-

to use an

use

tions. In this way,
ventions

soccer-playing strains the conof legitimate physical movement. It is

potentially wild; its procedures and tactics

Tbe ball and its control

are

rich in possible

tantalisingly unlawful. Kicking

an

are

object offers

is that soccer has been reshaped by local
players, organisers and spectators and so endowed with specific cultural associations and
reason

‘relevance. What these

adapted codes

are,

general and localised

or

and how they have evolved,

forms the burden of the

rest

centrate on the cultural

underpinnings of rugby,

a

of this article. 1

con-

which has been linked to different mean-

game

ings and discourses.
In soccer, eleven

players working

as a team

attempt to kick or head a ball through a set of

goal posts, trying in the process to prevent the
opposing team from achieving the same objective. In watching soccer games, I have been intrigued by the significance and deployment of
the ball. The ball is coveted and elusive; it
not

be manoeuvred

of human

can-

means

physical manipulation; it must be

commanded and

ing

by the most obvious

appropriated from the

oppos-

rules against touching the ball
intrinsically difficult.

team, yet

make this

This bid echoes the

groups

position of marginal

in relation to withheld

resources

and

so-

cial

opportunities. The ball in relation to the
players’ attempts to control it is consequently an
reflection of dominated

groups’
precarious relationship to material needs and opportunities; the connection encapsulates the real
accurate

constraints of such

groups’ material circumstan¬

ces.

Beer adverts articulate key messages
assurance

In soccer, the

player’s access to the ball can
(experienced, seen) as a satisfying
reflection of dominated groups’ actual relationship to the means of social and psychic fulfilment. For many, the pleasures of watching and
playing football rest on its authentic reflection
of the difficulty of controlling an elusive

of non-racialism, individual freedom, team spirit and the
of reward for individual effort and ability in soccer

be read

resource, as

well

as on

its intense and

pressed enactment of actual struggles for

com-

con-

trol.

Yet in

can

offer subconscious

during

a

significations which change
single match, and which vary from in-

dividual
would

to

ever

single

individual; hence,
watch

person

matches in

quite the

could

quite the

no two

same

ever

people

match and

no

watch different

same way.

Soccer

can

also

offer subliminal
in many

other sports, the
relationship between the game and everyday
soccer as

managing of experience is often varied, fluid
and obscure. The substitution of playing the
14

meanings. For players and spectators, this

vicarious

meanings for spectators whose
participation cannot be codified.

If the control of the ball is
ment

of

satisfying enacteveryday stmggles, kicking or heading
a

opportunities for the loss of the social
structed self and

an

intense

con-

indulgence of bodi-

ly consciousness. Like other sports, soccer can
in spectators, who in their
applause and cheering may be moved to physirelease this Joui.ssance

cal actions and verbal utterances that
not

Soccer offers tremendous scope

participation. In

soccer,

are

for vicarious

the player's action and

the movement of the ball
and

they would

normally indulge elsewhere.

are

directed outwards

clearly accessible to the spectators’s
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gaze.

We can easily follow the logic of different

moves

and there

are

prehension of the

few obstacles to

game.

our com-

In this way, soccer

openly accommodates the spectator.
Ritualised

numerous

are

a game

points of

spectator's

access to

by his opponent through an obvious exercise of

the

force. This

offer the .satisfaction of
recognition for groups who live by authoritarian
rugby

can

mles and who seek to

society is strongly
in

confirm, harmonise and naturalise social dictates as pleasures for social subjects
negotiating different realms of experience.
sport can

There is also

strong parallel between the ob-

a

physical display differs from that of

in its

goal-directedness; its aim is a socially-directed participant who directly and consoccer

integrate these rules with

autocratic, and the reproduction of its codes

in rugby is very difof ritualised events and
esoteric moves, and what the players do is not
always on view to the spectator. In the first place,
the ball is passed backwards. Because of this and
the huddle necessary for hand-pressing, tactics
are not always visible to the
spectator. While most of the
playing is open to view, there
Rugby is

of

their cultural lives. Afrikaner

Rugby

The role of the spectator

ferent.

Restriction of the
moves

♦

_

sistently acknowledges the priorities of competition, resisting threats posed by opponents,
and

co-operating with team mates. It is notewor-

thy that

once

the rugby player breaks down the
opposition, his opportunity to

barrier of physical

is almost assured; soccer incites on a final

score

of skill of the

jectives of rugby and the explicitly political be-

test

haviour of South Africa’s dominant white fac¬

wit the

aspiring

scorer;

he must out-

goalkeeper through skilfully

manoeuvr-

practice which also
guarantees more ‘fair play’ than
ing the ball,

a

rugby allows for.

con-

of-

Favouring the individuals’s

glimpses of the tactical
logic of the game but denied
total comprehension.

agile manipulations of the ball,

cealment where viewers

are

fered

rather than the

physical defeat of

the opponent, soccer appears to es-

chew directly

resonate

inter-personal physiit can
with players and spec-

obscure acts in the hermetic and

tators

whom

dark circle formed

and the direct

This is

the

scrum,

strongly reflected in
where players, their

backs to spectators,

cal control. In this way,

conceal

by the hud-

died

players. The spectator witnesses only the emergence of
one triumphant player; we cannot follow the process by which
the ball is gained.

either have

The direct
ball

a

a

manipulation of the

rugby is associated, suggest

one

tion.

of the

key pleasures it of-

‘try’, achieved when

beyond the scoring line, amounts to four points;
‘try ’ can be ‘converted’ for two points; while

‘penalties’ equal three points. A game of conrugby is also underpinned by

tion. The power

of Afrikanerdom has been an
accomplished fact for a number of years, although Afrikaner self-definition and domination
has rested

on

kragdadigheid. There

numerous

group cohesion and collegitimation: the public
punishment of transgressors, military displays,

plays for
lective

the

the constant need to rehearse dis-

launching of space ships etc.
The Individual Versus The Team

plays of force. Interestingly, in rugby, the ball is

elaborate rites and tradition, evident in the

quite accessible; it can be fully controlled by the

which

player who picks it up, carries it and runs off
with it, passing it only when tackled by a player

Africa? General features which black

tricate

players use and the in-

protocol that precedes, accompanies and

follows games.
a

clear

Thus its rules and codes define
insider/outsider opposition. These con-

from the

opposing side. This suggests that the

so much one of
elusive symbol, but of maintaining control over a resource already pos-

challenge in rugby is not

firm entrenched social hierarchies and restrict

manipulating

rugby’s participatory potential for those who
suffer under similar opposition in their day-to-

sessed.

day lives. Soccer offers totally different interstices for

transcending the daily constraints of a

rigidly hierarchal environment.
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

an

Generally, the playing of rugby is
ment

of

hegemony,

In the tackle the

a

an enact-

display of kragdadigheid.

player is literally brought down

are

examples of related dis-

trived esotericism,

ritualistic formations that

legitima-

Rugby enacts, ritualises and

exalts

Soccer openly accommodates the spectator as one can easily follow the logic
of different moves

player successfully positions the ball on or

the

or are

fers is the satisfaction of

straight-forwardly

points, the scoring
procedure in rugby is convoluted:

that

soccer

accumulate

power

relevance

together with other rituals with

which

mystique of the game is
further reflected in its compliwhere teams

no

physical control

display of

alienating.

TTte

cated rules. Unlike

to

What

can

be said about the

soccer

and

specific

ways

in

rugby have evolved in South
soccer

has

exploited particularly are the self-indulgent,
manoeuvring of the ball and the display of individual flair. This offers scope for jouissance
and

a

wide

of

not

necessarily purposeful) physical action,

symbolic gestures of
refusing social control. With its exuberant (and
measure

players’ absorbed manipulation of the ball, and
players’ tendency to retreat from other players,
black

soccer

has

exploited the element of resist15
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receptiveness of individual material success and
achievement. The narrative of the

previously

mentioned Castle beer advert revolves

on

the

upward mobility of the promising player. In .soccer generally, such
rapid rises to stardom and
material

success are

far

more common

than in

rugby, the history of black
with

soccer abounding
players and especially organisers who have

used the game to

Soccer is

one

acquire material wealth.
of the first sports to become

professional in South Africa, and like other
professional sports, the individual player is
valued

more

than the team. The

subjectivity of
player, then, is the seif largely
detached from discipline, commitment, group
accountability and social control. The player is
the

a

Rugby is

a game

of ritualised events, esoteric

and complicated rules

moves

I

soccer

free agent who may seek

opportunities and
openings to please only himself.
Since the dominant international socio-

ing the responsible self dictated by the dominant

South Africans

order. Ronnie Kasrils,

press

extols individualistic
enterprise for material advancement, h is questionable how radical the

a soccer

fan of local and

international football, has said: “Our

play here,

the

and I think this is because of the way soccer has
evolved in the townships, is such that individual

the

ball from

skill is

the ball

highlighted. It has

tremendous in-

a

...

player to player, they tended to play

on

their

own

dividual flair...” (1992: 23).

be

Players’ disavowal of an accountable subjectivity is further reflected in the extravagant use

mental attitude’

of physical space

incorrect attitude.

in local

soccer.

between South African
amateur

A comparison

(especially
playing in the townships) and profesreveals that the

interesting to

game

side” (1992; 25). It would

assess
on

the impact of a 'correct

spectators’ perceptions of a

often valued mainly for its compellingly

far offers the

economic system

pleasure of existential and

acts

of enterprising or-

ganisers and players actually are. Yet the role of
such initiative in

a racial order is a
gauge of its
revolutionary potential; it illustrates
immediate means by which groups can dis-

localised

the

cover arenas

quo

for

and seizing

denied

The individual flair and skill mentioned thus

soccer

sional international games

much better. But

they do not
enough to win. They seemed to dribble for
sake of dribbling and not advance towards
goalposts despite being able to jiggle the
are

defying

an

resources

oppressive

status

and opportunities

by institutionalised discrimination.

South African

emo-

rugby has exploited the sectarian tendencies whose roots can be traced to

tional resistance, and

between players and
abundant physical freedom for the individual
player. Players recklessly exploit the expanse of

are not directly connected
political behaviour. Yet this psycho-existen-

the British ruling class and the masculine and
covertly aggressive ethic legitimated by ethics

tial resistance can be yoked to an overt political
agenda. During the seventies and eighties, soc-

the entire field, whereas international

cer

of tolerance, fairness and perseverance. Handpassing, the threat of attack by opponents, the
physical proximity of players dictate that rugby

former allows

large

gaps

soccer em-

phasises the strategic necessity for reducing
gaps between players. This often creates the impression of its being a faster, more intense and
more

climatic game.

The individualist features of black

soccer are

potentially 'unsporting'; they can subvert the
aims of competitive sport and reduce the commercial value of the game.
recent

With South Africa’s

entry into international

soccer,

local in-

to

matches in the

townships were often integrated with BCM and UDF political rallies,
The boundaries between consciousness
and the

playing and appreciation of sport

blurred:

political activits’ speeches automatical-

Rugby’s sectarianism is clearly manifest in its
spontaneously I organisation. South African rugby has remained
to cheering and applause for the
game.
,
amateur (where the team becomes more impor-

shifted

political

response

Some individualist features associated with
soccer are

pragmatic coping mechanisms. The

main reasons for black soccer's

South Africa

the liberals in the mid-19(X)s

mented

on

a correct

the South African’s need to

mental attitude’ (1992:

Cameroonian coach claimed:

16

'develop

25), while the

“Technically, the

were

remains an interpersonal interactional sport
providing little opportunity forthe protracted individual performances and indulgence of flair in
soccer-playing,

ly gave way to the performance of players, while
crowds'

dividualism has been

strongly criticised. When
played Cameroon in mid-1992,
Roger Milla of the Cameroonian team com-

raising

appropriation by

the perception
having been debased by mercenary organisers, unreliable players, irresponsible
managers and the frequency of unprogrammed
fixtures. Yet present-day soccer has not shed its
of its

was

tant than the

individual) throughout its history,
and this has nothing to do with the skill or commitment of players or financial backing forthe
sport. It has a great deal to do with a group’s need
to maintain an autocratic and strongly com-

munalcode.
In

rugby, the subjectivity of the individual
player is based on accountability to the impera-
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winning and organisational

tives of the rules,

commitment.

Rugby relies on a socially con-

responsible and committed.
this is clearly illustrated in the
teams (especially the national

structed self who is
In South Africa
value vested in

Springbok team) as well as in the striking inkinship ties between prominent

cidence of

players. More than any other sport in South
Africa, rugby has defined itselfas celebrated and
encouraged

a

families. The

tradition of playing within
powerful communality of the

a

legacy bequeathed by an exclusivist English

ideology. Given the history of conflict between
Britain and the Afrikaners and the way that
Afrikaner culture has

vigorously resisted

Englishness, this cultural alliance seems
anomalous. If we consider the core meanings
that

rugby offers, however, the alliance makes

perfect

‘fair

a

strict

equation between social identity and cultural instrict divide between

terest. To labour a

and

soccer

rugby is therefore inadequate. There are
white

black South Africans who enjoy rugby and

South Africans who prefer soccer. There are also
many

South Africans who dislike

or are

disin-

terested in both. Another vital consideration is

sense.

Traditionally, the violence of mgby has been
covert,

But it would be reductive to draw

♦

concealed by duplicitous injunctions like

play’ and ‘team spirit’; in South African

the way
and

gender shapes individual subjectivity

complicates the productions of pleasure and
practices associated with racial and

cultural

indica-

class hierarchies. These patterns are an

is evidenced also in the tremendous
authority of organisers and coaches over players
and in the submission of players to their

rugby this violence has been more overt.
Afrikaner culture has duplicated and in some
ways

elaborated rugby’s essential exclusive-

popular culture and should, for critics of cultural

organisers’and managers’control. This situation
is totally different from the laissez faire of soccer, where the player is guaranteed tremendous
liberty regarding performance, affiliation and
style. In local mgby circles, good players have
had to travel to other countries to play (and earn)

ness,

communal ethic, vaunting of force and

practice, be as important as the salient trends we
can more easily identify.

professionally, returning surreptitiously to sub-

lives.

game

hierarchical

from its members. This has allowed it to resonate
with spectators
ness are

The codes and rules of soccer make it

minority and marginal groups who

in the organisational,
physical flexibility it offers.

liberating

tactical and

shaped by these codes in their everyday

spaces

Reproducing the structure and codes of
Afrikanerdom, South African mgby has adopted

the dominant

proposes

production of popular

ideology and the subjectivity it

when it is in our interest to do so;

equally there are pleasures of opposing or
modifying that ideology and its subjectiveness
when
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“THE PROFUNDITY OF SIMPLICITY”
Cheryl Hendricks
Abdullah Ibrahim believes that it is time to stop

DR. ABDULLAH IBRAHIM
known

as

thinking of our music as inferior

(probably better

Dollar Brand) back from a successful

solo

piano concert tour of the USA, Japan and
recently come under criticism for
his individualistic musical style. Ibrahim himself acknowledges that South Africans are
alienated by his solo piano performances.
“When I played solo at the University of the
Western Cape, they asked, Waar is die jazz jol?
(where is the jazz gig?)” Yet, in an interview
with Cheryl Hendricks, Abdullah Ibrahim had
this to say about the music culture and industry
the UK, has

in South Africa.

“Its’s

I’ve been out of the country for
and it’s almost as if nothing has
changed. I am talking now specifically in terms
a mess.

14 years

of the music. In fact the standard of music

was

much

higher when we left. There are of course
exceptions of some of the young people who

the

have attended music schools and at least have
the basic skills. You

now

have these

professional

black musicians who know how to read music,
but that

was never a

problem for

us

anyway”.

Roots of the Problems in the South

African Music
In

Industry

defining the roots of the problem in the
industry, Ibrahim states
the problem seems to be that you have

South African music
that

Eurocentric-based music conservatories teach-

ing students European or American music and
controlling the marketing thereof. “This creates
a dependency syndrome, whereby the students
are continuously under the control of these conservatories. There is no way they can make
money without them”. He posits the solution as
“to me it seems like the most important thing is
that

we

have

with

to create

units and music

commen-

experiences. We have been
but it is not popular.
We were ostracised from the industry by other
musicians who thought that our music was not
on the same level as so-called European and
American music; something that still persists
today We need to take the best from Europe,
surate

our own

doing this for

many years

Pic: Shamiel

.

USA, the world and mould it into
que

18

our own

uni-

Dollar Brand

speaks

on

Albertyn

Black Music

creative forms”.
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Music and Culture
He

Ibrahim stressed that the music has to be

questioned the type of music being played

by the artists in South Africa. “When

,

to

Taking Music to the Community
we

talk

trolled

con-

by the community. The problems that

musicians encounter, arise precisely

nine percent

music

industry is not under their control. “You

can

all over the Cape flats over weekends and

playing cover versions. Those who attempt to
play their original music, people like Basil Coet-

nobody wants to
mindset of people is the

starving to death,

zee, are

hire them. The whole

as

there will be dance bands

feet

‘Mannenberg’. We went into the studios and did
it ourselves as the record companies did not want
to

support us. We sold 20 000 copies and it

still

is

popular today. The key therefore is for us to

market

our own

culture”.

He a.sserted that
believe that the type

“apartheid has made us
of music played by the

“Kloppse” (minstrels) is below
have labelled this type
music”

or

our

of music

dignity. We
as

“skollie

“kaffir music”. The whole world

recognises the beauty of our music, except us”.
Ibrahim gave an account of how tourists com-

ing to Cape Town insist that they do not want to
hear American jazz whilst visiting. This has
compelled club owners to seek out musicians
who can play local music. However, very few of
the local musicians can actually play the indigenous music. He claims that “that’s sad man.
This is the same thing that pervades the whole
culture. There is

with it

—

you are

a

whole

syndrome connected

hip if you play

you are not

our

music,

primitive”.

For Ibrahim, the

stigma that is attached to

local music is

precisely that which has kept the
bondage. “We all look to the

to

Africa

to

learn

Europe but

our

we

don’t look

lessons”. He claims that

people stand in limbo between Africa and
Europe. Some people do not believe that they
are

strength of

here where

going to take the music back to the

are

com-

compose

and market their music. It seeks to do

its

networking and management. It is

own

primarily Cape Town-bom Satima Bea BenJamin (internationally acclaimed Jazz vocalist
who

now

resides with her

who is the

family in New York)

driving force behind this. The centre

is both artist initiated and controlled. Ibrahim
has also been instrumental in the creation of

a

40-piece orchestra called the “New Cape

new

Symphonic Strings”, for performances and

teaching.
The need for constructive criticism, the

unreliability, characteristic of

local musicians and promoters,

and the

recognition that far too much potential has gone
down the drain

highlighted by Abdullah
recognise that the future is
not in playing cover versions; that is watered
down black music”. There is å nine-year old
was

Ibrahim.” We must

in his orchestra who is “producing incredible work, this is the way of the future”. He
mentioned that parents often stifle their children
by not allowing them to be creative with their
On

gender sensitivity, Ibrahim stated that
“our society is very male oriented! Seventy per-

a

nation is the trading it

does; you have to develop something that is uni-

that is how you get your sustenance.
something here that is unique, our cul-

can

of the musicians in our orchestra are women

do it”. When

South Africa,

like

they

are

the best people who

people speak about jazz in

they only refer to the

men,

all the

Emily Kwenane, Satima Bea Ben-

que to you,

women

There is

jamin etc, are left out, yet these were the forerun-

ture, and we have to market

this”. He claims that

this is how he survived in the international
“1 left in 1962 and 1

arena.

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

of the music for decades.

Our Music is not Inferior

still

playing to packed
crowds. 1 survived all those years because I
played my own music and I do not try to .sound
like anybody else.”
am

ners

—

“only

we

that composed the

supposed to sound like.

Ellington and John Cowtrane

were my

personal friends. Whatever is black, there is an
industry created on it. It is almost as if you are a
resource.

How

can

1 make

a

quick buck from

you?”

thinking of
never

pand

music

our

as

inferior

upon

would

what is innate.

He asserted that there is
search into the
The

or we

be able to market it. Musicians have to ex-

a

dire need for

re-

history of South African music.

Loving Family centre hopes to promote this

type of research. He has determined connections
between the type

of music played in the Cape,
by the minstrel groups (what is commonly
referred to as coons) and the music played in
Polynesia and parts of the United States (New
Orleans in
nival has

particular). This implies that the car-

a

tradition of

an

“We must therefore stop

international order.

believing that

our

degrading. Our history is in our music”.

“This traditional music

played by our dance
is complex. It is like a
flower
the profundity of simplicity. These
groups do not have massive orchestras at their
disposal yet he finds the architecture of their
music complex. In urban Cape Town, we find
the magnificent strains of the Khoi-san people,
bands and other groups
—

the so-called Hottentot and Bushman, acknow-

ledged by the whole world to be the most vibrant
highly structured society
anywhere, anytime and yet we look at our people
in demeaning and degrading terms! ”

civilised and

Ibrahim thinks that in order to

music.

cent

Duke

music is

eradication of
most

incorrect notes

music know what it is

Ibrahim thus believes that it is time to stop
we

munity. This stmeture is called the “Loving
Family” and aims to teach people how to play,

and this is because

in Africa.
“The

a structure

composer

musicians in

United States and to

playing to packed

example of self control”.

“We have created

breakthrough with the tune

a

because the

crowds, but they get no publicity. That is a per-

denial of their culture”.
“We made

go

who simply transcribe the

music from the records and hence write down

about culture, who is

playing our music? Ninety
of all the groups in Cape Town are

jazz teachers

♦

His views

on

local music schools are, “ I have

checked out all the jazz

the music,

schools and they all play

“correctly wrong”. This he attributes

relinquish the
stigma attached to the traditional music, the
word “coon” must be replaced by minstrel.
Coon is a derogatory term for black and carries
negative connotations. “If you call someone a
coon in the USA, you will be in deep trouble.”
Another

“Mannenberg” will only be
produced “when we are in full control”.
Dr Ibrahim is fifth dan Black belt martial arts

practitioner. Whilst in Japan two months ago, he
had an intensive training programme under
Sensi Yokio and hopes to re-open his Cape
Town-based school in 1993.*

Cheryl Hendricks is a Politi cal Scientist and
Secretary of SAFES (South Africa)
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VOICES FROM THE GHETTO
Philip Weiss
THE POLITICS of liberation lead to

mass

schooling of society and increased provision by
the state for the people. Whilst the economics of
structural

adjustment

programmes

threaten

of the gains achieved by Zimbabwean
society during the 1980’s leading to rising un-

many

of the youths continue to
struggle through self-employment with minimal

employment,
state

many

assistance.

ganisation unable to ensure that the funds reach

interest shown in the country

those

people for whom their good coffers are intended, now finds it is the ordinary artist rather

daiy investment in tourism, films, etc. And yet

than the

being unemployed, without

intermediary who must be dealt with.

Meanwhile, the artist who has rarely received
support except in paper promises, must still
stmggle in the ghetto for permission to do this,
that and the other, working with the already
employed corrupt petty civil servants.
state

the average

artist is

entered this strange

leading to

someone

who is
a proper

secon-

seen as

job

or

life out of desperation.

Little wonder that every

going

the veiy
teem

artist dreams of
if not to make a fortune then at
least to provide a new image of self-es-

overseas

and self-worth

on return

to the motherland.

It is the greatest

challenge to develop a culture that respects and encourages self-employment, a challenge that must be guided by
teachers, civil servants and politicians many of
whom have never been self-employed and
probably would not survive if they were. It is
surely that culture of comfortable conceit that allows
or

so

many

in the ranks of government to

abuse cultural workers, support or

musicians and others

access to

use

deny

the true fruits of

their labours.

Treatment of Artists
At the bottom of the social

pile is invariably

the artist, hounded

by governments for speaking
too many truths, used by governments to enliven
state

occasions (but

rarely to enlighten), ambas-

sadors of culture and
demned

good news overseas, conby poverty, localised corruption,

reduced to the status of semi-educated literates

by

with the

anyone

tion. Then

come

power to

which occasional funds

Invariably
veterans

run

abuse their posi-

the ‘associations’

by the state

through

are

pushed.

by self-interested self-styled

of traditional culture, one can almost

guarantee that very little money will go to the
artist without massive intervention.
The artists in

Bulawayo have

seen

the light

expressed in their rejection of established
sociations.

as-

Sunduza’s performance

reflects religious, traditional, social and political struggles in the region.

They have now walked out of the Na-

tional Arts Council

en mass

rather than watch

the government

The artist and the state should live in

coffers being emptied by selfappointed local dignataries of the arts. They
created their own association of independent ar-

mutually symbiotic relationship. There

tists, Masibamunye, which in turn was rejected

theatrical group can

by the National Arts Council (NAC) as being un-

representative. By doing so, the NAC has opted
for being a head without a body. A funding or-

20

little doubt that

an overseas

can

a

be

exhibition of paint-

travelling dance company or
do more for the national
image abroad than any amount of money spent
by the state tourist board. Thousands flock to see
Zimbabwean artists and boost the goodwill and
ing

or

sculpture,

a

Yet however successful overseas, that

struggle
continues.
And yet if recession elsewhere is representative,
the ordinary person should still be spending their
decreasing salaries on entertainment. We all
for survival in

have to drown
In the

a

battered economy

our sorrows.

ghetto, the youths compete strongly for
Bulawayo is the centre of

wider attention.
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mbube culture. Whilst it

began in the mining

deal of

such educational initiatives in Zimbabwe will

including the mentally

however, be far from simple to secure and yet

colleges to primary schools and

a great

compounds of South Africa, and in the factories

work with the disabled,

of cities

handicapped. Combining dance with environ-

surely it is at home that the

lights today all come from Bulawayo. Lucky
Moyo and Socha Moyo of “Black Umfolozi”,

mental issues linked to culture

most

Joseph Shabalala of South Africa’? “Ladysmith
Black Mambazo” possibly that country’s best

programme

known

oppressed by Apartheid, its leading

‘gospel style choir’, and now Simon
Many other

Banda’s ‘Sunduza’ dance company.

on

the Frontline

States, their highly structured workshop

proved a revelation to even the most
culturally resistant heads of schools.
Their educational work

tinghamshire with

a

full

was

extended in Not-

programme

of schools

aspire to become masters of
perfect harmonic form, mbube.

means

‘let

us

colourful

liant

as

his

push’, have

music from Africa has

performance is

is allowed to hear it without the

most enormous

promotional struggle by

a

dedi-

cated bunch of Euro-Afro fanatics. However,

during the course of a three-week residency at
the Fringe Club in Edinburgh during the main
festival period this year, Sunduza proved they
could pack the audiences in against stiff comafter a full day working in
institutions ranging from sixth form

petition and this
educational

was

for

reporter, most surely worth repeating “The

whole week. In the

a

glowing words of

artist

phenomenon, musician, dancer, spell

painting by George Nene in
very own, and it seems that

only has to smile to produce

a

standing

ova-

tion.
With

and has an appeal way beyond the conof the largely middle class White intel-

cause no-one

tore
one

he

full two-hour
gripped audiences across the age
a

ligentsia who go for what is referred to as ‘World
Music’—all that stuff sung in strange languages
which will rarely be heard today on any UK
radio station or indeed European station, and
certainly can never make the charts largely be-

Virgin store obliged by stacking Sunduza’s

Bulawayo, Simon’s

ranges
fines

reflect

by the Aberdeen Press, ‘Forget Michael

CD supports a

for half-baked acts, the candle is relit.

show that has

songs

binding performer, and a leader in perfect harmony with his perfectly integrated group’’. The

feel the interest in
weakening interest

‘Injabulo 2000’ is

regional culture. Their

religious, traditional, social and political strug-

an

amongst the public no longer willing to pay out
Sunduza’s

their

multi-talented and inexhaustible Simon Banda,

may
a

with the

local

unique harmonies and brilare Zimbabwe’s latest
the ghetto of World Music,

night clubs and festivals

vary

albums above Michael Jackson’s in the megas-

choreography, they

cultural force. As

unique ability to

reflecting on both traditional and modem
contemporary African dance styles associated

Jackson, he’s got nothing on Sunduza!’ and the

of the UK. Under the charismatic direction of

as

a

show

satility appeal to the younger generation. We are

recently completed their first three-month tour
Simon ‘Rainbow’ Banda whose

needs to be

appreciated.

Sunduza have

told

“Sunduza”
“Sunduza”, which

group

gles in the region. Theiryouthful vigour and ver-

youngsters can now
that

♦

a

beautiful

lighting plot, and helmet

lamps from Hwange, (Wankie Colliery) the
show will continue to mesmerise audiences. As
group packs the theatres and stays
nightclub circuit, they may develop a
wide popular appeal. For the time being it is back
to the ghetto and to use Simon Banda’s words,

long

out

Simon Banda:

musician, dancer and spellbind-

ing performer.

as

the

of the

‘Hamba, hamba’ (I walked and 1 walked..) and

eventually out of the ghetto and into self-

Unlimited’, and at many other repertory theatres

employment! He finally convinced the Scots
that his song ‘imali’ was really about unemployment, and his song on ‘Highlanders’ was actual-

around the country.

ly not about the Scottish Highlands but about

and theatrical

performances, in Lxtndon at the

Commonwealth Institute’s ‘Festival of Dance

some

After much radio work and

TV from the Garden Festival in Wales

on

a

great football team in Bulawayo who leap

BBC television Summer Season, the group now

around like black and white strike birds

eagerly await their next project. Funding for

for insects,

hunting

‘amahlolanyama’l ♦

Philip Weiss is a freelance writer
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
SOUTH AFRICA IN THE GLOBAL SYSTEM

—

THE STATUS

OF THE STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRATISATION
Samir Amin

SINCE THREE years the

struggle of the South
people has entered a new and decisive
phase. Never again in the future South Africa

system in the late 19th century. It was them who
established in the Black country, “reserves”
(some of them within the boundaries of the

will it be

Union,... these

African

as

it has been for its

long history of

racism, oppression and exploitation, which did
not

restrict to the last and

ugliest 40 years of
apartheid. Yet the ongoing phase of the stmggle
will probably not be the last one, but perhaps
only the start of a long way yet to go through in
order to achieve a really democratic non-racist
full meaning of the word.

Basutoland

—

British protectorates

as

now

calculated in order

Lesotho

to

be

—

and

—

Swaziland)

overpopulated, unable

feed their own population (no investment was
made there to intensify agriculture) and thereto

fore condemned to

provide a migrant labour for
mines, made cheaper by the fact that they

the

were

“produced” free of charge for capital in

their miserable “homelands”.

Classifying South Africa
South Africa

always

its

deployment, this industHalisation split the old

“third world” into
world” and

a now

a new

“industrialising third

called “fourth world” main-

tained in the

previous stage of a non-inagricultural and mineral exporter.
The ruling class of South Africa developed in
that frame the project of moving up its position
in the global system through an indusitrialisation
strongly protected and supported by the state.
The apartheid system was, to that effect, perfectly national. Cheap productive labour does not
necessarily create a problem: the demand can be
dustrialised

ex

e

income distributed

to

hard to
classify: was it a White settler colony? A third
world country? A developed industrialised
country? An independent state? In fact the difficulty to answer any of those questions was due
to the fact that

was

a country

South Africa is

a

kind of

microcosm of the world

capitalist system, assembling on its territory, features proper to each
and all of the “four” worlds according to which
countries could be classified. It has a (“White”)
population which, by its waiped standard of
living, belong to the “first” (ie advanced
Western capitalist) world. A humourist would
have noticed that the strong “statist” behaviour
of the (White) minority could compare with that
of the former so-called socialist second world.
The (“colonised” and “Black”) populations of
the townships clearly belong to the modem in-

dustrialising third world, while the “tribal”
peasants secluded in their so-called bantustans
do not differ much from the peasant communities of the now called “fourth world”
Africa.

South

Africa has a white population which by its warped standard of living, belongs to the “first”

world.

The curious and

exceptional build up was
Dutch White
Africans just
English looked at the American-Indians

started in the 17th century with the
settler project which looked at the
as

the

or as

the Israelis look at the Palestinians, as in-

truders who have

right to live in the newly
conquered country. The British industrial imperialism, interested in the exploitation of the
fabulous mineral
derstood that

a

no

resources

Black manpower

that purpose, would
fective solution. It
Boers

22

I

—

of the country, un-

if mobilised to
be the cheapest and most efwas

the British

—

who therefore invented the

not

the

apartheid

Boer

Ascendancy

In the aftermath of World War II, the Boers
took

the

non or

less

productive minority and by

ex-

panding

exports in order to pay the import bill
useful for promoting the overall efficiency of the

over the resjxinsibility for the overall running of that system through their capturing of the
state, and gave it a name (apartheid) as well as
an
ideological legitimation for their covering the
practices of racism by “laws”. The period which

industry. The liberal rhetoric which presented
apartheid as conflictual with capitalism — as if
capitalism was really necessarily synonymous
with freedom and equality! totally missed the

followed after World War 11, half a century now,
to its end
was characterised by the

Industrialisation

came

—

of industrialisation of the peripheries of
global system. Being by nature unequal in

real issue at stake.

The criterion or failure of the

process

II industrialisation of the

the

cordance with

post-World War

periphery is — in acthe globalisation of capitalism —
Sapem Dec. ’92/Jan ’93
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achieved in the coming

markets. From that

CODESA.

capacity to be “competitive” on global
point of view, the results
achieved classify the countries into four groups:
(i) those who have moved into industrialisation and indeed succeeded in being competitive, or at least could become so with
relatively minor additional adjustments
and efforts (countries of

communist

or

—

(iv) those who have failed to succeed in

promoting traditional (ie pre-World War II)
exports) the majority of the African states
belong to this group).
1 submit that only the first group constitutes
really the core of the modem future periphery of
the global system. These “stories of success” are
constantly presented as moving towards full
developments, ie “catching up” with Western
capitalist advanced states. 1 submit that the
polarisation within the global system will continue to operate. In the past, polarisation was
based on a de facto clear distinction between industrialised and non-industrialised countries

(the latter constituted therefore the whole

periphery). I submit that polarisation in the future

the

will

no more

new centres

be based

on

that distinction;

will be those countries which

will control the

global industrialised system
through the monopolies of technology, centrally commanded financial power, decision over
the use of the resources at the planet level, command over communications, media and through
them over political opinions, as well as the
monopoly of weapons of mass destruction.
While 1 submit therefore that the countries of
the first group

constitute the “third world” of

tomorrow, tho.se of all the three other groups
constitute

a new

“fourth world”. In that respect.

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’92

months perhaps, through

The De Klerk government was

indeed comthese negotiations by the very
failure of the South African “historical” project.
A failure which I submit is due basically to the
growing successful resistance of the majority
working class in the work places, their uprising
in the townships, the ability of their political organisations (ANC, the Communist Party,
COSATU, PAC, Unity Movement etc....) have
developed to act efficiently and destroy the attempt to “legitimise” the Bantustans including
among the peoples of these areas themselves.
The failure being aggravated by the nonsensical
waste associated with the apartheid practices, ie
the overpaying of non-productive “Whites”.
But things accelerated due to the fact that South
Africa has lost some of its most important cards:
(i) its strategic position controlling maritime

pelled to

East Asia, with

capitalist political regimes
belonging clearly to this group, as well as
major Latin American countries, to various
degrees);
(ii) those who have industrialised but are clearly not competitive, or would need to become such by drastic restructuring of their
productive systems, income distribution,
taxation etc.. (South Africa belongs to that
group, along with industrialised Arab
countries such as Egypt or Algeria);
(iii) those who have remained pre-industrial,
but have succeeded in continuing promoting “traditional” agricultural, mineral, or
oil exports, and may look — for that reason
“rich” and “prosperous” (Ivory Coast
and Kenya for some time. Gulf oil
countries or Gabon belong to this group);
and finally,

♦

The growing successful resistance by the
African majority and their political organisations, compelled de Klerk to open negotiations.

South Africa presents

the curious picture of a
of which features of
groups (ii), (iii) and (iv) are found side by side.
Its industry has totally failed to achieve
“competitiveness”. The industrial (nonmineral) exports of South Africa are negligible
compared to those for instance of Korea, Mexico
or Brazil etc
and are absorbed by over-controlled prisoner markets of some countries in the
Southern African region. Yet the South African
regime benefited — inspite of its ugliness —
from an unparalleled support, financial and
economic, political and military, from the
United States, Britain and all of Western Europe.
There is no explanation, but racist prejudice,
which can throw some light on the fact that this
failure is not usually recognised by institutions

open

communications between the Atlantic and

country on the territory

the Indian oceans,

important during the

Cold War, now over;

(ii)

its political role as a military force of intervention in order to destabilise the attempts
of African countries of the

region (Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe) to go their own
way, now also over since the national

—

projects of those countries have been
defeated;

(iii) its economic position as a provider of some

important minerals,

now

available from

Russia.

powers (such as Egypt or Algeria) are commented ad nauseam by the dominant media.

Maximal pressure is being exercised on the
majority negotiators by internal and Western
powers in order to have them accept a minimal
project of “democratisation”. Contrary to
reality, it is being said that the Black majority
will “inherit” a magnificent country, and therefore that the minimal changes should be made.
What is requested from the working class is now

South Africa continues to be, for the

to

such

as

the World Bank, while similar failures

of countries which moved into industrialisation
in

an

tern,

atmosphere of hostility of the Western

global

sys-

almost exclusively a primary product ex-

porter.

Simultaneously the Bantustans have
of the fourth world,

remained the poorest areas
unable to maintain

a

minimal survival level.

Prospects for Democratic Change
Now, formal apartheid is almost over, and the
perspective of a “one person, one vote” election
almost guaranteed. Would that be the
democratic solution for South African society?
It would only be the beginning of a long way to
really change this ugly society. Much will
depend therefore on the “compromise”

“accelerate”

“competitiveness”. What

steps

towards

shame! What capital, with the active support of the Western
powers, has failed to achieve, the working class
should now do as quickly as possible. That
would be of course paid by minimal economic
concessions to the townships and industrial
workers, practically no change — or course —
a

in the Bantustans, in order also to maintain the
economic

privileges of a lot of parasitic
meantime,'of course, De Klerk

“Whites”! In the

would make profits out of the division of the
majority associated with the project, and
capitalise on the dissatisfaction of the Bantus-
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tans;

manipulating such organisations

as

In-

areas, to

the benefit of the rural African

katha, finds in this frame its nationality.

proletariat and possibly, gradually,

The political format for such a
“compromise” would be a kind of “federal”
state (whatever name is given to it) transferring
much of the decision and finance responsibility
to “states” (or provinces). In that case, even if
no “state” could be cut on the map in order to
ensure a White majority, there would be “rich”
and “poor” states, this division would make
easier minimal concessions to a Black political
new bourgeoisie associated with the continua-

sion of

tion of the system.

As has also been shown in the

of Zim-

“successful” thanks

to the cheapest qutisi
it exploits and the enorecological disaster associated with

slave manpower
mous

the waste of lands;

(iv) certainly a redistribution of wage incomes
to

the benefit of the

productive majority

progressive racial change, even
change will still be painful and long (35

them, especially in the area of education

see

that

a

real

a

which is in a deplorable situation), compensated by reducing the parasitic support

years), should have a correct start as of now. The

a lot of inefficient minority yet
“employed”. The overall level of development of the economy cannot afford here
ensuring a “first world” type of consumption to a large minority in a country which

to

the adoption of a unitaiy state constitution

(whatever might be local decentralisation)

allowing the redistribution of income and
investment;

immense effort of development in the
backward rural areas and, along with it

is in fact

a

“third world

—

fourth world”

These

are

an

probably, a support to a long time
perspective of internal redistribution of the
populations. Such steps are absolutely
necessary to create a unitary popular front
bringing together workers and peasants
and defeating attempts to divide them;
most

(iii)

case

babwe, this type of agriculture has been

conditions for its progress are:

(ii)

the “success” of White

agriculture — is far from being real.

workers (and better social conditions for

strumental to

(i)

usually repteated in the

—

democracy in-

In contrast I

restructure the

small African settler farmers.

Western medias
settler

Restructuring

if this

new

Here also what is

be the first

priority. It should be to
productive system in order
first to meet the changes associated with the
redistribution of income: more popular
consumption items, more capacity to meet
the needs of establishing better productive
systems in the rural areas, better capacity
to meet the popular needs in housing etc..,
and less waste minority consumption
(private ones and other items which are
produced in South Africa in a nonsensical
way). I do not exclude also gradually of
course introducing changes needed to
ameliorate the capacity of the country to
export. And I am fairly sure that the first
priority — in my opinion — as designed
above, will make that target of competitiveness far away from being reasonable for a
number of years at least. In the meantime,
the political economy of a real
democratisation does imply what I call
“delinking”, whether the concept is
popular or not.
not

expan-

an

country;

(v)

of

gradual restructuring of the
productive industry. But here we
have to be clear on the question to what effeet that restructuring should be made.
Should priority be given to the sector so
that it can be as quickly as possible a competitive exporter? I think that this should
course a

modem

agrarian reform in the White settler rural

in my

opinion, the stakes for a real

democratisation. The alternative offered is: (i)
“more

opening”, (ii) a federal political solution.

I remind that these

were

exactly the two main in-

gredients of the political economy of Jugoslavia
and were strongly hailed (by the World Bank
again!). We

can see

their results. ♦

Samir Amin is currently Director ofthe Africa

Office of the Third World Forum in Dakar,
Senegal

ORIGINATION
“BEAT THIS”
DTP

LINOTRONIC

ORIGINATION

—

—

—

Typesetting magazines, books, newspapers, periodicals, brochures, etc.
Imagesetting to film or bromide negative or positive. Your own disks welcome.
Camera work, film/bromide processing, plate-making.
Ail under
For

more

For
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FRIDAY THE 13TH UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE MINI-SKIRT SAGA
Lynette A. Jackson
SEXUALHARASSMENT at the University of j the “moder’or“femalevisitor”by
amobofapZimbabwe is known, persistent and “normal”,
proximately 100 men. It was her presence in a

50

Every woman on campus experiences the
harassment of male students hooting and calling |

the campus.

mini-skirt

on campus

which “caused” the

men

to react violently. Instead of ignoring the men’s
out “prostitute”, making sexually
explicit and ! verbal assaults or responding to them fearlessly,
threatening comments, and physically restrict- the woman ran. He fear, according to several
ing their movement through campus.'But some- i women students, fueled the mob s sense of
thing has snapped in the minds of these women j power. They attacked the woman and tore her
who had hitherto learnt to bear this harassment I clothing. She escaped further violence when two
ijs an

women

students and

supporters (and

smaller group of male
bodyguards) marched through
a

The women marched to defend their
right to dress as they choose and not yield to
male defined standards of how
dress. The march

was

they should

in defiance of male

as-

sumptions concerning their right to control
women, where they walk, what they wear, who
they talk to, among other things. One placard
read

occupational hazard.

“Hudzvanyiriri

Ndohunei” (What do you

Campus Rumpus
The

gain by oppressing us?).
The

Friday 13 Novem-

also chal-

women

ber protest march on the

lenged the monopoly that

University of Zimbabwe

men

have

on

the constitu-

tion of culture.

Many men
in the crowd defended the

campus was indicative of
what happens when women

of violence in regulating women’s behaviour
use

have had

enough. A core
group of around 12 women
marched, shouted and

when that behaviour

waved

threatened a, dominant
patriarchal order, coined

placards asserting
there, and to
what they choose.

their right to be
wear

Some of the

women wore

mini-skirts in

a statement

“culture”. One of the

placards read: “Culture,
Whose Culture?”

of

The selective

protest. Others came in

evoca-

pants or came in mini-

tion of culture when it ser-

skirts, but changed into

ves

longer skirts (covering their
thighs) due to a prevailing
threat

of violence

Women students marched through the

them.

pus.

This demonstration followed

newspaper

in the

an

attack

on a

Daily Gazette
(the only daily to cover the story) as
to

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

as

they

con-

foU'fg women is legion.

If one were to rely on the
definitions of culture ofwomen

referred

in defence of their right to dress

as

throngs of hooting and howling men surrounded

woman,

campus

chose.

male interests in

The

deans intervened and drove her off cam-

fered by a number of men
Friday afternoon, that definition would inelude things like, “women do not wear miniskirts,” “women should not show their thighs.”
on

phenomenon of

groups

of

men trans-

forming themselves into violent mobs was
repeated on Friday. In an atmosphere of angry
males threatening gang rape and hurling stones.

Over and
was

over

justified

as

again, violence against
“we must defend

our

women

culture”.
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suggesting that somehow the culture fell under
attack in the presence of short mini-skirts.
One
dress
men

might ask, why is it that women and their
is more constrained by “our culture” than

and their dress? Who defines this culture?

Who determines those elements allowed to be

dynamic and those elements to remain static?
One

woman

self-appointed guardians of

acting

as

which

serves

women.

demonstrator accused the

of

culture
of

their interests at the expense

She referred to the Shona maxim,

“Mukadzi Mwana” which
a

a

men

means,

“A woman is

child,” and she spoke of how male students

believed it proper to

chastise (often physically)
women who stepped outside of their male
defined “place.”

Power and its abuses, whether in the form

of

patriarchy, class interests or the state is, in large
part, underpinned by efforts to control spaces.
During this country’s colonial history, Africans
required passes to seek work. Those living in
“locations” or townships had to receive permission from the authorities to have relatives stay

with them; homes were raided in checks for un-

authorised

people. Africans existed in European
spaces even when at home. Space and

threatening when
during the
colonial period and is best illustrated by the
myriad of passes and permits required by
Africans to move to and from and by the periodic raids and round-ups in African urban locations to check for unauthorised people doing unauthorised things.
persons

inhabiting

space are

they resist control. This

was true

Today’s Zimbabwe suffers from similar
anxieties. The periodic “round-ups” of socalled prostitutes in urban areas and growth
points, illustrates this unease. These campaigns
officially target prostitutes, but actually include,
more generally, unmarried women showing
“evidence of earning their own living” and not
under visible male control (Jacobs and

Howard,

de

Male students feel that
control
forced
ment.

For instance, women on campus ex-

yelling “mahure” (prostitutes). Such harassment has been institutionalised in the body of
the UB A (United Bachelors’Association), an

in-

organisation of male university students

which has been described

as a

and

getting drunk

on campus.

third-year law student,

sug-

gested that UBA members suffer from a type of
group psychosis based on an irrational hatred of
women.

included

She cited
an

some

attack

on a

in Mount Pleasant,

mitory bathroom and stealing their underwear,

singing pornographic songs outside windows
and blockading roads and thereby restricting the
movements

of both

women

students and their

visitors. In other words, the mini-skirt encounter
was

merely

one

in

many

harassment and violence

incidents of sexual
the University of

on

Zimbabwe campus.
In

patriarchal societies undergoing periods of

rapid social transformation,

women

become

“the easiest and least resisted manifestation of
male

anger.” (McFadden, 1991, p. 41.) In 1991
a group of male students broke into a girls’ dormitory of St Kitizo School in Nairobi, Kenya.
The girls were beaten, raped, strangled and suffocated because they did not obey a directive to
join a boycott the boys organised. Nineteen girls
were

left dead. McFadden argues

violence
aberrant

In Zimbabwe, media

male violence

that the

against the girls at St Kitizo was not the
act of a group of hoodlums, but instead

and

against

images often legitimise
women, particularly

who do not conform to set
wearing mini-skirts
in cartoons are shorthand for prostitutes or “bad
women”. These women are openly despised for
against those

women

standards and roles. Women

preying

upon

innocent

and, by extension,
Beyond the cartoon

men

their wives and children.

in the courts, women victims of assaults
rapes are implicated as criminals and

page,
or

provocateurs if they are deemed to have been

in

clothes.
Again, these judgements stem from the premise
the wrong

place

or

wearing the

that social standards

are

unanimous and dictated
The

wrong

well defined, constant,

by

men.

undisputed fact is that

November 10 1992,
ed

breaking into a women’s dor-

easy

The Media

of their activities which

female domestic worker

as an

target.”

fundamentalist

police force by Rudo Gaidzanwa, a faculty
member in the Department of Sociology. UBA’s
main functions appear to be harassment of
One woman, a

directly linked to “national patriarchal

cultures which define the female

they have the right to

university space. This control is enthrough a general atmosphere of harass-

perience daily the background sounds of men

formal

be

can

accessible

(Barnes, 1991).

space

women

Sources of Male Power

defined

1987). Marriage certificates have 'become a

facto “town pass” for Black women in urban

a

lone

on

Tuesday,

women was

attack-

by close to 100 men because of what she was

wearing. Silence over this episode of violence is
acceptance of the use of violence against women
who get out

of line. The function of an instituone of fostering debate on the nature of society, and social institutions, as well as teaching the technical skills
of a given discipline. When a woman is attacked because the way she expresses herself offends
the numerically dominant group, we are living
in a totalitarian order.'This is not the image that
tion of

higher learning is ideally

Zimbabweans have of themselves and their

society, yet the reality exists. In the institution
where the seeds of

change should be germinat-

ing, there is a violent intolerance and the
profoundly anti-intellectual rule of brute force.
There needs to be a place in modem Zimbabwe
and at its

University, for freedom of movement
expression, for tolerance, and for rational
debate if Zimbabwe is to be a progressive and
and

democratic

society. ♦

Lynette Jackson is at the Columbia University, New York, USA
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FILLING THE HIATUS: STUDENT POLITICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

THE WESTERN CAPE
Suren

FOR THE past
dent

three years, the question of stupolitics and sptecifically that of a Student

Representative Council (SRC) has been
what of

an

some-

embarrassing topic at the University
Cape (UWC). With an externa)

of the Western

deny the fact that some areas in the country
presently find themselves in a situation of quasicivil war. However, in the Western Cape, the effeet of this demobilisation is markedly visible
insofar as it has had a major impact.

might be many who disagree and many
with this statement, some sections of
the student leadership do. However, they seem
to fail to recognise the organisational ramifica-

Militancy and Consciousness

leadership is still utilising the organisational
methods which obtain in periods of heightened
struggle, and still assume student consciousness
to be in continuity with the ‘1985 generation.’
They might disagree vehemently with this assertion, but were creative and dynamic new
methods of organising tried? The fact that student participation has consistently decreased is
evidence enough. Year in and year out we fail to

image of high politicisation and consciousness,
the

university’s internal reality is
ly the opposite.

more correct-

When visitors have knocked

the door of the

at

except the left overs. This unfortunate situation
has culminated in the fiasco of the

collapse of
It appears that while our
slogans always claim that we learn from history,
the SRC this year.

we

in fact

What
astrous

never

do.

of the

are some

reasons

situation? One would

prescriptive,

nor

is

one

for this dis-

not

like to be

able to be definitive.

However, we can attempt to point out a few con-

tributing factors, which hopefully might
provoke a response.

Student

movements

vibrant and

are

dynamic

Firstly, we cannot lay blame completely at the
door of the student leadership. Our SRC is not
the only one in the country which has a
legitimacy crisis, nor is it the only political forstaggering into the ‘New South Africa’.

Generally, organisations are seeing their active
membership figures dwindling rapidly. This
general trend, commonly diagnosed as apathy,
is in main part due to the conjuncture at which
the balance of forces in the country

find them-

selves, and the terrain of struggle which leading

organisations within the liberation
have entered into. Whether

this idea, the fact is that

one

movement

chooses to

deny

large sections of the
people have become politically demobilised by
the negotiations process. It would be ridiculous
to claim this to be a
generality, as this would

,Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

regards students, there is a popular arguwe seem to have forgotten. It argued
that students occupy no specific class position
(class defined as relation to the means of production). Many students might find themselves offended by this as they consider themselves to be
hard and fast members of the working class. The
point of salvation for those who do is that students may possess a working class consciousthat

There

who agree

tions of this

elect

an

point. In other words, student

SRC

at

the

the

year out we try

university and

same

year

in and

methods.

ness.

However,

seem

to

Rhetoric and

have

forgotten the
corollary: students may have a proletarian consciousness, but they may also have a petit-bourgeois one.
we

This is related to another

Another issue of

ganisations still

SRC

is

from SASCO in

a

continuous

movement

in and out of educa-

as we all pass through the
proverbial meat-grinder if you like, student
struggles, like capitalism, go through periods of
boom and periods of slump, ebbs and tides, in
correspondence with other social forces in
society.

renounce.

vibrant,

dynamic and often at the forefront of occopying the barricades. Organising, in this
period, is relatively easier, and this meeting of
the militancy from below with the consciousness of leadership has wonderfully cataclysmic
results. However, periods of downturn are largely the contrary. Despite flashes and flickers here
and there, it is extremely difficult to sustain a
momentum of organisational activity and participation. This seems most likely to be the
period we are in at the moment.

is that

concern

seem to

some

or-

be caught in the politi-

Indicative of this

are two

today to

pamphlets:

Update: Defend UWC and Are They Still in

SASCO?. The

expulsion of

seven

individuals

May 1982, and here one is not
defending the individuals, but a principle, is
clearly indicative that the shedding of Stalinism
has been in rhetoric

nakedly slanderous,

only. Similarly, and more
the issue of SRC Up-

was

date, which is acutely lacking in political
motivation. The

In

periods of upsurge and heightened stmggles, the ranks are swelled by an influx of members and supporters. Student movements are

Reality

cal methods which is fashionable

point which the history of the student movement has been plagued
by, ie., sustainability. Besides the fact that there
tional institutions,

Negotiations and the Political Process

tnation

As

ment

‘Home of the Left’ they have found no one home

Pillay

ganisation is

a

expulsion of people from an or-

signal both of its weakness and

of its

paranoia. It is indeed an irony that the
“Victory for Democracy” should appear
the same pamphlet.

words
on

However, the people who were central to the
formation of CODEMO and who insisted

boycott,
cal

are

reality

on a

equally out of touch with the politi-

on campus

and

are

far ahead of the

of us.

They make demands which cannot be
met, unless you think you can build a socialist
university in a capitalist society, which is as unrest

attainable

as

building socialism in

The administration is not

a state.

one country.

The desire

to
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wield the SRC for one’s
all expenses

own

idealistic, but if

political agenda at

it is not

Student

leadership needs to
recognise what an SRC is

The

or

seen as an

point is that whether it is SASCO,

cate

sent

the interests and views of the

majority of

ther the interests of students. This may

sound

undercurrents of racism, sexism and

religious sectionalism, which
to

sweep

we seem to want

under the caipet. These issues must be

brought out into the

open

and discussed in
politics are

The confidence of the student

you can put up

come to

the students, communi-

be regained,

mass

needs to

by people who are genuinely comusing it as

mined to the idea of an SRC, and not

dialogue and don't

a

tool

ignore their altitudes, whatever
they are. The student mass is not homogenous
and needs to be engaged very tactfully. Thus far

a

political organisation with ideological and cul-

we
,

go to

directly with them in

gloss

students, it must unite students, and it must fur-

period where

and expect students to

You have to

you.

repre-

are

simply too superficial.

mass.

dent

self-explanatory. It must

There

the student

majority of the students are not intrigued by sectarian machinafions, they are alienated by it. Sluis

student leadership whose

alienating the majority. SRC forums

have not allowed for the free expression of ideas.

forums which allow for this. Our

massive posters

name

a

of students,

consciousness and interest do not connect with

This is not the

leadership needs to recognise what an SRC

institution which represents

accommodates the interests of students. It is

representative of

CODEMO, SISL (whoever they are), the

is. It’s

SRC does not represent a

an

majority opinion then it cannot call itself that.
Besides the apathy, our SRC has lost legitimacy,

is irresponsibly opportunistic.

a

over, or

have entertained the

tural

or

power base.

It is, like a trade union, not

homogeneity and must not be approached
perception in mind. ♦

with that

opinions of a minority

NOW OUT!
MALAWI AT THE CROSSROADS:
THE POST-COLONIAL POLITICAL ECONOMY
This

thought-provoking account of Malawi focuses on macro-economic and social issues, industry and
agrarian problems from a number of key perspectives. It is perhaps the first book written and edited by
Malawians that squ^ely addresses the political economy issues confronting Malawi. The book comes
at an opportune moment, given that it has now become quite apparent that Malawi has reached the.
limits of its authoritarian political model and its concomitant exploitative and inequitable economic
strategy, hence the crossroads at which the country is perched.

.

■.

The book relies

primarily on official data and sources of information and gives, for the first time, a
explication of the beleaguered Malawi economy and polity and their accompanying
contradictions. It is hoped that the book succeeds in calling attention to some of the key issues at stake
at this crucial juncture in the country’s history, and that it sheds light, even if implicitly, on possible
options toward democratisation, sustainable economic growth and development, and enhanced equitw
frontal

The Editor,

Guy C. Z. Mhone, is currently a Senior Research Fellow and Head of the Economic Policy

s

Division at SAFES Trust.
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STAYING SINGLE IS AN EMPOWERING OPTION
Patricia McFadden

NOW THAT 1 have
and

am

finally turned 4() years old.
learning to enjoy being older, the age-

old question

about my non-marital status comes

up even more frequently, usually from people
who do not know me well enough not to ask.
The only dift’ereiKe now, in terms of the sense
of how the

question is asked, is that the query is
tinged with an element of pity; "What are you
going to do, now that you are 40 and still not
married?”, or, "Aren’t you afraid of growing old
uloi\e?". That's when I rememberall the 40-year
old women who are widows, with several
children to raise, and years of loneliness ahead
of them.
These

examples speak so well to the
crisis thtu mast middle-aged women fac-e in relation to their age and how to handle getting older,
two

Separate But Loving

The

In this article, I will try to set out some of the
reasons which I think have influenced me, and

Ata Aidoo’s

increasing numbers of African

last

choose

not to

women, to
be wives. This choice is of course

Right to Choose

After

reading the most recent review of Ama
Changes, 1 am convinced that, ‘the
man any woman should think of
mairying

is the

man

she loves’. As Okumba Miruka

con-

relative, and cun range from being a wife without
being married ie the woman still provides him

eludes in

with all the services

Region), “For Esi, education and economic
security mean that a woman can decide to have
children without having to be married. But can
society have that? How can it when single
women in traditional
.society are invariably

wife is

expected to
provide, including bearing children for him (not
with him), without accepting the socially required acceptance of bondage, to the situation
where one simply refuses to live with the man.
but continues to enjoy him as a lover. In this
a

review of Changes since it won the
1992 Commonwealth Writers's Prize (Africa
a

called witches? It appears then that the educated
African woman is largely a miscast in the drama
of change.”
It is the need to

but

reject this construction of
differently as being

who choose

especially in regard to the preconceptions
and stereotypes about women and the marriage

women

inst itutirw in

raise this issue. I suspect that Ama Ata was also
influenced by a similar motive when she wrote

mast

'miscasts' and misfits, which motivated

of our siKieties.

My answer to either of the above questions is
often as shtKking to the listener as the fact of my

Changes. Choice is

and nations. If this

line of defence.

My imst elTective resptmse to why I remain
unmarried is that there are, I think, several
of which derive frtmt the personal
choices I have mwle over the past two dectales
imstins, .swne

being

age

mlult woman (ie reaching the legal
of m«g<^rity at 21 as a female, while males

were

an

ctwsidcred adults

at

16k aiul.

smi\e

of the

actually only indirectly related to
beemning, and will be. These
reaswts are really a reflection of the fears of men
reaswts are

who I

am, tun

with whmn I wwk, ttsstx'iate with, whom 1 meet,
who hear nte speak, aixl who are tx'casituutlly

sexuttlly attracted to nw.
SMHiM Dt-X' '92/Jan

'93,

a

right for

women,

and it

as

Writing about the right to choose whom

one

loves and lives one’s life with, is additionally an
issue for social discourse, which must no longer
be
in

relegated to the comer of 'Dear Betty’ pages
popular magazines. Men who write theoreti-

cal theses

on

African Politics and the State, etc,

have

appixnich seems to annoy the

listener, then the non-academic argument, or
rather, statement of the fact, becomes the secmid

of

to

be established

such, and not be made out
be 'abnormal behaviour'.

must

being proud to be 40 and enjoying it, us a sitvgle
woman. I .sometimes launch into a critique of
why 1 think marriage is a millstone around
women's necks, especially wimien who have a
g(xxl education, financial means and a freedom
of spirit which thrives mitside of the marriage
institution. 1 emphasise the amtrol function of
iiwriage and the fact that it has served, for e'enturie.s. as the vehicle thmugh which women's
pnxluctive and reprtxluctive abilities are circuluted and exploited, like other ermtmodities,
within the swiul spheres of our communities

me to

Patricia McFadden: “For millions of women,
marriage is a very unkind and unsqfe place,full
of misery and pain, ’’

.she keeps her own flat or house, wherever
she lives, manages her household, her own

case,

nXmey, and keeps her physical spacre separately
from the

but still

sharing a loving and exciting sexual relationship. This is my ideal, of
ct^urse, and 1 cannot see myself ever giving up
the gixtl. Admittedly, it is very difllcult to find a
partix'r who even understaixls the concept of
sejxtrate but whole.some loving, and I will try to
explain why 1 think it is becoming a necessary
man,

altentative for

women.

private lives, wherein live those women
who they love, and with whom they share their
nights and early morning, weekends and vacations. But they never write about this aspect of
their lives, and prefer to treat it as 'private’ ie not
as important as
thinking and talking about the
state, the economy, the military, etc. Why are the
relationships between women and men which
are played out mainly in the so-called domestic
sphere so 'foreign’ to African male (and some
female) scholars on both sides of the ideological

spectrum? Why has the discussion about gender
to be associated with the personal, and
been relegated to a few minutes of excitement
tended

around the dinner table with friends occasional-

ly (except when

one

of the 'crazy feminists’

writes about these issues in the SAPEM Gender
Issues column?)
I think

we

all

are

still at the stage

of'looking

for the needle in the

it

comes to

haystack’ sort of thing when
finding the answers to these ques29
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To argue

tions. In the interim, other women scholars and

that

one was

just unlucky, is to

ac-

working at not being shy about
politicising the so-called personal issues in our
lives, will continue to ask these questions as well
as provide tentative answers to them. The form

cept the social smoke-screen about marriage
which has enabled the institution to continue as

that this discourse takes and the elements of its

ing the rest of your life in a miserable relationship, without an identity or a space to call your
own. So far, it has been a major determining fac-

I, who

content

are

will of course tend to reflect the personal

experiences and views of those who dare to articulate them. Nevertheless, in spite of dismissive arguments that these are purely personal
sentiments and reflect the “ravings of African
feminists”, the fact remains that we are speaking to a reality that is very much there, and
African social scientists must wake up to

screaming silence which their deliberate neglect
imposed upon these issues.

has

Why I Decided not To Marry
Among the personal reasons why I have
chosen not to marry, is a previous unpleasant experience with the institution, which convinced
me very early in life, that maybe an alternative
lifestyle would be better. And looking back with
21 years of hindsight, I know I was right about
never marrying again. I think that bad marriages
is one of the major factors influencing women
not to re-marry or even to consider marriage at
all. and instead to restructure their relationships
with men differently, albeit often not differently
enough.

Happy marriages are usually
reflections of altruism on the
part of the woman
I suspect

that some readers, women and men,
quickly grab onto this reason and proceed
to dismiss me as a ‘sour-grapes’ victim, a quitter who gave up because I was not lucky the first
time, and now have launched a campaign against
marriage. In some ways you will be correct in
your argument, and I wilt not spend any time
denying that the experience of being abused, disrespected, insulted and denigrated left a sour
taste in my mouth that will last a life-time. And
I was in there for a very short time (my friends
will

are

often shocked when I tell them I

was

offi-

daily married for three months, and legally for
as far as I am concerned, one day of
being abused and denigrated should be suffident for any woman to stand back and ask herself “What the heck am I doing in this unkind
place?”. And, for millions of women, marriage
is a very unkind, and unsafe place, full of misery
and pain, with maybe a little drop of joy in an
ocean of unhappiness that spans a life-time.
nine). But

30

of oppressing and exploiting women for
centuries. What does luck have to do with spenda means

tor

in women’s lives

as

married women, but as

dicates that there is

a serious problem. She has
gender blind (maybe that is what love
actually does to women) and therefore, accepts
domestic and wider social oppression because
she is in love. Hey, you can keep it if that is what
the price tag on love is.

become

The Fear of
Yet that is

one

need to discuss

Being Alone

of the issues which

women

tie to do with the

seriously when they consider opting out of unhappy marriages, because
often the fear of living alone, of waking up alone
every morning, of having no-one to warm the
bed for you in winter, and simply not being
loved, becomes counterpoised, often in grossly
exaggerated terms, to the ‘comfort’ of being
married and knowing that you have someone
(even when he is more often out than in the
home); the assumed security that if there is a
problem, you have someone to turn to, share
your problems with (even though so few men

and

want to or are even

far

concerned, it is

a lie that women buy
they have been told from childhood
that if there is a problem between a woman and
the man, the woman is usually the one to blame.
We grow up hearing our mothers, sisters aunties
blaming the woman for a bad marriage, and maras

I

am

into because

tied

women are among the biggest sufferers of
guilt, because they cannot be ‘perfect’ wives.

Luck and

Marriage

But, the bottom line is that luck has very lit-

relationships between women
marriage, and more to do with disempowering women within that institution.
When one hears the expression ‘she is a lucky
woman’ or ‘I am a lucky woman’ it usually
means that what appears to be a happy marriage
(and there might be a few), is not being credited
to whatever the woman has put in to making it
happy, and the woman herself denies any credit
for making that relationship work. .A.nd when
one hears a man say ‘I am a lucky man' to other
people exclaiming how lucky he is to have soand so as his wife, it usually means that the
woman has accepted the stains quo of being submissive and obedient, being there for the man at
every beck and call, and putting her interests and
needs secondary to his, and the children when
they have them. This might sound pessimistic
and cynical, but if you think about it, it is very
close to the real picture of married life in our
societies. Happy marriages are usually reflections of altruism on the part of the woman.
men

Let

in

give you an example of a vejy common expression. “Love is blind’’. One hears all
the time, when you notice that someone, usually the woman, had begun to behave in a manner
which was uncharacteristic of her prior to ‘falling in love’ and being married. If you analyse
what that statement actually means, it is clear
that someone is changing, usually for the worse
in

me

terms

of her interests, in order to accom-

modate the demands and interests of her partner.

If

who

openly critical of the unequal sexual division of labour within the
household begins to quietly wash the dishes
every night, manages the household, brings her
partner tea every morning, etc, that certainly insomeone

was

more

able to talk about emotional

feelings and the tensions and stresses of living
together). And given the social pressures to be
married and stay married, many women will accept the ‘little drop of joy in an ocean of
unhappiness‘because they are afraid of being on
their

‘

own.

It is

by overcoming that fear, and actually
learning to enjoy being your own mistress, that
the excitement of being 40 brings to me, and to
many other women who have opted out. 1 insist
that love is gendered, and that being in love
should really be a contest in ironing out all the
unexpressed assumptions about how I should
behave, who I am, what I will be with my partner
or lover, and what we are expected to be

together.
Male Sexist Behaviour
1 still insist that I
one

tries

to

buy

my

that label. And it is
tion

someone

sticks

lady, when somefavour by bluffing me with
am not a

a

bluff, because the defini-

onto you.

and

your accep-

of it, defines the parameters

of your
relationship with that person. And accepting to
be ‘a lady’ for me, means that if 1 am going to
tance

lunch with

a

man,

then 1 cannot tell the waiter

off when he

gives the man the wine list assuming that I do not know anything about wines. Interestingly enough, the man will usually pass
you his copy of the wine list and insist that you
choose the wine, something he probably would
not have done had you not raised the issue. The
waiter, who is usually a male in the better restaurants, (someone should do a study on why
this is so prevalent in Africa), is so shocked at
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being informed that you are also literate and can
on what each of us had been doing since last time
select a wine, among other things, that he will
we were together. When you eventually get to
just back off and grab the nearest bottle list he 1 bed. the man is fuming, gives you a cold back,
can find. It’s a very interesting study in male
and wakes up the next morning in a ‘mood’.
sexist behaviour.

Some

apologise for having taken a bit
to enjoy the company of another
this blatantly sexist behaviour, it means that I have denied myself the
woman, and that I think is a big mistake. You
have the right to enjoy your friends, just as he
space to be who 1 am. Then I cannot relax and
conduct a conversation the way 1 want to, and
does when his friends visit and stay for hours
say what I want to say about a subject, because
laughing about old times they shared. In such
1 have been caged in this label of ‘lady’ and have
cases, the woman is expected to ply the man and
to blush and pretend that I do not like loads of
his friends with beer and provide snacks and
other things to eat at regular intervals. Somepasta with mountains of cheese. Acceptance of
times she will ask to be excused, arguing that she
things which constrain us, and construct us in
has to be up early in the morning to make sure
ways which réflect and or please the one who
seeks to control the situation and maybe a future
the children get to school on time. When the man
relationship, only serves to emphasise our other- i eventually gets to bed, he will probably wake the
ness as women, and to deprive us of the fun of
woman up and want to have sex. And she is exlife.
pected to comply.
If I do not protest at

women

of time off

♦

together they gossip!), otherwise why would
they have been speaking in their language; he
insists that she disturbed him with her laughter
and left him alone, after he had spent the whole
day at the office, bla, bla, bla. So, she is expected
to apologise, and she does, to restore the ‘peace’.
After the first

or

second such incident, the

begins to feel that maybe her friends
should not visit, or stay over, and if they do, she
makes sure that she goes straight to bed and does
not spend time chatting in the evening. Any conwoman

versations with her friend when the

home,

man

is at

conducted in his presence, in a Ian-

are

he also understands. And, she never challenges the fact that he continues to speak to his
male friends in their common language, and
stays up late laughing and having fun with them.
That is his right, after all he is the man in the
house. And she has accepted the process of being
guage

isolated and controlled within the domestic

sphere.
The third response is to
timidated. If the man sulks
friends

refuse to be inas

soon

as

your

visit, and exhibits any
of the above described behaviour, then it is clearwomen

come to

ly time to take a careful look at him. He is obviously jealous of your women friends, and feels
insecure and left out, even though these are not
his friends. Becau.se he does not understand
what you are
trol

or

saying, it means that he cannot conintervene in the discussion. That makes

him uneasy. Maybe he discusses you and complains about you to his male friends in their common

When

women are

together, they gossip

On Women Friends

explaining the reasons why 1 prefer
single, and one of my best reasons
is that I can have my space. Physical space, intellectual space, emotional space, spaces where

Other women get upset that the man is
begrudging them that little bit of space in their
lives, and a fight begins, which might end up in
the woman getting a beating, or the couple not
speaking to each other for several days.
Meanwhile, the woman might be feeling guilty
and begin doubting whether she did the right
thing. Eventually, she will apologise, especially
if after a few nights, the man leans over in bed
and begins to caress her. Because in almost all
such cases, the man believes that he is right. He
accuses the woman of having gossiped about

So 1

1

was

be 40 and

can

enjoy my friends, (especially

friends, without

husband who is

women

jealous that I
sit up all night laughing and enjoying my woman
friend whom I have not seen for years, or whom
I see every day), and my financial space. I have
known partners who started a fight because
while a woman friend was visiting, we spoke a
common indigenous language, and spent
long
hours into the night, laughing and catching up
a
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now

that the shoe might be

fool, he resents it. Denial of sexual

companionship and a refusal to communicate
with you while your women friends are visiting
is chauvinist and selfish, and is a weapon which
many men use to punish their partners/wives
when the woman attempts to assert some independence from him.
He resents your doing something which does

Forty and Still Single
to

language, and

the other

on

him to her friend (because when women are

not

include him, and would rather that your

friends be his friends, but his friends can remain
his friends only. It goes back to the fundamental
issue of ownership

and property, and the implied
‘right’ that men assume they have over women
as long as they have a sexual relationship with
them. You do not have to be married to be treated
like

a

wife,

I insist

as we

all know.

having my women friends, who
remain my friends and do not necessarily become our friends. He can keep his friends and
on

entertain them well into the

wee

hours of the

morning if he

so pleases, but I shall not be the
waitress at such ‘parties’. They can get their own
beer and prepare

their own snacks, and I will do
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the

for my women

friends. And why
laughing with women friends be interpreted as ‘gossiping’about the man, just because
he cannot be part of that fun. Even those men
same

should

who claim

to be liberated (whatever from, 1 still
know, because usually it is not from
sexism and chauvinism, that’s for sure) get very

have

to

upset when women sit

together and have fun

without them. Note the male who will

come

barging in between two women dancing
together! ljust tell him to get lost, and continue
enjoying a stress-free dance with my women
friends.
of the not often

expressed
reasons why women choose not to be saddled
with a husband. You lose your women and men
friends, especially if they were your friends
before he met you, and often his friends come to
dominate your social circles, maybe because his
male friends know that they should ‘keep off’,
and his female friends simply vanish, unless
they are the wives of his buddies. Now why
would I want to give up my women friends, the
best friends I have, for one single male. No lover
should be more important than your women
friends, every woman must remember that. Why
are some

would I want to be isolated and have

confide in

no one to

during those times when only

friend will do. Yet

women

continue

a
to

accept male control because ‘love is blind’.

Financial

Empowerment

Which

brings me to another very important
staying single, especially if you have
a good source of income to support yourself, independently. Financial empowerment is the
name of the game. We all know of women
friends who work all their able lives, supporting
the family, raising the children, paying the
school fees, buying beautiful furniture, even getting themselves a car, and generally living well,
while the man invests his income, buys land,
maybe an additional house, books and computers if he puts his money into non-consumable
leason

for

items.
Then

one

day, the bubble bursts, the supand frustrations come to the top,

pressed

anger

and the

woman

decides (often too late) that she

has had

enough (and mind you, we women have
capacity to take more than too
much of men’s nonsense, and still stay). Then
the reality dawns upon her that she has virtually no as.sets. She spent her income reproducing
the family while he put away for the rainy day
that he might have precipitated. She has to start
from the beginning — which is often not possible, given the ageist and sexist biases in the
an

our

societies. So the

tragedy of oppressed womanhood is played out
for the umpteenth time.
32

still

no man can

lay claim

But the

pleasure of spending your own
money, of not having to scrimp from the
household kitty for an occasional treat like a
slave frantically hiding a little piece of stolen
food from the master’s kitchen. The pure joy of
seeing a dress that you know will be stunning on
you and being able to walk into the store and buy
it, and not have to explain to anyone why you
are wearing another new outfit. That is worth
are.

know that

moments

of loneliness, and 1

who have

experienced this
power will agree with me on this.
Managing one’s finances with skill for your
own development and sustenance, is something
that few women in Africa enjoy. Yet it is an altemative which is possible and very viable. You
can plan for your immediate interests — fun,
health, entertainment and daily life needs — as
well as for your future, when you will be older
and less able to earn the income you make in
your youth and middle years. You can start a
pension fund on your own, for yourself, knowing that the manner in which it will be spent will
be determined by you. You do not have to wait
and worry about whether your husband is putting anything for the later years of your life —
if you will be together.
And as more middle-aged couples divorce,
after 30 or 40 years of living together, the
women

tend to be left in the lurch, without support or means. Yet few married women are thinkwomen

ing about their later years. Marriage often stifles
woman’s ability to think about her interests,
and even those women who do consider putting
something away, do so not without some guilt
that they are being selfish. How can one feel selfish when one has given the best years of her life,
often without any returns to speak of, and often
without any guarantee that what you have
worked for as a couple will actually be there for
you, as a woman, in later years. This is one of
the most deeply entrenched expressions of
altruism among women, and they only realise
how cheated they have been, by life and by
a

themselves, when the

dIe-age,

or

man

leaves them in mid-

when he dies and all she inherits is

debts.

incredible

labour market and in

single,

property — unless you become the unmarried wife, which too many single women

the occasional

These

woman

Now if you are
to your

Therefore, without saying to women they
because that too is a choice (or
least it should be), I do think women would

should not marry,
at

be better off

redefining marriage in more equithey are going to get into it. How
might be done could be the subject of

table terms if
that

poses

constraints and requirements,

obvious, others not

so

some very

obvious, which essential-

ly rob women of the space to grow to their fullest. Trying to get free in a marriage with an
African man is one of the bravest, yet often most
futile exercises

a woman can

attempt.

I guess it will just
tions before African

take a couple mote generamen in particular are sufficiently liberated from their gendered status as
oppressors, to realise that if they want to be married, then they have to be prepared to have
partners, equal partners in every sense of the
word, otherwise it is not worth it. And anyway,
I still cannot understand,

(although I know why)
express when one
suggests that he should have his own place, pick
up his dirty socks and knickers every morning,
wash his dirty dishes, buy his food, and make
the resistance African

sure

men

that where he lives is clean and aesthetical-

ly appealing, because that should be the normal
thing for him to do.
And, that I do not need to live with him, to be
his wife, to be obedient and subservient, and de-

pendent upon him for us to have a relationship,
because that is abnormal in this day and age. I

happier having my own place, cooking for
myself (and with him occasionally as my guest
only if he does the same for me), etc, and that I
like to wake up some mornings on my own; and
that I do not want him there every morning, and
am

I know that sometimes he does
to

deal with

you can

me

not want to

have

either. So why get married, when

enjoy each other and still be free to

grow.

For women, who want to marry or remain in
the institution, then I think that the best bet is to

things straight from the start, and insist on
democracy, however narrow that might be. And
good luck.
For us single women, the choice to remain
outside the institution is reinforced by the joy of
being able to choose and move about in our
numerous spaces, to hold a different view on an
intellectual issue, and to say no to a sexual
demand, or a financial imposition. But it is also
the power of knowing that if and when one has
a lover, that time is sweet and special, without
the stress of wanting to own that person, or
having to resist being controlled by him.
That is why, unlike the woman in Ngugi and
Mugo’s play, “I will marry when 1 want”, I. shall
not marry, because it is a feminist choice. ♦
set

another article.

Conclusion
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ON THE DIASPORA
BRAZIL’S AFRICAN ROOTS REVIEWED
Michael-Njimga MuUkuta
1%2 and 1970

(ii)

respectively.

Secondly; Brazil has the world’s largest
population of Africar» descent after the
Federal Republic of Nigeria. Thus, extraordinary as it may seem to Africans, there is
indeed merit in the claim made by Brazilian
politicians and diplomats eager to cultivate
a favourable image in Africa, that Brazil is
the second

largest African country after
Nigeria in terms of population.
(iii) Thirdly, what I find extremely fascinating
about Brazil is its often cited model of ex-

emplary and cordial race relations which
gives the South American state a unique
and distinct identity in the international
community. In other words, Brazil offers
the world a classic example of a racial
democracy. There are neither Blacks nor
Whites in Brazil, there are only Brazilians.
African Culture in Brazil
From the

“discovery” of Brazil in 1500 A.D.,

eight

years subsequent to Columbus’ arrival in
the Americas to the abolition of slavery in 1888,
an

estimated 3.5 million African slaves

were

brought to Brazil.
This number constituted 38 percent

Every good African footballer is ranked versus Pele

1992 MARKS the 500th
rival of the Italian

bus,

on

anniversary of the arexplorer, Christopher Colum-

the shores of the Caribbean Island of

Hispaniola, today shared by Haiti and the
Dominican Republic. In several Latin American
countries, lavish celebrations have been staged
to commemorate the “discovery” of the
Americas by Columbus and their sub.sequent
penetration by peoples of European descent and
their culture.
What appears to

have been ignored however,

in most of the activities to honour Columbus

the

are

implications of his “discovery” for the
peoples of African de-

African continent and the

In this essay,

I seek to demonstrate that
discovery of the Americas has been
portrayed in a manner that denigrates or undervalues the immense contribution of the peoples
Columbus’

of African descent to the social, cultural and
economic

Brazil and Africa
I intend to focus
scent

development of the Americas in their

entirety.
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on

the

peoples of African de-

in Latin America because their social,

political and cultural experiences are hardly
known in Anglophone Africa owing to linguistic and cultural barriers since the two major Ianguages necessary for an adequate understanding
of South America are Portuguese and Spanish.
1 have chosen to use the largest state in South
America which is Brazil as my case study for
three principle reasons:
(i) Firstly; Brazilian soccer teams enjoy unflagging affection on the African continent
on account

scent.

of all the
imported to the Americas. From
1835 on, some Afro-Brazilians were to migrate
back to West Africa to Nigeria, Benin, Togo and
Ghana either as deportees following the 1835
Slave Revolt in Bahia or as voluntary
African slaves

of the fact that Brazilian and

African footballers exhibit

remarkably
striking affinities in terms of natural
temperament and atheletic agility. Afterall,
every African has been schooled on the
pivotal role ptlayed by the Afro-Brazilian
athletic prodigy. “King Pele” in Brazil’s
triple FIFA World Cup triumphs in 1958,

“retornados”
Given this background, it should not come as
surprise that a close study of Brazil necessitates a recognition of the special cultural and
a

historical ties that bind Brazil to Africa. Thus,

Bahia, often called the capital of Black Brazil,
has

estimated 1000

temples of African
are worshipped in
Yoruba chants. One of the most heavily advertised books in Brazil is a Portuguese-Yoruba dietionary. It is the palpable presence of Black
people of Yomba descent that galvanised the
Nigerian government shortly after independence in 1960, to introduce and encourage
the teaching of Portuguese in schools in order to
facilitate a better grasp of Nigeria’s kith and kin
an

religions where deities

ties with Brazil. The former Rector of the

University of Ife, Professor Wande Abimbola,
a laudable contribution by way of
scholarly publications towards highlighting the

has made
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influence of African

languages in Brazil. Profesregularly visits Brazil to carry out
research on the African aspects of Brazilian cul-

Prominent Africans visiting Brazil are frequently astonished by the enduring impact of

ture.

African National

sor

Abimbola

Traditional African

religions brought to
by Africans and reinterpreted in the

Brazil

Americas

flourish in

now

Brazilian cities.

nearly all large

Although these religions derive

ultimately from Africa, they are now thoroughly fused with Catholicism. These religions are
called

variety of

a

names

—

“Candomble in

African culture in Brazil. President of the

when he visited Salvador da Bahia, the most

visibly African city in Brazil and the Americas
in August 1991.
Since Africans and Brazilians

de Janeiro and

Brazil’s racial

tional and

ideology to ceremonies which

terwoven

with

the

spiritism and

are

are

same

time, African languages have

changed the accents of Brazil to make its Ianguage quite distinct in pronunciation and terminology from that of Portugal. Many African
words have slipped into the speech of Brazilians
without the latters’
such

as

awareness.

Common

terms

Bengala Cachaca, Canjica. Capoeira

Careca. Carimho, Dengoso,

Fiiha. Marimhondo, Moleque, Quitanda, Xingar, Qiiilomho and
countless others trace their origins to the Ianguages of the descendants of Africans in Brazil.
Folklore studies into Brazil’s African
carried out for many years

ramifications have

heritage

without political

provide proof of imBrazilian civilisation far

come to

portant contributions to
too numerous to cite

are

perceive the nature and reality of
democracy?

Brazil's Racial

Democracy: Fact or

Fiction?

in-

African only iq

rhythm of the drums and ritualistic details.

At the

to

proud of the purity of their African

ritual and

bound

academic of' African descent is: How

Africans

wide

are

together by mutually extolled kith and kin ties,
a question that I would like to table, as an

Bahia, “Xango” in Recife, “Macumba” in Rio

“Batuque” in Belem. They run a
spectrum from small groups highly tradi-

Congress (ANC). Mr Nelson

Mandela, recently expressed such sentiments

here, but which were heavi-

Reputed to enjoy harmonious

relations,
Brazil, at least in the 1970s and 1980s, appeared
to be a successful multiracial society that was
rapidly escaping underdevelopment. Despite
such friendly appearances, caution must be exercised when considering the supposedly tranquil race relations upon which Brazilian
politicians, businessmen and journalists lay so
race

Former Zambian

President, Kenneth Kaunda,
by the enduring impact of
African culture in Brazil
was

education

department, said God created White
people while Black people were created by the

devil. A Black child asks God
Does my
skin

much store.
A

warns

The book

that the amiable facade of racial !

tranquility in Brazil conceals social forces which I
continue to keep Black Mulattoes at the bottom

under fire.

of the socio-economic ladder. Recent research

of the

has shown that Afro-Brazilians

are caught in a
“cycle of cumulative disadvantage that prevents

them from

rising far up the socio-economic lad-

crinkly hair, flat nose and Mack
that / am an unfinished crea-

mean

ture?"

prominent Brazilian sociologist, Sam

Adamo.

astonished

Afro-Brazilians have

difficulty in gaining

a

being given.

of Africa and invoked

higher socio-economic status. The 1980 census !
revealed that nearly twice as many Afro-

tions got

what
ties

to

justify the revival of

they believed to be cultural and historical

unjustly relegated to inferior status.

Hence, Brazilian President, Gen. Joao Baptista

Figueiredo spoke in glowing terms about

Brazil’s African

roots on

the occasion of former

Zambian President, Dr. Kenneth Kaunda’s historical state visit to Brazil in

August 1979. At a
state banquet, Gen. Figueiredo concluded an
eloquently delivered address by reminding his
African guest that Brazil’s cultural and racial
bonds with Africa,
constitute
centuries

indestructible

Africans and Brazilians must build upon
for their mutual materia! and social
progress.
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as

White Brazilians had less than two

of elementary schooling (48 percent compared with 25 percent.)
Afro-Brazilians

generally speaking, exeluded from the middle and higher echelons of
government, academia, business, diplomacy
and the military. This fact has been extensively
documented but sadly it has triggered little discussion among Africans.
are.

Prejudice and racial discrimination may be
they appear to
thrive. The centenary celebrations marking the
abolition of slavery in May 1988, served to
reveal the gap between Afro-Brazilians and their
lighter skinned compatriots. In one state, a
school booklet produced for the centenary by the
outlawed in modem Brazil, but

bridge of
long duration that both

an

Brazilians
years

on

recall that

racial issues

the air without any

basic education, the universal passport to a

humanists after 1960

to

on

came

the

eve

May 13, 1988 centenary celebrations, a
demonstration by Afro-Brazilian movements in
Rio de Janeiro was halted by a massive police
and army presence. The next day a special
television debate

der.”

suppressed only when it

It is also instructive

ly instrumental inconditioning Brazilian images

by scholars, writers and

was

As

was

taken off

convincing explanation

of fact, as the centenary

celebraunderway, prominent Afro-Brazilian
activists namely; Abdias do Nascimento, Giberto

a matter

Gil, Timoteo Agnaldo and Beneditta da Silva,

“denounced hundreds of lies,

asking where is
organisations instead, prefer to keep November 20 as Black
Consciousness Day, because it is the anniversary
freedom?” Afro-Brazilian

of the death of Zumbi, an Afro-Brazilian slave
leader who

captured and killed in 1695 at
a “Quilombo” or free territory in the North-East where thousands of eswas

the fall of Palmares,

caped slaves resisted attacks for nearly 100
years.

Despite evidence of systematic racial discrimination suffered

by Brazilians of African de-

Brazil’s political establishment maintains
its adherence to the official ideology of racial

scent,
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democracy. Brazil’s “racial democracy” suffers
from what the founder of the experimental Black

driving new cars, opening savings accounts and
smothering themselves with perfume and

theatre in Rio-de-Janeiro, Abdias do Nascimen-

deodorant, then, “an occasional black appears

describes

“Patologia de Normalidade”.
officially, AfroBrazilians attempting to articulate evidence of
disadvantage suffered on racial grounds have
found themselves in the invidious position of
fending off accusations of practising racism
against lighter skinned Brazilians.
to,

as a

as a

servant or

Mail, Tuesday, October 13, 1992, p.2.
2.

petrol attendant”.

In this

regard, A fro-Brazilian newspapers
have in recent years been very critical of Pele in
the light of the systematic discrimination faced
by Afro-Brazilians in a society that allegedly experiences no racial confrontations. Crucial to the
criticism of the “O rei do futbol” is what is perceived to be his “uncle Tomism” for he has
identified himself

satisfactorily with his
fellow Afro-Brazilians and their special predicanever

ment.

The situation of Afro-Brazilians is

so

dis-

tressing a century after their formal redemption
from slavery that the Afro-Brazilian sociologist,
Luiz Aguiar Costa Pinto, declared on the occasion of the centenary in 1988, “Blacks have
gone no further than from slave to proletarian”.
A key ingredient in the recipe of Latin
American racial democracies is the concept of
“Branquamento” in the case of Brazil or
“Mulatizacion” in the case of the Spanish
speaking countries. “Branquamento” which
means “lightening” implicitly suggests that the
lighter one’s skin is, the more socially acceptable one is bound to be perceived. A lighter skin
ensures

greater access to socio-economic

amenities. On the contrary, a

dark skin is
and associated with laziness,
backwardness, illiteracy and not in accord with
frowned upon

the notion of “Boa

Apperencia”

or

decent

ap-

pearance.

Hence on television, Brazilians of African de-

almost exclusively as footballers,
suspected criminals or inhabitants of the inscent

appear

famous slums, the “favelas”. News about

government, politics or

ing mission of Christopher Columbus in the
never be forgotten that the
Amerindian peoples were decimated by the diseases and capitalist racism imposed by the
European invaders.

3.

foreign diplomacy is

about White Brazilians, In the commercials

Millions of Africans

brutally and callously uprooted from their habitat to labour on
the grand plantations of European settler
capitalists as a direct consequence of Columbus’
expedition.
were

Despite grandiose pronouncements of racial
democracy and harmony in many countries of
Latin America, descendants of Africans still face
insidious forms of racial discrimination which

keep them in a subordinate position both socially and politically. In Brazil itself, there is a new
awareness on the part of Afro-Brazilians which
might be the prelude to a Black power movement reminiscent of the experiences of the

"African-Brazilian

The music of Afro-Brazilian

singers like GilAgnaldo which encapsulates “African destiny and liberation”, reinforced by the activities of auxiliary organisations articulating the aspirations of AfroBrazilians will go a long way in mobilising the
berto Gil and Timoteo

nation’s conscience
Conciencia” in

or

the “Tomada da

society that insists it has exorcised the bane of racial bigotry. Then, and perhaps only then, can Brazilians of African descent
expect a significant improvement in their
despicable situation. It is against this background that the selection of an Afro-Brazilian
woman as “Miss Brazil” in 1986 might be
cautiously welcomed as a auspicious omen.
a

a

healthy population of White usually fair, women
and children are seen to be drinking Martinis,
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MAIN FEATURES
THE MEDIA AND DEMOCRACY IN AN AFRICAN CONTEXT
Helge Ronning
THE EARLY nineties may be characterised as !
the period when the interest in the debate over '

involve

the freedomof the press

and the role of the media
suddenly burst into the
open in Africa. The discussion was no longer
something which only intellectuals linked to the
media, human rights organisations and media [
practitioners took seriously. As a topic for debate
among people interested in the media internationally, it superseded the issue which had
dominated the two previous decades, namely the
j
question of the flow of news and information be- |

pendent and critical media. The interest in this
may again be viewed in the perspective of the
dismantling of the socialist regimes in Eastern
Europe, and the ensuing debate there on how to
organise new and democratic social institutions,
where the media play a central role as the vehicle
for exchange of ideas and information.

in the democratic process

tween the

However, it is
terest
more

First and the Third World and the '

demand for

a new

are not as

to

different

they may seem, and it is hoped that some of
insights regarding the uneven access to
media and information in the world, also will be
seen in the light of the role of the media in a
wider democratic process. But for the moment i
[jgigg Ronning
It is questions regarding the freedom of
expres- i
as

the centre of attention.

To illustrate but

itiatives in relation

a

few of the debates and in-

to

this

question I

attention to three events which all in

may

draw

some

way

highlight two of the central questions in this
debate, namely what constitutes an independent
press, and what is the relationship between the
.state and the media. The first example is the discussions which led

to

the establishment of the

Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) in

August 1992, which has members from the
whole region, and which is an outcome of the
Windhoek Declaration of May 3 1991 on
“promoting an independent and pluralistic
African Press”. MISA has as its first objective,
“to promote and defend press freedom and take
appropriate steps where such freedoms are violated and

to

seek to

remove

obstacles and im-

pediments to the free flow of information.”
Secondly, there is reason to mention the new
role of the media in Zambia and the debate on
their situation after the fall of the Kaunda

government, which has centred largely on the

relationship between the government's’ control
and ownership of the media. Thirdly, the question may be illustrated by the debate in Zimbabwe on the role of the press after the launching by a local publishing firm. Modus Publications, of 1 new independent daily in the country
38

a

change

such which also has contributed

this. Indeed, it is worth

noting that in other
multi-party democracy
granted for a long time, the

questions have also been raised, and then
particular reference to development in the
media themselves which are both parallel to and
different from the ones taking place in the
same

with

i

in October 1992. This has led to attacks

Freedom of Expression

as

has been taken for

the

are at

general political trends. There is

parts of the world where

»

sion which

too easy to just see the neW inin the role of the media only in relation to

in the media

order of international infor-

mation. Now these debates

questions such as the demand for
expression and the need for inde-

freedom of

by ministers and others on what they characterise as the
“opposition press” for being irresponsible and
stretching the limits of press freedom. Some of
the most publicised comments have come from

African context. And here the debate often has
been centred around whether the media fulfil the

ideal of promoting a

free exchange of ideas and
opinions, of informing the citizens in such a way
that they are able to form opinions in a climate
of

Security, SidSekeramayi, and from ZANU (PF)’s publications. The Zimbabwe News and The People's
Voice. As in many other African countries,
among the arguments invoked against a critical
and independent press, which incidentally also
must criticise public figures who hold office or
seek the public sphere, is that criticism and dissent in the media threaten political stability and
national unity.
ney

The Media and the Democratic Process
There
concern

are a

number of reasons behind the

for the role of the media in relation

to

and for the interest in the
issue of the relationship between the state and
the media. They may be summed up as pertaining both to more general political trends, and as
being a result of developments more narrowly
confined to the media themselves.

general political perspective, it is
easy to point out that the fall of one-party
regimes and the development of multi-party systerns

a more

combined with

a

demand for

democratic structures, and a debate
basic

more

over

one

aspect

of this

new

media situa-

tion is the many new newspapers and magazines
which have sprung up all over the continent in
the wake of the demise of the one-party

regimes.
Internationally, another background to the interest in the questions
surrounding media and
democracy is to be found in the development of
new communication
technologies which involve satellite and cable broadcasting,
digitalisation, convergence of broadcasting and
telecommunications. And yet another aspect is
the emergence of international and integrated
media

new

the democratic process

In

independence.
In Africa

the Minister of State for National

the

principles of democracy necessarily will

conglomerates which control all forms of
print to electronic. This has led to
the strengthening of market forces in the media
sphere also in European societies, such as the
Scandinavian countries, where a public service
ideology previously dominated the thinking
about the role of the media in society.
The problem with the debate over the role of
media from

the media in the democratic process in Africa
over the past years is that too much
emphasis has
been put on
to

the role of the state, and the solution

control has

invariably been seen as
complete opening up to
market forces. A case in point may be the debate
in Zambia. This is again a result of many years
state

privatisation and

a
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from other media in the
would be the case in societies
with a fully developed media structure. In addition the professional organisations are weak.

of strict government

! cohesion. This contrasts fundamentally with the

count

in the form of direct

I practice of democracies with

country, which

control of the media, often
ownership. Thus the
problematic role of the market in relation to the
media has been underplayed, and con.sequently,
too little attention has been paid to a discussion
of media in relation to citizens’ rights. It is not
surprising that this has been the case.
Control of the Media

states with strong

social cohesion
j is being upheld through consensus-building
processes. In these processes, independent
i legitimacy where political and

! media play a central role by mediatini’ between
views and opinions. This way of using the media
i
contrasts with the manner often employed in
societies with weak states, where the media

are

The

really big players in the international
linked directly to the state apparatus, and where
media scene have not yet entered Africa, and the
j they are often used for promoting various fonns
continent has not been seen as a viable market
of personality cults of the head of state and other
for the really strongly commercialised interna- |
prominent politicians. This takes the fonn of
tional media. In this aspect the
like parts of Eastern Europe,

continent is unand also many

Asian and Latin-American countries, with
which African countries in this
some

perspective share

other characteri.stics. With Eastern

■

endless news reports

in all media of all occasions

j where the president is present, regardless of how
,

insignificant they are. It is needless to say that
always are laudable and often bor-

these reports

♦

on

support

The Crisis of Ownership
This leads to the drisis of

ownership which
One is that the media in Africa
to a large degree in some way or other are owned
or economically controlled by the state. This is
the case also in many of the new multi-party
states. The second is that the independent media
has three aspects.

often

partly are controlled by international conglomerates with corporate interests in the national and regional economies. A case in point is
the role of Lonrho in many African countries.
When they are owned by indigenous business

Europe

many African countries have the process of
democratisation in common. With Asia and

Latin-America
economic
On the

they share the problem of
underdevelopment.
hand, African

critiques of the existing media have felt that strong state control
can only be met by introducing market forces,
and in this they have been supported by strong
one

international interests and trends. On the other

hand, governments who see their influence of
the media threatened and fear that
control

over

they will lose

the flow of information have had

a

tendency to regard all forms of independent
media, be they commercial or alternative as
mouthpieces for a political opposition. Thus
both sides in the debate often fail to

come to

with what Paul A. V. Ansah has

pinpointed
as three major crises of the media in Africa.
Namely the crisis of power; the crisis of ownership; and the crisis of resources.

terms

The Crisis of Power
The crisis of power

has two sides. One is

re-

lated to the weakness of the African states and

The media should fulfil

the ideal ofpromoting a free exchange of ideas and opinions

the other is related to the weakness of the media
themselves. Weak states
cious of the media

as

are

these

particularly suspi-

are seen as

tools for

the

sowing of dissent. Con.sequently. the states
help of
a variety of techniques ranging from outright
censorship and oppression to more subtle means
which often combine ownership with a system
have tried to control the media with the

of economic awards to those in the media who
the line, and

reprisals against those who do
not. African states by and large are characterised
by having low legitimacy, and the state apparatus is often dependent on various fomis of
tow

clientellism often combined with authoritarian

practices to uphold

some
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form of social

the sycophantic. On the other hand,
relationship
to the state due to low penetration of society in
that they only reach a small proportion of the
population. They are weak in that the market
they serve is small. This is due to a number of
factors. One is economic
that is the majority
of the population in general cannot afford to be
regular media users. Another has to do with lack
of education and illiteracy. Athird has to do with
underdeveloped infrastructures and distribution
systems. The media thus have little ability to
present tbeir case in times of crises as there are
few parallel media outlets, and they cannot

dering

on

the media have been weak in their

—

again are often undercapitalised
they are dependent on decisions by the state
as regards access to essentials such as foreign
cuiTency for investments in machinery, spare
parts, and material such as paper. In addition, because of a weak financial basis they are often unable to withstand onslaughts in the form of legal

ventures, these
and

or

economic attacks.
The so-called alternative media

are

often

owned

by small trusts which again are controlby a small group of allies and friends, or are
totally dependent on one person’s dedication.
They are faced both with being economically
weak due both to low penetration in that they
led
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for

special interests, have little access to
proper distribution systents. They are often dependent on donor funding from foreign sources, which on the one hand

cater

advertising and lack

does not

serve as an

incentive for efforts to be

economically viable, and

on

the other hand

make them vulnerable both to shifts in donor

policies and economic and political changes
which they have no possibilities of controlling
nor influencing.
Solutions to the Crises of Power and

Ownership
Solutions

ship have in

to

a

the crises of power and owner-

number of instances, been sought

through the establishment of various forms of
form of compromise
between direct state control or ownership and
private ownership such as press councils and
organs which represent a

dividing lines between government interests and
independence are unclear. Consequently,
proposals for new forms of policy instruments
in regard to the media have been rejected by
African media organisations such as the Press
Association of Zambia, which viewed

a

proposal by President Chiluba’s government to
form a Press council as being a carry over from
Kenneth Kaunda’s 18 years of one-party rule.
During that period, press freedom was limited
by self-censorship to please Kaunda and those
in the United National Independence Party
(UNIP). It is significant that unclear structures
of control often carry with them a large degree
of self-censorship, something which is regillarly discussed by journalists working for the
newspapers controlled by the Zimbabwe Mass
Media Trust.

regards journalistic competence and self-assurance, which again make the press more susceptible to pressure. There is a general shortage
of material resources which hamper the
development of the media but also make them
vulnerable to political and economic pressure.
In recent years there have been numerous
calls for the institutionalisation of the freedom
of expression and of the media without
qualifications to be included in national constitutions and in the African Charter

on

Human

Rights. Examples of this may be the abovementioned Windhoek Declaration which states that
“African

states

should be

constitutional guarantees
press

encouraged to provide
of the freedom of the

and freedom of association”; the

recent

debate in Zimbabwe over the constitution which
has

come

in the wake of the establishment of The

Forum for Democratic Reform; and the call

by

Zambian media practitioners to have article 9 of
the African Charter on Human and Peoples

Rights amended so that it cannot be
misinterpreted by governments. This interest in
both the ideals and the reality of the principle of
the freedom of expression spring out of both a
concrete historical situation and of a philosophical tradition of arguments for the freedom of expression in relation to the role of the state.
Freedom and

Independence of the
Media

In

an

African context, the dilemma of the

relationship between
media and

a

a

free and independent

free market, is not the

same as

in

the

The Government

of Zimbabwe

was

directly and indirectly involved in all major media in the

country
media
tures

trusts.

One of the most elaborate struc-

Trust which controls, among others,

the majority

of shares in the

country’s largest newspaper
group, the national news agency, the regional
newspaper project and the country’s largest
chain of bookstores. In theory the trust is independent, but in practice it is controlled by the
Ministry of Information. Structures such as this
point to dangers inherent in a situation where the
y
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The Crisis of Resources

of this kind is the Zimbabwe Mass Media
The crisis of resources

pertain to all levels of
experience and education of
media personnel in Africa are by and large low
by international standards, thus the professionality of the products cannot compete with
international products. This is particularly
problematic when it comes to areas where international competition is strong such as the
the media. The

electronic media. But it is also

a

problem

as

highly developed media societies of the
North. Consequently, in many African countries
where one-party state structures have been dismantled, the solution to the problem of freedom
and independence of the media has been to ask
for privatisation. This has for instance been the
case in Zambia, even though the process has not
been implemented yet. At the moment, African
markets are not big enough for transnational corporations to go in full force. But in the Southern
African region, the South African private
television network M-net is showing an interest
in expanding to the neighbouring states, and
plans exist for the establishment of a Zimbabcable network,

utilising Posts and
Corporation lines.
Till Zimbabwean independence, the largest
South African newspaper conglomerate, Argus,
was the major shareholder in what is now Zimpapers. And with the integration of a new South
wean

Telecommunication

Africa into the rest of the continent, there is
every reason to

believe that both South African
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93
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media companies
will

and international media giants
expand their operations to the rest of the

Southern African

I

region using South Africa as a
stepping stone. In such u situation, what may
emerge is variations of whut is currently the
situation in South Africa as regards TV, namely
the duopoly of private networks and a government-cxmtrolled broadcasting system. As for the
print media, one may see the development of
larger groupings of newspapers belonging to or
affiliated with regional conglomerates which
have interests both in print and electronic media.
Major English and Afrikaans press groups control substantial parts of the shares in M-net.

relationship between the two. Arguments such
that the market furthers competition and
plurality and prevents monopolisation, may be
countered by pointing out the danger of market
monopolisation. And while there is no civil
society without a market, civil society is also
more than an economic phenomenon. Its central
aspect is that it is the sphere between state and
capital, and it is here where the media find their
place. Independent media must, in accordance
with their place in civil society, be part of a
market, but ideally they should also play a role
where they are not ruled by market forces.

Threats to the Freedom of Expression

television and radio. Thus it also controlled the
most important advertising channels. Consequently, the situation might arise when the argucom-

munity would be that it is not wise to carry con-

of The Financial
Gazette, who appeared before a parliamentary
committee.

that government would not like it. Consequently, the worst threat to freedom of expression and the development of democratic media
is a situation where relatively authoritarian .state

Just

argue

control commercial media. Inciden-

tally this is also the situation as regards the role
Broadcasting Company.

of the South African

The State and Market Media

indirect control of the media. There is

a

relationship between the liberty of the market
and the liberty of the media, which is linked to
the fact that there is no civil society without a
developed market system, and that the market
promotes a certain degree of plurality, which
strong state control does not. Arguments against
and for the market’s decisive influence

media

always have

a

tendency to

market and the state, instead of
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on

the

the
seeing the

oppose

source

of

a

leak from the committee which

investigated corruption by senior officials. Parliament has also appointed a committee on
privileges to consider whether further action
should be taken against the journalists and the
two members of the committee responsible for
the leak. The regulations which were used in
connection with this case is the Privileges, Im-

as

as

and

the

state

is weak in Africa and the

underdeveloped so is civil society frail
of limited importance. One obvious reason

for this is that in the rural

areas

where the

majority of the population lives, the essential
market and organisational structures which form
the core of civil society are undeveloped and
often barely existent.
A well

functioning civil society must fulfil

a

of prerequisites,

of which one of the most important is that it must have “a vigorous political
set

and constitutional defence”, which consists of a

democratically elected and independent parliament which coordinates and represents different
cultural and social interests and

opinions. The
in Africa is often to be nothing but subordinate to the government, this in it-

role of parliaments

self

case

of the leak to the Financial

Gazette, the editor maintains that;
contrary to what was reported, (...) “we
did not reveal the

markets

are

strong in a situation where the state exercises
or

the

In the

Trevor Ncube, the editor

troversial material. The media would argue that
the advertisers would not like it. Business would

direct

parliamentary committee and ordered to reveal

regards the publication of so-called state secrets
and a strong adherence to the principles of
market liberalism. Here the British practices are
very different from the American situation,
where it is very difficult for the authorities to use
reason for official secrets as an argument against
media coverage. There is of course a problem of
principle when the institution which ideally
should defend the citizens’ right to information
actually serve to curtail it.

for the possibility of a
fully developed free media situation. A case in
point was that up till the appearance of The Daily
Gazette, the government in Zimbabwe was
directly and indirectly involved in all major
media in the country -i— newspapers as well as

for free market media

journalist in the Zimbabwean
weekly Financial Gazette were called before a

authoritarian state control with the media

with grave consequences

The arguments

where the

may be linked to the Official Secrets Act,
pieces of legislation date back to the UDI
period and have parallels to British practice in
the Thatcher era, which is an example of the
combination of a relative strong tendency to

control and market control of the media,

structures

case

a

Both

expression in Africa are the close
links between government and the media, which
often actually also serve as the major advertising outlets both as regard print and broadcasting
media. This has as an implication, that what exists in mriny African states is a combination of

from both the media and the business

editor of and

again

At the moment the most obvious threat to the

ment

Expression

An illustration of this is the

munities and Power of Parliament Act, which

freedom of

state

Freedom of

as

♦

implies that

one

freedom of expression

of the safeguards of the
is severely weakened.

-

of our stories."
Instead one ofthe sources decided to confess to the chairman of the committee,
and was then compelled to make his confession to the entire committee.
Only then did the editor acknowledge his
sources. This case has a number of interesting
aspects which pertain to the freedom and independence of the media. The first is the problem
of a parliament which in this case definitely may
be interpreted as putting pressure on the press
and forcing it into subservience to the state. The
second has to do with the principle of protecting
sources, which is absolutely imperative for a
press which is to be accountable to the public,
and to safeguard the possibility of individuals to
expose malpractices through the media. Indeed,
cases involving journalists and editors defending their rights to safeguard sources have been
among the most important in the history of the
free press, and incidentally also in the history of
the press in Zimbabwe. In 1933 the then editor
ofThe Bulawayo Chronicle, Sydney Veats, went
source
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jail for refusing to reveal a source, and he
for doing so.

of a well functioning civil society is that it is a market society. In
a global and historical perspective there is an inseparable link between the growth of mass
democracy and a mass consumption market, and

the organisation and analysis of culture and
society take place in order to later make their
way to more mainstream and commercial media.
In Africa this sector is often fragile, as may be
exemplified by the relative powerle.ssness of
trade unions and the general low degree of organisational participation. Often institutions of

the media have been essential to both these

this kind

to

received wide support

Another essential aspect

processes.

However, the media are also caught
two aspects. The problem in

between these

much of Africa is that both

regards the market
general and specifically the
market for media is underdeveloped, consequently also in this a.spect civil society is frail,
and the independence of the media threatened
by a state which often also has interest in the
market as such, through various parastatal companics and through a variety of regulatory
as

for commodities in

powers.

The Financial Gazette has for instance

claimed that the Zimbabwean cabinet has discussed whether

instruct

parastatal companies
independent media, and
to put pressure on them through allocations of
foreign exchange. The often unclear relationship
to

not to adverti.se in the

between

a

weak state and

an

underdeveloped

market, is one of the most serious limitations for
the

development of strong civil society institu-

tions in Africa.
The third fundamental aspect

of a well
developed civil society is the existence of strong
and independent organisations repre.senting social. political, professional and cultural interests
and groups.

Civil
In addition to

Society

more

hoc initiatives and in.stitutions which often have
cultural

agenda. One of the many prerequisites
to emerge is a developed

for these institutions

social and communicative infrastructure.

of the alternative media

are

Many

often linked to this

mixture of well

organised and more loosely organised institutions and they often express the
structures of feeling associated with a wide
range of groups and cultures which are not expressed through the main market media. This
particular aspect of civil society might be called
the social market, and the media which

sociated with this .sector

are as-

comprise organisation-

al media, cultural and subcultural media and

non-organisational media. They thus cover a
vast range of magazines, trade and professional
publications ranging from political publications
over alternative newspapers and magazines to
scholarly journals. And it is often within these
media that the important discussions pertaining
42

are

linked to the state in the form of or-

tions. The third element is the social and it makes

provisions for economic security and welfare. It
is also possible to argue for a fourth element of
citizenship which pertain to the cultural aspect
and has to do with the development of the right
of

to

access

communication, education and

forms of cultural

expression, which again has to
development of plural forms of iden-

do with the

ganisations affiliated to the ruling party

titles. The two last aspects are

tures which fulfil basic

post-second world

or strucadministrative and

economic functions. In addition, the

important
public discussions which are so essential to a
well functioning civil society, often take the
form of rallies, which then again are uncritically reported in the media.
Civil

society is

more

developed in

African countries than in others, and as
observation it may

a

them in three ways.

1.

have

developed market society
relatively extended civil society also tend
to have media marked by the highest
degree of
openness and freedom. It is important to note the
close relationship which exists between a sufficiently big market and a strong civil society.

have

3.

society in three ways —
through political parties and legislators, through
a variety of non-govemmental
organisations and
through communication media.
In his book Class. Citizenship and Social
Development T. H. Marshall argues that full
membership of a community evolves through
three stages corresponding to three aspects of
citizenship. The first is the civil element which
pertains to individualistic freedoms such as the
freedom of speech, the freedom to own property, the free right of entering into economic contracts, and the safeguarding of equal rights in
relation to the judicial system. In Western
Europe these rights were developed during the
18th and early 19th century. The second element
is political. It was developed in Western
societies in the 19th and early 20th century and
involves the right to participate in the exercise
of political power, concentrated around the right
to vote and universal suffrage, and the right to
form political and economic interest organist-

to

information and debate

and circumstances in the communication

systems.
The

question is whether the African media

fulfil these functions. The
tions
with

are

based

side

a

on

following observa-

the Zimbabwean situation

glance to other Southern African

countries. And it should be noted that the Zimbabwean media from 1989 and onwards, have

shown
more

ac-

countable to civil

rights.

access

regarding decisions taken in the sphere of
politics, and they must have the opportunity to influence these decisions both
through debates and representation.
be able to recognise their situation and experiences in representations of their lives

a

genuine commonwealth of forms of life, tastes
and opinions to empower citizens who are
governed not by despotic states nor by market
forces, that is the necessity of developing a selforganising civil society which is not
synonymous with the market, but which has
market elements. This furthermore implies that
it is essential to strengthen the media outside and

information and analyses

access to

their civil
2.

a

Consequently, the media should facilitate

pertain

Citizens must:

which enable them to know and exercise

which have the best
and

products of the

period.

Media include all these elements and
to

general

be said that those countries

war

Access to the Media

some

underneath the state, and thus make the state

strictly organised structures, civil society encompasses a number of ad
a

to

a

marked

openness

development in the direction of
and independence.

One of the most difficult aspects

regarding
regards media penetration.
When a large proportion of the population does
not have access to the media, it means that
they
are not informed about their
rights nor do they
have access to information which will give them
an opportunity to influence political decisions.
Consequently, one of the major tasks facing any
form of media policy in Africa is to extend the
media to the rural population. There are at the
moment two strategies being utilised to
bring
the first of these tasks

this about. One is the

use

of radio. The other is

the establishment of so-called rural

or

provincial

newspapers.

The Radio
As noted above, the radio is
most

efficient medium for

potentially the
reaching the rural

population. It is accessible to all communities
and groups, and it is not dependent on literacy
in order to reach its audience. However, it is de-

pendent

on

the distribution and maintenance of
signals reaching the

receivers, and of radio
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whole country.

Potentially most of the Southern
be reached by radio signals, and even if few people in many comAfrican

region

now can

munities do have
most

used

access

to a

radio, it is still the

as an

to

in a form which appeals
fantasy and imagination. But when it comes

thermore, by a far too heavy reliance on footage
and stories from CNN. To be fair, some of the

other forms of entertainment and artistic

discussion programmes

presentation, this has not been developed fully.

large degree linked
to music programmes, such as those transmitted
ZBC’s Radio Three. The educational

programmes can

be illustrated by those trans-

mitted over ZBC’s Radio Four, which cover a
range

of educational material from formal to in-

formal forms of education, from

relatively adelementary informational
programmes on practical problems. The two
other Zimbabwean channels, one in English
(Radio One) and the other in African languages
(Radio Two), offer a variety of programmes
ranging from information and discussions of
vanced

current

courses

affairs

One of the

to

to

entertainment.

major problems of the radio

as a

medium is that it is centralised. It is the elite in
the economic,
centre

political and administrative
talking to the provinces and the povo.

Potentially radio is

a very

democratic medium

which when used in a decentralised manner, may

give local people and communities an opportunity to express their grievances in problems in
representative discussions. This however,
presupposes the establishment of decentralised
structures and local and community radio stations as well as radio stations representing the
views of organisations in civil society such as
trade unions. This is an important task all over
the region, not the least in South Africa with a
high degree of illiteracy and a marked need for
alternative information to years of indoctrination through SABC. Unfortunately, governments are not particularly interested in opening
up to a decentralised radio system, even if it is a
cheap medium. It is not very expensive to set up
simple community radio stations.
A second

problem is that newscasts and dispolitical affairs
have a tendency to shun controversy and investigative reporting. It is not characterised by journalism but by readings of statements. Thus the

cussions

on

Provincial
The

national social and

radio does not fulfil the two first tasks of the
media

.satisfactorily. When it comes to the third
part of the ideal role of the media, entertainment
programming fulfil that demand to a certain degree. The relatively large proportion of African
music transmitted may be seen as a representation of experiences and lives led by the
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

provincial

Newspapers

Media Tmst with the
tional donors is

of the most advanced at-

newspaper

babwe which has been set up

one

dealing with social isproblems which pertain to social
rights of the citizens, but this is not the general
sues

raise

rule.

project in Zimby The Mass
support of various interna-

educational medium. The

entertainment function is to a

y

to

widespread medium. The radio is mainly
for two purposes; as an entertainment

medium, and

over

broad sectors of society

♦

Television,

than any other medium,
entertainment medium which
give the audience an opportunity to recognise
more

may serve as an

of local
in Africa. There is no doubt that
weekly or bi-weekly newspapers
reach sections of the society which have little access to other media, and that they also present
issues and problems of direct relevance to the
local population. However, they are not marked
by their willingness to tackle controversial issues, and the form of reporting is not aimed at
presenting their readers with arguments and
analyses which give them access to information
on their social and political future. Furthermore,
they do far too little to inform the ordinary rural
citizen of his or her rights as regards legal and
social issues. The project fall definitely within
what is expected from a government-controlled
media project.
tempts at establishing a system
newspapers
these seven

Television
The problems with radio are even more
pronounced as regards television. First of all,
this is more than any other medium an urban
phenomenon, and secondly even if there is a

substantial number of TV
viewers in the
is

a

sets

with many

high density suburbs, television

medium for the

more

affluent sections of

society. Structurally, the TV companies, here exemplified by ZBC, are faced with an important
problem in that TV is both a commercial and a
strictly government-controlled medium. It is
thus subjected to both the controls of the market
and the state. This has, as a consequence, that
news and current affairs reporting is characterised by an absence of controversial and investigative journalism. The newscasts are particularly blatant examples of what the late independent Zimbabwean journalist, Willie
Musarurwa,

once

called “minister and sunshine

journalism”. It is technically bad, pedagogically poor in its sycophantic, unquestioning and
uninformed way of presenting important issues,
which even very experienced news analysts fail
to

understand. And which

seem to

sole purpose, to put ministers and
the screen. The presentation

have

as

its

other chefs on
of important
foreign news is marked by haphazardness and
no real insight in degree of importance, and fur-

The entertainment function

of the radio is to a
large degree linked to music programmes.
experiences of their lives and social and cultural
circumstances. With this in mind, it is remarkable to the

degree which ZTV is dependent on
vast majority of particularly fictional entertainment programmes
originate in the USA, UK and Australia. They
are often low budget old productions which sell
for extremely low prices on the world market.
With the commercials linked to them, they seem
to serve primarily as pure income-generating
programmes. There are very few Zimbabwean
productions and virtually nothing from the rest

commercial forces. The

of Africa, and indeed ZBC does not seem to be
interested in utilising the talents in the rising independent Zimbabwean and regional film and
video industry. I have heard that th" argument
against African programmes and productions is
that the advertisers do not want them.
The most diversified medium in Africa is the
press.

In Zimbabwe

now

there

are

approximate43
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ly 60 different regular publications ranging from
daily newspapers to quarterly magazines. They
are quite varied as regard
potential audience

The

problems with the official press are the
with the broadcasting media. It is too
much marked by official statements, by too littie investigation, and by far too little attention
being paid to development of journalistic style
and genres. Furthermore, because the
government press, up till recently in
many countries
really has had no competition worth the name,
it has often been characterised by poor
editing
and organisation of types of material and features. it is difficult to find the important stories.
The independent press, however, has other
problems. One of the most serious is the tendensame as

views expressed. The most
important functions of the press is to inform and

groups, content and

entertain, and these

printed

news

two often contradict.

The

media in the region and in Zim-

babwe may be divided into two types; the
cial press and the independent press. It is

offivery

important to emphasise that independence does
not mean the same as an
opposition press. The

blur the distinction between the entertainment function and the information function, and
cy to

j
'

further tendency to.

in the eagerness to present
investigative reporting, forget
the need for in-depth reporting and checking and
j doublechecking
of sources. A complaint which
has been raised against the independent press is
I that it personalises issues. However, this may be
I seen in the light of two factors. One is the
! development in the international media to personalisation, and secondly that the stories are
often centred around public figures, who also get
personal coverage, though of another type in the
official media. The major complaint against the
daily press in the region which is relevant both
affluent for the official and the independent press is that
too little attention is
being given to journalistic
a

sensations and

.

'

Television is
sections

a

medium

of society

for the

more

problem with the political structure of many
African countries, however, is that the opposition is weak, and it is the practice of politicians
in position which is worth investigating. Consequently, what in reality is independent reporting
may appear to the ruling politicians as oppositional reporting. In addition, it is often an easy
way out of awkward situations to blame it on opposition instead of going into the issues raised.

excellence, and that the news and stories are too
centred around the interests of a relatively small
section of society. This again is linked with the

future of the whole society in a way which is
both analytical and controversial. This applies
to weekly papers aimed at the business community such as Thr FinmwUil Gazette in Zimbabwe. The Weekly Mail aimed at the well educated predominantly White liberal elite in South
Africa. Weekly Post aimed at a politically aware
and relatively highly educated audience in Zam-

bin, and entertainment and current affairs
monthlies aimed at a youthful audience such as
Parade and Horizon in Zimbabwe. Publications
such as these in various and dift'erent manners
the fonn of media which actually fulfil the
ideal two first tasks of the media better than any
other fomi. This may be seen as indicative of the
are

difficulties associated with setting up
mainstream media which serve the interests of
civil society as a whole.
in the short-term It seems as if the media in
Southern Africa are developing in a direction
which implies more independence and more
openness. However, the debate over the role of
the media has so far been too pre-cKcupicd with
the relationship to the state, and too little attention has been paid on the relatitmship to the

market, and indeed

to the problems of having
media which are too dependent on economic interests which

when it

might wish to influence the media

for instance, the disclosure of
economic malpractices. It is my prediction that
if South Africa is being integrated into the
comes to

region, and the peace processes in Angola aitd

Mozambique are sucsessful, the Southern
region is going to become more inte^

relatively little interest which is being paid to

African

cultural issues understood in the broad
the word.

esting to commercial media, and this will necessarily contribute to a widening of the debate. ♦

One of the

most

sense

of

interesting phenomena in

African media is the importance of weekly and

monthly magazines and newspapers which
often are mouthpieces for and aimed at special
groups socially and culturally. But which nevertheless often cover issues of importance to the

Helge Ronning is a Pntfessor in the De/nirtment ofMetiia and Cmnmunication Studies,
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN MEDIA IN TRANSITION
Coletane C. Markham
THE ROLE of the South African media in the

present political transition has increasingly
come

under the

spotlight as prospects for electransitionary authority and a conassembly looms closer.

tions for
stituent

a

That the debate

should arise at all is

on

the role of the media

poignant reminder that the
print media in general, and the broadcasting services in particular, have never been ‘the guardians of the people’ (especially Black people)
ever

a

since the commercial destruction of the in-

dependently-owned Black press some 60 years
ago (refer Couzens T; “A History of ‘The
World’” [and other Black South African
newspapers], African Studies seminar paper.
University of Witwatersrand, 1976).
In this crucial time, we may do well to remind
ourselves of the mission White liberals, like B.
G. Paver, J. D. Rheinalt-Jones, Howard

fired

ostensibly för commercial reasons. In
with Percy Qoboza of The World
in 1977, stringent repressive legislation and banning orders on the part of the state would step in
were

other

cases as

to ensure

‘law and order’ and the maintenance

of White power

and privilege.
heritage, it should hardly be
surprising that our media today would appear
reluctant to keep up with the changing times.
While an historical space has been opened since
post-February 1990 for the media to boldly
champion the cause of democracy, to play a role
in terms of illuminating the complex political
process which will lead to a new order, we find
Given this

ourselves bombarded with trivia, with sen-

sationalism, with distorted views
violence,
on a

on

the constitutional

on

the

negotiations, and

host of current affairs issues.

Pirn and

the

fledgling Argus company, set themselves
when they decided to buy out the independents
like Imvo Zahantsundu, Ilanga Ease Natal, Ikwezi le Afrika and Mochochono and to set up the
so-called Bantu Press, epitomised in the
newspaper Ban/« World, in 1936:
Rapidly increasing literacy brings in its
train a real need for the development and
sane guidance of Bantu origin as expressed in the ‘native press' and their importance in the moulding of native
opinion makes their control a matter of
the utmost importance to South Africa's
future well being (Couzens T.,ibid.,p.77).
The subsequent history of the so-called Black
press is nothing but the legend of how Whiteowned and controlled commercial newspapers
have

managed to

purge any

hint of Black

radicalism, whether in the form of Africanism or
communism, from the print media in South
Africa.
This

achieved with the

help of an advertising industry which has consistently refused to
support any press critical of the establishment
although advertisers will argue that they are
‘non-political’, and with the help, it must be
was

noted, of uncritical Black editors and staff.
In those few

cases

where

ceived to have
case

lister

an

editor

was
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advertising industry has
consistently refused to support any press critical of the
establishment”

per-

reconciliation.
The effect of this is that

popular aspirations
leaders
misjudge the level of sup-

remain hidden from the view of political
and elites who may

port for certain compromises made at the

negotiations forum. It also fails to educate White
South Africans about the aspirations of Black
people thereby fuelling mistrust and enmity begroups historically divided by apartheid.

tween

In the present context

of violence which is
gripping various parts of the country, the media
should play a role in facilitating a climate for free
political activity, instead we rind a timidity in
terms of exposing the forces behind the
violence, a reluctance to exptose the intere.sts
who may

benefit from continued destabilisation.

A

sign of the times was dramatically displayed during July this year when popular anger
at the

tain

‘bias' of the established press

towards cerpolitical organisations flared into open con-

frontation.
Take the constitutional negotiations as an example. The media have reduced public
knowledge of the political options to a discourse
between three ‘major players’; the ruling National Party (NP), the African National Congress
(ANC) and the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP).

the views and alternatives
of political opinion covered.
While prominence is given to the Codesa talks,
the views of political organisations outside of
that negotiations forum, such as the Pan
Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC), the
Azanian People’s Organisation (AZAPO) or the
Workers Organisation for a Socialist Azania
(WOSA) as well as a host of other left or rightwing groupings are either caricatured or persistently ignored by the major newspapers and
Rarely, if ever,

are

of the full spectrum

broadcast services.

The media have also failed to articulate the
views and

stepped ‘out of line’, as was the
Tony Heard of the Cape Times or AlSparks of the Rand Daily Mail, the editors

with

“The

which reflect the problems and concerns of ordinary people to the sidelines, while any hint of
extra-parliamentary struggle is routinely
denounced as contrary to the spirit of peace and

aspirations of ordinary township and
negotiations assume
precedence over the deepening problems in civil
society, the establishment media have relegated
educational, civic, gender or rural struggles
rural residents. As

According to reports, about 250 ANC
Cape region burnt
copies of two newspapers, the Eastern Province
Herald and the Evening Post outside the offices
of Newspaper House. Leaders of the demonstration presented a memorandum to the editor-inchief of the Times Media Company — which
owns the papers — demanding ii public apology
for biased reports on the ANC.
demonstrators in the Eastern

The memorandum demanded

more

‘balanced

and proper coverage

of news’, greater consumer
participation in policy formulation and direction, the ‘democratisation’ of the paper and an
affirmative action policy with regard to the
employment and promotion of staff (Sowetan,
29 July, 1992; The Citizen, 30 July, 1992).
The previous month, in June, six White
reporters were assaulted and abused while
covering the funeral of victims of the Boipatong
massacre by youths allegedly wearing T-shirts
of the PAC. Reports of harassment and intimidation of individual Journalists by members and
leaders affiliated to various political groups also
continued

throughout the

year.
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While these

reflect the depth of
the absence of an authentic
Black voice, it also highlights the complex
political and commercial calculations which

popular

events

anger at

confront South African media barons in the context

of the present

transition.

Continued failure

to address Black aspirapopular demands for outright
nationalisation orstringent anti-monopoly legi.slation. For the media monopolies, a visible attempt to accommodate this challenge from

tions will fuel

below will have to be made if the present con-

figuration of power is to survive into the future.
At the

same

time, the

temptation to continue

the present monopolistic hold over the media
would be strong in the context of the battle of
hearts and minds in any

forthcoming elections.

Since the media will have
in either

a

critical role to

play

illuminating

or ob.scuring the i.ssue.s to
be confronted in the construction of a new order,
power over

the media will be

a

definite ad-

market, is owned
Media
The

Taken together, however, the entire range of
only other ‘Black’ newspaper of any
Uanga. has recently been ; independent publications cannot even match the
sold by the Argus Group to a company aligned
circulation of a daily like the Sowetan (the
to the Inkatha Freedom Party. This, in spite of
Sowetan has a daily circulation above the 200
the regular condemnation by the liberal media
000 mark). Limited advertising revenue has also
establishment of passing ow nership and control ' resulted in greater reliance on external
funding
ofthepre.ss to political interest groups. The same ! and in higher cover prices which nece.ssarily
company, the Argus, categorically turned down
confines readership to a .small elite,
an
approach by the ANC to buy the Sowetan.
The role of the independents should become
note, the Natal-based

The rest of the

Black market is

largely

important in the context of the transition,
However, their reliance on outside funding —
Afrikaans
estimated at R1 million per year since 1986 —
Barring the political orientation of individual ' funds which are increasingly being withdrawn,
journalists who may be ANC, P.AC or AZAPO
indicates that barring the few who are turning to
supporters, such concentration of ownership in
commercial viability, the bulk «f the indeessentially liberal or National Party supporting
pendents will disappear under the strain of
hands, militates against sympathetic treatment
limited resources,
by the media of any of the major liberation
The broadcast sector, arguably more impor] movements and goes a long way in explaining tant in a country with relatively low levels of
dominated

by glossy magazines owned by the
press barons.

the insulation of the media from the views of or-

political intere.sts.

dinary Black people.

South Africa

are

effec-

lively owned by the Anglo-American

group.
The Afrikaans market is shared between Nationale and the Perskor
historical

Group, both of whom have

origins in the Afrikaaner Nationalist

project.
Argus Holdings has over the years become a
veritable giant dominating the smaller Caxton
Group and Times Media Limited, the major distribution company (Allied Publishing), the
printing (Gallo), the television company (MNet) radio (Radio 702). the film industry (NuMetro) and a major paper producer (Weekly
Mail, 30 May-6 June, 1992).
The bulk

urban

‘‘The SABC continues to be
an

the

mouthpiece of
ruling National Party.”

While the liberal media establishment

Broederbond. The SABC has

are

‘racial’considerations, however, it is abundant- I

well

key staff, notably
political
and economic analysts are chosen becau.se of
their generally pro-capitalist orientation, their
willingness not to ‘rock the boat’ in terms of
alienating potential advertisers, and their shared
as

as

and current affairs editors and

values with the

owners.

example, only three Black
editors in the entire stable of Argus/Times Media
urban daily and weekly publications. The rest is
the preserve of White males.

weekly

comprising
The New African. The New Nation. South. Vrye
Weekhhnl and the Weekly Mail, two community
papers notably Saamstaan and The Indicator
and a handful of journals could be classified as
‘independent’ publications which are broadly
papers,

daily and weekly publica- I
tions, including the top ten papers in terms of ! sympathetic to the liberation movement, in parcirculation, and particularly those papers aimed i hcular the ANC alliance,
It has been left up to the independents, forexat the Black market, such as the Sowetan, are !
controlled

or

by the Argus/Times Media fold. The
weekly. City Press, also aimed at the Black

46.

Established in 1936, the SABC operates
radio stations in 16 different

| ample, to expose state dirty tricks campaigns
I and evidence of security force involvement

in

24
languages and four

television channels. Estimates indicated that apt-

proximately 12 million radio listeners
some or

other SABC radio station and

million viewers

tune

tune into
some

7,5

into the various SABC

television services each

There are, for

Just five national

pursued a policy
broadcasting (separate stations for
each racial or ethnic group) ever since its inception in line with the apartheid project, and continues to be an uncritical mouthpiece of the
ruling National Party despite recent attempts to
be more impartial,
of .segregated

quicktodeny the suggestion that editorial policy
is influenced by proprietors, or by ‘political’ or

news

literacy and a range of languages is effectively
state monopoly, dominated
by the South
African Broadcasting Corporation (S.ABC). The
board of the SABC is directly elected by the state
president, and many board members have in the
past been linked to the secret Afrikaaner

uncritical

ly clear that editors

more

j

a

media. Audit Bureau of Circulation

Times Media Limited, both of whom

present wave of violence sweeping the

I country.

vantage over competing and more radical Black

already has a fair spread of print
figures for
August 1992 indicate, forexample, that there are
at least 21 national or regional dailies, .some 24
national weekly papers, well over a hundred
rural and urban free distribution weeklies plus a
host of periodical and specialist pu’blications.
Despite this range and diversity however,
most of the print media is owned and controlled
by just four major companies.
The Engli.sh language press, reflecting White
middle-class and politically liberal interests, is
dominated by Argus Holdings and the smaller

| the

by the Afrikaaner Nationale

Company.

day. Because the SA’BC

controls broadcast services in the vernacular Ianguages,

for

it is

an

effective and powerful medium

reaching inaccessible regions, the rural poor
the illiterate

population. Market research inof every ten people in
South Africa listen to the radio regularly, with
the proportion jumping to nine in every ten in
or

dicates that

the rural
Radio

some seven

areas.
or

television services outside of the

ambit of the SABC

are

hamstrung by

a

hostile

post office, the Broadcast Act which relates to
the SABC only, and the need to receive approval
from the minister in

charge of broadcasting

before going on air. The SABC also has
fective

an

ef-

monopoly of radio FM frequencies, and
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has swallowed

a

huge slice of the advertising

So what are the options

for a truly diverse, acrepresentative media systenj in
South Africa? The pre.sent debate appears to
revolve around two options. For people like
Stephen Mulholland, the previous managing
director of the Times Media Limited, and Doug
Band, chairman of the Argus Group, commercially driven media in a free enterprise economy
is the answer. There are slight differences in interpretation between those holding this position
countable and

however; while Mulholland favours

a

laissez

faire situation, the Argus Group acknowledges
that the existing press monopolies should
restructure to reflect the diversity of views and
opinions in this country (see below).
The other position argues for a divergent
range of media in a ‘mixed economy’. The formulation is deliberately vague, as with so many
other policy positions in the present context, and
incorporates a range of views.
There are those who support the idea but wish
to avoid explicit state intervention to support
struggling media ventures, a sort of ‘leave-it-tothe-market’ version of pluralism at the one extreme, and those who argue that this would open
the way for the rich and powerful to exercise
pluralism but excluding anyone else. The second
position, currently gaining favour in the ANC
and allied organisations, would support limited
forms of state intervention, such as a media sub-

sidy system in combination with affirmative action programmes in existing media networks as
well as programmes to boost smaller ventures
and ensure a greater diversity in ownership of
the media.

Conventional wisdom appears to have ruled
of the media a la the Zim-

out total state control

babwean

experience under the ZANU(PF)
regime. Straightforward nationalisation is a
definite no-no, old fashioned, out of step with
multi-party democracy and will be a drain on
limited

diversity of ownership in the media
protection of media workers and improvement of educational and training facilities

therefore time for the monopolies and
near monopolies to start breaking their
hold in the country's and their

own very

for media workers.

lone-term interests. This

they will

resources, a

field, the

market.

resources.

Nationalisation also, it is ar-

gued, bring in train the temptation by a future
government to control and censure critical
analysis of it.
Already the ANC and supporting organisations like the Campaign for Open Media (CoM)
and the Film and Allied Workers Organisation
(FAWO) have begun to mobilise for changes to
the present system.
The ANC adopted a media charter in November 1991, which commits the organisation to

freedom of information and of

speech, guaranteed rights for the media to publish, broadcast or
disseminate any information to be entrenched in
a Bill of Rights. The ANC has also committed
itself to the ‘equitable distribution of media

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

exercise

some

wav,

control of the process
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(my

emphasis).
“In the construction

of a new
order, power over the media
will be a definite advantage
over competing and more
radical Black political interests. ”

By November, the Argus Group announced
the Sowetan,

that 50% of its interests in the daily,

the

shareholders.

According to the chairman of the Argus
Group, Mr Doug Band, Argus newspapers was
to
to

Further demands

emanating from a media
conference held at the University of the Western
Cape in January 1992, included the immediate
repeal of existing restrictive laws with regard to
the media, the transformation of the SABC into
a public broadcaster which represents all interest groups in the country, notably by changing
the composition of the Board of the SABC, and
by the establishment of an independent communications authority accountable to Codesa or
its successor, to regulate broadcasting during the
transition, the drafting of a Freedom of Information Act and the drafting of a commonly accepted media code of ethics and an independent
body to adjudicate in disputes regarding any
breach of the code.

Many of these demands were taken to Codesa
I, and agreement reached at that forum to the establishment of an ‘independent’ telecommunications

authority to regulate the broadcast
object of
this body would essentially be to ‘ensure impartial control of all broadcasting by laying down
the norms and standards for more equitable and
free access for all political parties to air time and
broadcasting services’.
It is not yet clear when such a body will be
established, however, this is likely to follow the
creation of an interim political authority.
The options for the media monopolies were
clearly stated in an article delivered by the
former editor of the Cape Times, at a seminar at
the Western Cape region of the Institute of Race
Relations in February 1992. These essentially
boil down to an appeal to enlightened self-interest, notably take the initiative and hand over
some control or face the consequences of a
militant and hostile Black people who will press
for outright nationalisation of fundamental
restructuring.
it is essential that all the major plaxers
in an election he given access to air time
and print space if we are to have a suecessful transition to a new order. There is
sector

...

in the not-too-distant future. The

to be sold as part of a new commitment by
Argus Group to increase the spread of

were

sell all shares in the paper to a new company
be called Sowetan Publications Limited. Ac-

companying this,

a community trust would be
created, to be called the Sowetan Trust, which
would hold 45% of the shares in the paper on
half of the (Black) community served by

bethe
paper, while a further 5% of the shares would be
sold to the staff.
The decision to sell was,

according to Mr
of the realisation by the company of
the imperative to achieve Black ownership and
participation in the equity of Argus. The group
also hoped to broaden ‘representation’ at the
Band, part

Board of Directors.
The

Argus Group would retain the other 50%
apparently looking into the
question of floating all or a portion of the
remaining shares on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. In an interview with the editor of the
Sowetan, Mr Aggrey Klaaste, it soon became
very clear that sufficiently wealthy candidates to
buy the proposed shares in the Sowetan Trust
of the shares but is

would be

extremely hard to find. He indicated
Argus company may consider lending
money to the trust, to be paid back at interest at
some point in the future.
that the

Wonders

never cease.

How far will these ap-

patently enlightened proposals go towards inaccess, or serving the needs of Black
South Africans presently denied access to any

creasing

medium which

truly reflects their interests?
Why is it that other possible options such as the
launch of a truly independent, non-partisan and
critical Black-owned daily or weekly are exeluded ? Or in the alternative, a joint buy-out of
an existent daily?
As with

so

much else the Achilles heel in

South Africa is the lack of

unity and

purpose

among Black organisations. As a united front interested only in the well-being of the people, sufficient

capital could be generated to launch independently. Oh, forget it, probably just wishful

thinking

..

..♦

Coletane C. Markham is
South

a

researcher at the

African Institute of Race Relations

(SAIRR).
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BRINGING OUR CINEMA HOME
Anne
HOW MANY African films have you watched
in the cinemas of Harare
or

or

Derges

j

Bulawayo, Gweru j

Mutare? One? Ten? None? How many
I

American films have you been to see? What
have you been watching on television lately?
From 1982, the Zimbabwe Film and Video
Association (ZFVA) has been trying to bring
about a change to the answers to these questions,
The Association was formed at a
workshop held

!

j
i

in that year at Audiovisual Services, convened I
by Simon Bright and Martin Udwin. It was con|
cemed with the complete absence of African I

Film and Television in the media,
including any
constructive film criticism in the written media.
The Association has been trying to bring back

‘

African film to Africa, and its efforts include the

!

holding of the First Frontline Film Festival

in I

Harare in 1990.
The ZFVA in its early years had
(obviously)
large membership of film-makers and other
workers in the film industry. Much of the work
of the ZFVA in its early years —
along with the
first foreign productions to be filmed in Zimbabwe
was to improve the conditions of
workers in the film industry, as actors, technicians, and even producers. They were often
hired at extremely cheap rates compared with
a

Pic:

Films from the West dominate the African continent

Biddy Partridge

—

their Western counterparts.

Eventually it was decided that these activities
were more

relevant to

a

Union than

sociation concerned with
and

a

cultural

as-

improving the study

appreciation of African film, and so the Zim-

babwe Film Television and Allied Workers
Union

(ZIFTAWU)

was

formed

as a

related but

separate organisation.An early success of the

pre-ZIFTAWU days of the ZFVA was the organisation of training courses for film projectionists.

Film Festivals
In the years prior to the First Frontline Film
Festival, the ZFVA became largely inactive. One

difficulty in trying to run such an Association,
whose active membership and executive were
formed almost entirely of film-makers, is the nature of this work: film-making occurs in intensive bursts, and in Zimbabwe involves much

fund-raising and promotional activity,

neces-

sitating frequent journeys abroad in search of
money, and a market. For the sad truth about
African film is that the place to see it is the capi48

tals and the television stations of Western

of extraordinary efforts

Europe. And in order to make a living the makers

committee and administrator. For the first time

of African film have to sell their product abroad.

African feature films

Following the (relative) success of the Frontline
Film Festival, and with the prospect of holding

H,arare's
I shall

another in

an event

later in this article. The Film Week is

intended

to

1993, the ZFVA was revived in 1991,
and has recently become a Trust. The ZFVA was
able to employ a full-time Administrator to run
an office and
organise events such as screenings,
thus ensuring continuity and taking the burden
from the executive committee.

“/« order to make

was

a

years

old. This year has

regular

screened at

centre

a

commercial cinema in the

of Harare. The

concerns

tion of the Association

were

and future direc-

well reflected in

a

Workshop held during Africa Film Week in
Harare

itself

on

was

November 28. The Africa Film Week

quite

an

one

of

an

annual event, and is also

a

the Southern Africa Film Festival

!

African Film Festival, as

i

Burkina Faso and Tunisia.

prestigious as those of

Workshop

The

programme of screenings of
African documentaries of which the final series
seen

screened at

which will be held in Harare next year. It is
hoped that this Festival will become the third

a

1

now ten

be

to

The Harare

living, the
makers of African films have
to sell their products abroad. ”
The ZPWA is

were

biggest cinemas, in the centre of town.
return to the problems of
organising such

forerunner
I

by the ZFVA’s executive

achievement, qnd the result

workshop itself was another "first” of its
kind. Workshops have been held before
during
the ten-year history of the ZFVA, but
previously
they have tended to bring together only the independent film-makers themselves, and consequently not a great deal was achieved. This
workshop, however, was attended by film
critics, journalists, cinema owners and
managers, businessmen, representatives from
the Ministry of Information, Unesco, filmtrainers and the manager of the Central Film
Laboratories. Also present were Gaston Kaboré,
a

prominent Burkinabe film-maker, and Lionel
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Ngakane, secretary of the Panafrican Federation
of Film-makers (FEPACI), who is based in London.
The purpose

of the workshop had initially
possible emerprivate television station in Zim-

been to discuss the issue of the

of a

gence

new

babwe. ZFVA wished

propose at its inception
of African film be shown on
this station. However, though they had been invited, representatives from 27rv failed to turn up
that

a

to

certain quota

for the

event.

The issue of distribution in

mercial theatres, as well
on

the

film

as

television,

com-

was

al.so

agenda, with the proposal to establish

a

library, specifically for distribution to

cinemas. The

films

—

Week

—

as

difficulty of accessing African

demonstrated in the Africa Film

Kaboré also

emphasised that the film industry

African films. How

can a

commercial

screen any

film “sight

needs television, and cannot progress

theatre be

Cinema,

unseen”? Where is the information?

as

Kaboré put it, is not a

without it.
luxury but a

necessity. We need to be able to deal with

expected to

our

One

reality through images that portray our people,

makers

and

film distribution monopolies. There
are few and powerful fi Im distributors, who tend
to marginalise all producers. Those outside these
big companies have difficulty gaining access to

history.

our

This

was

to

expressed in a slightly different way

by another speaker

as a means

for gaining

government support for the film industry. The
case

of Australia

was

cited, where the govern-

problem shared by independent filmeverywhere is that they have

no access

the great

di.stribution

agencies.

A latk of knowledge

promoted indigenous film-making
precisely as a means of showing the Australian

films from Zimbabwe became evident

reality to the rest of the world. And it is true that

the

before the Australian film

mechanisms and the contacts. There is

ment

industry

was

developed, the world knew next to nothing
about Australia.

would be discussed, as well as

funding
through some kind of tax or levy on cinema
seats, and finally the necessity of creating a film
culture through establishing some kind of

cess to

♦

of how to access African

workshop. There is need for

a

study

during
on the

now

—

since the

independence of Namibia and the
opening up of South Africa—great potential for
regional cooperation for distribution.

—

dialogue with journalists, film critics and the
academic study of film.

The Establishment of a Film Culture in

‘‘Before the Australian film
industry was developed, the
world knew next to nothing

Zimbabwe
Without the

development of film appreciaindependent Zimbabwean film-makers
will operate in a vacuum. Film Journalism,
criticism, film theory and research are part of the
tion,

about A ustralia. ”

Role of Government
Gaston Kaboré

Burkina Faso

—

spoke of the experience of
a

tiny and impoverished

which has managed to organise and
maintain a prestigious annual film festival,

country,

which has become to African film what Cannes

is

Western film. Kaboré

to

spoke of the forma-

tion of FEPACI in Tunis in 1970, and the

importance of this organisation in the consolidation of
national film industries. He also

emphasised the

need to involve the State in the film

industry. In

Africa the government cannot
one

of the

produce
as

a

be ignored, and
first things that should be done is to

National Film Policy. (Zimbabwe

has been noted elsewhere

broad cultural
FEPACI is

—

lacks

—

even a

policy).
an oserver

member of the OAU,

and is thus able to get across (as

Kaboré put it)
people to have access to their own
images”. Another important factor is that in
Burkina Faso if, say, a Zimbabwean film were
“the need of

to be

Wolfgang Pfeiffer, currently manager of the
spoke of his experience in independent film-making and distribution in Germany. Pfeiffer’s experience —
and his message is: do not involve government,
or commercial television, in your efforts to distribute quality film. Run by bureaucrats and
cynics, public television cannot assist film culCentral Film Laboratories,

ture,

and further, the establishment of

.system
in what

on

foreign films is put back into the film industry.

quota

was

referred

to as

“quota-quickies”, in

other words, bad films made to fill the quota.
What

can

Zimbabwean film learn from these

experiences?

culture,

In Zimbabwe there is no critical look
no

debate. “Reviews” for the

most

part limit themselves to describing the synopsis
of the film, and the creative role of journalism

is

ignored. In France, for example, journalists in
the mid-l%0s

actually created

a new

kind of

“avant-guarde” cinema through their writing,
by showing people a different way of looking at
films.
This

problem was debated extensively at the
workshop, where, for the first time, journalists
and film-makers

sat down together to discuss
There is, for example, no training of journalists in film or television reporting.

film reportage.

Why should a government impose a film
levy? And how can government (if we must have

do not advertise themselves, and the minimal

government support) assist the independent

space

film-maker? Do

we want

another Arts Council

dealing with film?
The ZFVA’s greatest
African film, whether
mercial

It is also the

case

independent film-makers

allocated to film reporting does not make
hunt down the

Generally the editors of

and magazines are informed of
preview screenings and s'o on, not those who
write the reviews. Why do journalists not travel
to Ouagadougou, for example? ♦
newspapers

obstacle in promoting

through private

that

it worthwhile for the journalists to

film-makers.

Distribution

screened, it would not be taxed as a Western

film would be, and the revenue from the tax

a

for independent cinema, will only result

movement.
at

or com-

screenings, has been that of gaining

ac-

Anne

Derges is

a

Senior Dociimenialist

at

SAFES Trust
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MALAWI

THE CURRENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN MALAWI
Modecai Msisha

THE PROCESS

currently taking place in
the people to
their struggle
against colonialism; that human beings had a
God-given or inherent right to govern themselves and that governments shall be subservient to
the people. In many ways, that dream was em-

developed only token acceptance of the concept
of judicial independence with new court systems
being established when the conventional courts
were perceived to be acting
contrary to the new
concept of political self-righteousness.

bodied in the manifesto of the Malawi

The twilight zone of uncertainty and sidelining of the principles and concepts which had
been the engines for revolt against colonial rule

Malawi represents an attempt by
rekindle the dream which inspired

Congress
Party of the August I%1 general elections. In
that document, the spirit of the nation was captured in the following declarations;
Our beloved Kamuzu has securedfor
...

good proportion of us the most
right—the right to
vote, p.5

a

cherished democratic

Election time demands

of party
they put before the nation
their respective visions of the future.
.

.

.

leaders that

.

.

.

It is

a

time when those visions should

he

A New Awareness

lasted
mal

over two

came to

be

decades. As

a

come

result, the abnoras

the

about a re-awaken-

ing of the spirit which led to the original fight
liberty. There has developed a new awareness of the fact that the
independence struggle
in the sixties had nothing to do with colour, but
had everything to do with principles; that the
power and ability or inclination to withhold the
rights of peoples is not the monopoly of persons
for

exposed to vigorous scrutiny and
criticism." pp 5 & 6.
The Malawi Congress Party believes
in an independent and impartial
Judiciary and regard it as a duty to the
country and the world to strive to secure
freedom with ju.stice to all, to respect the
dignity and worth of the individual, irre.spective of his race or colour orpolitical opinion. To that end the Party will to

cemed about the state of their nation. It noted the

all times e.stahlish and maintain the Rule

existence of the culture of fear and

..

.

of Law in the country." p.ll.
transpired however, that through a gradual
process of abrogation of political rights aided by
the lavish use of slogans, there occurred a subIt

stitution of roles between the

governed and the
The governed gave homage and the
governors accepted it and eventually expected
governors.

or even

demanded it.

That process

dimmed or extinguished the
lofty principles which had fired the struggle
against imposed colonial rule. There also occurred a departure from the exposition of the
same principles in the manifesto. There followed downgrading df nonti that the visions of
political leaders need to be scrutinised and subjected to criticism. A culture of self-righteousness developed in circles of
power and this led
to the paralysis of the body politic. There
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

of a different colour, but is an inevitable

conse-

of the substitution of roles between the
governed and the governors and the paralysis of
the body politic.
The process of re-awakening started in March
quence

of the year when the entire
Catholic Church issued

a

hierarchy of the

pastoral letter to their

faithful. It exhorted them to notice and be

among
over

other issues. This

two

was

con-

spoke not of change, but of the
dream at independence and dared to point out
that the political system had fallen foul of that
dream. The letter struck a sympathetic code because it reminded the country that the
power to
govern had been lost. The letter did more. It said
power structure

that the people were aware

liberty.

The reaction from the official sector was

typical. It condemned and uttered threats against the
enlightened clerics. There was an appeal to the
culture of violence and intolerance.

pastoral letter, the

Society had been active in discussing legal issues relating to the rights of persons.
Resolutions had been
casions

passed on several occalling for respect for fundamental

freedoms and the rule of law. These had been

passed

on to

Government, but
received.

no

substantive

responses were

In the Month of

May 1992, there followed a
undeniably an
industrial aspect to them, they also represented
the first open attempt by the populace to reverse
the change of roles that had occurred between
the governed and the governors. These had the
effect of bringing home to the power structure
the message that the bed of roses which had been
presumed to exist was contrived and not real in
its entirety.
spate of strikes. Whilst there was

The

Presbyterian churches then Joined the
calling for change in the methods of
governance. They emphasised the need for the
governed to acquiesce in and with the process of
crusade in

governance.

Government Response

They received

an

acknowledgement from

government with a promise to meet and discuss
their concerns. It would have been inconceivable

prior to the pastoral letter and the strikes
could be heard to say they had is-

that anyone
sues

because it

of the denial of

\

Prior to the issue of the

the first time in

decades that any explicit form of chal-

lenge to the culture of self-righteousness had oc-

to the

and his return to face the consequen-

ces.

paralysis

curred from within the country. The letter found
favour with the common men and women. This
was

of Chakufwa Tom Chihana from outside

the country

Malawi Law

perceived, not accepted,

normal. There has now

There then followed the bold pronouncements

of

concern

which could be discussed with

Government. After all, those in power knew

bet¬

ter.

The Presbyterian Church very wisely and to
their credit in my view then approached their
brethren within the country to join them in for-

mulating issues for discussion and in urging that
impetus be given to the pronouncement that discussions would be held with the Church
ters

on mat-

of concern.

The Presbyterians were thus joined by the following;
•
The Muslims community.
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•

The business

•

The Catholic Church,

•

The

•

The Christian Council,

•

The Malawi Law

•

The Ecumenical Council of Malawi.

liance for

community,

Democracy. In October, yet another
the style of the United

group emerged under
Democratic Front.

Anglican Church,

were not

statement was
ments

Since the Constitution states that there shall

forbidden.

Happily, a joint
this. In practice, statehave continued to be made by

cal tools

issued

on

functionaries of the Malawi

Congress Party

Joint memorandum was sent to the President to request that a dialogue be held with concemed citizens and to point out the need for
Government to ensure that processes existed by
which the mandates of those in authority could

political party in the country, these
groups could only emerge as pressure groups.
Their message and the issues of concern to them
are undoubtedly political and it is probably fair
to say that if there was no impediment to free
political association, the pressure groups would
in all likelihood have evolved into political as-

threatening among other things, the expulsion or

be tested. This

sociations.

moratorium

Society, and

only be

A

was a

of the culture of

call for the abandonment

self-righteousness

on

the part

of leaders.

one

Operating under the umbrella of the PAC,
and the original members

both pressure groups

It is also necessary to

mention that the quesin relation to development
aid must have played a crucial role in the
decision of Government to suggest dialogue.
Whilst the concept of contact and dialogue had
been advocated by the Government in foreign

tion of conditionality

affairs, it had

never

tion to internal
none.
was

That

been mentioned

as a

was

amazement

that donors

were

The clarion call

was

unprovoked
who came to demonstrate
their support for Mr Chihana during his trial.
These were carried out by members of the Young

signify

fundamental shift in the normal methods of

now

It did not mean that the people
speak their minds on national issues.

was

evident from the fact that efforts

were

spared to squelch individual sentiments on
of national imptortance and the arrests of
so-called dissidents were the order of the day.
One of the leading dissidents, namely Chakufwa Tom Chihana, was arrested, imprisoned and
tried for his political pronouncements. These efforts only served to demonstrate the fact that
large numbers of Malawians found the statements by Chihana and other dissidents of great

beginning to hurt

not

matters

introducing fresh

presented at Paris were

by all concerned persons and
for the people to regain the

interest to them.
What the country

is going through is a
authority that the greatest
honour a people can do to any government is to
declare their support for it through the ballot box
and the biggest disservice would be the utterance of statements of support based on antiquated electoral choices.
It has been said that the nation is changing
and that there is need to manage that change. It
seems that this view ignores the historical fact
reminder to those in

July a call was made by the President for
aggrieved Malawians to have a dialogue with
his Ministers to air their grievances.
In

all

The

President Kamuzu Banda encouraged all aggrieved Malawians to have dialogue with his
ministers

Ongoing Dialogue

result of the call for dialogue, all

the sig-

of PAC have held

natories of the memorandum to the President of

ment

August 28 1992, constituted themselves into the
Public Affairs Committee(PAC). This was in

Committee

two

meetings with

govern-

ministers who constitute the President’s

government. PAC, from its early stages, took the

Dialogue. The first meeting
was preceded by the
announcement by the president that there would
be a national referendum on the question of
political pluralism. Naturally this meeting con-

view that all able and

centrated

September 1992. PAC aimed at being a vehicle
through which issues could be taken up with

willing Malawians were
free to join the dialogue. PAC also took the view
that they were not a forum for the presentation
of grievances to the Government, but a body of
Malawians willing to engage Government in a
dialogue encompassing all issues of national importance.
In the

which

month of September
were

1992, the
strengthened by the emer-

of a pressure group in the name of the Al¬

on

was on

October 19

people struggled for liberty during the
period. They are struggling for liberty
now. There is no change. What there is, is a
that

colonial

search for the lost dream. What

we

should be

f)ertaining to the conduct of
meeting scheduled
for October 22 1992, did not take place as the
PAC wished to pay respects to Orton Chirwa —
the first president of the Malawi Congress Party

talking about is the management of official intransigence and not change.
What we are experiencing in Malawi therefore is not chartge, but a reclamation of the

who died in Zomba Prison.

power

on matters

the referendum. The second

The third
same

ranks of PAC
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a

attacks of persons

This

people.

gence

compelled to call for

and violence itself because of the

could

subservience of Government to the will of the

a

also

harassment, threats of violence

governance.

solu-

right to govern themselves and to make
politicians their servants and not masters. It was
also a call for pluralism as a way of ensuring the

As

was
on

The offer and call for dialogue did not

said to have been met.

organisations

The PAC

a

apparent from official speeches expressing

conditions after those

have also been made.

Pioneers.

problems: after all there were

conditionality

deportation from certain places within the
country of those who advocated political
pluralism. Threats that the business operations
of advocates of pluralism would be closed down

meeting took place on November

11 and 12 1992. The PAC

further discussion
ment,

was

of the view that

possible if harassviolence and threats of violence as politi¬
was not

decide and to govern. This is the same
which the nation struggled to possess
during colonial rule.
What then is the fate of this process?
power to

The colonial system

sistent pressure not

succumbed under perbecause it did not have the
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93
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wherewithal to inflict

painful defeat, but beprobity to it. The
process under way now is bound to succeed because the justness of the cause is no longer an
issue. The present process will succeed for the
cause

its

cause

same reasons.

is

had

no

moral

It will also succeed because there

that there has been

period of betrayal
of the peoples’ dream and a desire to return to
the politics of liberty. There is a desire to return
to the politics of the ballot box.
a sense

It is

hoped, however, that the media will play
major role in the process of educating our
people on their rights. Probably the single biga

cumulation of power.

media.

gest factor in state power reigning free was the

monopoly of the media by the
We have

no

power structure.

It is also hoped that in fu-

ture, the state will be allowed no role in the mass

The whole question

of government to

is one of the subservience
the will of the people.*

doubt in the PAC that the nation has

a

learnt its lessons and that from the

of the past,

experiences

there will develop

a

healthy

suspicion against government and the

ac¬

Modecai Msisha is the Publicity Secretary of
the Public

Affairs Committee in Malawi

NAMIBIA

NAMIBIA: THE PRESIDENTIAL PLANE RECONSIDERED
Henning Melber
ONCE UPON

a time there was a newly independent country. Its people had fought foreign
occupation for more than a century, until the
struggle for liberation with international support
and assistance finally achieved the long aspired
goal of self-determination, for which so many

had sacrificed

so

much. The

new

number of limitations

new

to

bom state. It

was

on

the

Order

more

eager

display its formal power in terms of symbolic

insignia; luxury German cars, a widened road to
airport, and various symbols of
status and prestige.

the international

The Presidential Jet

technical merits of this sizeable

new

could be

—

seriously questioned

investment

aircraft in terms of

utility and cost-benefit
analysis, although the so-called experts, as always, could not agree on a common conclusion.
Even worse: when the plane was ready for
delivery, this country had entered a period of
severe drought. Another dramatic burden was
placed on the shoulders of the state, which must
constantly meet the challenges of chronically
scarce resources. In the midst of a deep crisis,
therefore, the government at the same time had
to ask foreign donor countries for special relief

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

time

to be a member

of the noble club of Western

donor countries

—

the major arms producer
there, to be more precise. And the deal
was part of a bigger package — the infamous
‘offer you cannot refuse’ as the saying goes.
One might wonder if this means that the
responsible persons in the newly independent
country’s government were not clever enough.
One could, however, judge the same from a
completely different point of view, namely, that
the more powerful (ie the North) is in the better
position to enforce its interests, and that it suecessfully did so once again, as so many times in
the past at other places before.
company

Sam

Nujoma’s government has been

an ex-

emplary showpiece in terms of African
democracy and pluralism

there might

have been, said some critics, a more suitable

Development

spite of this achievement, now it was lecagain, in order to tell the underdeveloped “savages” publicly what they ought
to do and for what they have to face punishment.
As some of the criticism suggested, the
country’s government had violated the mles of
the game labelled ‘international aid for
development’. Funnily enough, however, the
purchase of the much-questioned jet implicated
a second party, namely the seller. This happened

with

Finally, after lengthy internal discussions and
negotiations with foreign interests, a presidential jet was purchased. Alas! — It is only that the

the basis of their real power.

In

ture

sovereignty of the

therefore even

on

Aid for

government of

this country, however, was soon confronted
a

developed world who dominate the value-systerns and political set-ups within the New World

aid

as

for

exceptional

well

as

to cover the

means

exceptional

expenses

of transport.

New Political Culture
And here the

study of the country’s harsh
reality actually begins. After all, the political
culture emerging since independence, as well as
an explicit commitment to national reconcilia-

If the latter is the
so

—

tion, sometimes to the extent of self-denial, has

cem

been

ment

exemplary showpiece in terms of
democracy and pluralism. It even meets
the most demanding expectations of those in the
an

African

to

case

—

and I tend to believe

then the international criticism and

con-

raised

regarding the new country’s governpolicy in this matter, once again chooses

attack the weaker side. Should not rather tho.se

who operate

from a basis of power within the in-
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decision? If the country’s

political culture deserrecognition it has enjoyed internationally, the people should be acknowledged as being
mature enough to deal on their own with the
issue in public debate. The purchase of this item

temational system deal with the other members
of their own club when violating the rules of the
game too

blatantly? The rules

are

ves

largely unfair

anyhow, since they implicitly tend to strengthen
those more powerful parties of the North instead
of compensating the less powerful parties in the

cannot

Criticism
is the

absurdity
that actually those few serious and honest allies
within the powerful clubof the international systern have no w to be questioned for criticising the
victims of the aid game instead of challenging
the culprit within their own ranks. It consequently has become a conflict among friends, while
the actual rogue remains untouched. It should instead be the ethics of so-called development assistance which need to be questioned and redefined among those imposing offers of questionable value upon recipient countries.

with those voiced abroad for other

reasons

and

Aperson articulating criticism
on a particular issue like ‘That Jet’ might see his
or her loyalty to the basic principles of the political authorities in power questioned and has to
stand for judgements not intended.

To end

the

on a more concrete note:

do not want to be associated with
I

of internal

not belong simply because my concerns in one
particular affair are similar to those of its members. And I also do not want to be told by outsiders what we have to deal with critically. As a
consequence, I tend to keep my mouth shut or
even to justify and defend the right of this
government as my government to make ill-ad-

vised decisions in certain

cases.

In the end, those

well-meaning critics from abroad consequently
hamp)er the democratically inspired and constructive critical forces inside.
I believe it is

right for this government to

make wrong decisions too. I expect it to correct
such wrong decisions if possible orto take steps
to

avoid them in the future. But I doubt whether

this

can

be achieved

by means of applying ques-

tionable moral and double standards. And that is
what 1

p>erceive in the selective criticism of an
arguably misguided decision by the newly independent country’s government, at the same time
that the dealer's questionable offer remains
more or

less unmentioned. But isn’t the dealer

the real

culprit to be reprimanded? There’s
it seems. And this, unfortunately, is not a fairy tale.*
honour among thieves, as

Conclusion

raised

publicly with fingers pointed from abroad
political leaders, ignores at the same time
the competence of the critical voices raised intemally. Should it not be their job to dispute the

threat to the in-

different motives.

Furthermore, such outside ciriticism when
to

as a

community’s security interests or as
a blatant violation of basic human rights,
however misguided the technical and political
judgements that led to it. In terms of diplomatic
norms therefore, the concern raised by this issue
might best have been expressed behind closed
doors through accepted diplomatic standards.
Going public instead raised questions of conduct and ethics. Forthe people concerned, it only
adds to their problems. Their criticisms now
have to face the problem of being associated

ves.

even worse

be classified either

temational

South for the many disadvantages they suffer,
which in most cases they did not create themsel-

What makes it

the

I, for my part,
a

certain club

opposition to which 1 definitely do

Henning Melher is Director of the Namibian
Economic Policy Research Unit (NEPRU) in
Windhoek

MOZAMBIQUE

PEACE IN MOZAMBIQUE: WHERE IS THE UN?
Fernando
In

ALL THE indications of the first two months of

Gongalves

early November, the government forces

implementation of the General Peace Agreement, (signed in Rome on 4 October between
President Joaquim Chissano and Renamo

advanced in order to re-take the district head-

leader, Afonso Dhlakama), would appear to sug-

Lieutenant-General Hama Thai, the advance

the

gest that
to

the Mozambican

peace process

is here

stay.

ces

launched

to

of Lugela in Zambezia, but according

the Mozambican forces’ Chief of Staff,

halted

by the intervention of the UN InterSpecial Representative, Aldo Ajello.

was

im

weeks of uncertainty as to
the success of its implementation, following
mutual accusations of violations, the problems
are slowly being resolved. However, some skirmishes and consequent loss of life, could not be
avoided, especially when the Government forFollowing

quarters

some

an

offensive in order to re-take the

headquarters of Memba and Angoche, in
the northern province of Nampula, and in
Maganja da Costa and Lugela, in the central
province of Zambezia.

Ajello succeed in persuading
Lugela peacefully. But on 21
November, the Government army entered the
town by force, and Renamo was obliged to
depart. Only days after this, Renamo's political
representative in Maputo accused the UN of bias
Renamo to vacate

towards the Government.

According to Renamo’s version, the towns
taken in retaliation for the alleged occupation by Government troops of 25 positions controlled by Renamo in the provinces of Manica,
Sofala and Tete, immediately after the signing
of the Peace Agreement, but before it came into
were

It is

Doubtful Whether the

Elections Will be Held Within
one

the

Year After

the Signing of

Ceasefire

district

54

tion that Aldo

The

interruption in the Government forces’
was apparently accepted on the condi¬

advance

effect.
But despite the apparent success of the Peace
Agreement, a critical look at the situation reveals
that the process is already way behind schedule.
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This raises serious doubts as to whether the elec-

On the other hand, it is very doubtful
a transitional
government

♦

that the
and the

tions will be held within the

formation of

one

prolongation of the period prior to ihe holding

stipulated period of
year after the signing of the ceasefire.

been
drafted, despite the fact that Protocol V stipulates that it should be drawn up in consultation
with all parties “at the maximum two months

of elections would allow sufficient time for the

after its

tions.

Even the electoral law has not yet

dismantling of Government and Renamo forces.
Such

adoption by parliament.” The Peace
Agreement came under Mozambican jurisdiction on 15 October, the date of its ratification by
the Republican Assembly, Mozambique’s parThe Mozambican
an

would eliminate the

danger of a

On the other hand, the UN operation (UNOMOZ). responsible forthe supervision and im-

plementation of the Peace Agreement, has not
yet become active, and discussion of the report
of the Special Representative to the SecretaryGeneral only took place in early December.

liament.

call for

measures

counter-reaction if one side were to lose the elec-

opposition is beginning to

extension of the electoral calendar.

One of the

political parties, MONAMO
(Mozambique Nationalist Movement), has requested that the process be delayed by three
years, while FAP (Patriotic Action Front), a
movement composed of young students, has
proposed the formation of a transitional government until elections can be

are

Dismantling of the Arof Both Sides Will not
Even Begin Before Early
1993

held with the par-

ticipation of all registered parties.
The opposition parties will have realised that
such a brief time schedule could lead to a political bipolarisation in Mozambique, where
Frelimo and Renamo

The

mies

the sole actors of any

The Renamo

leader, Afonso Dhlakama, refused

to have Zimbabwe as part of the Commission
for Supervision and Control

significance.

PAZ EM

MOZAMBIQUE: ONDE ESTAO AS NAQOES UNIDAS?
Fernando

O PROCESSO de paz para Mozambique

chegado para ficar, segundo sugerem
as indicazoes preliminares destes primeiros dois
meses de implementazao do acordo geral de paz.
assinado em Roma, entre o presidente Joaquim
parece ter

Chissano

e

o

lider da Renamo. Afonso

Dhlaktmia no dia 4 de Outubro.

Depois de algumas

semanas

de incerteza,

quanto ao sucesso da sua implementazao, devido
a acusoes mutuas

de

violafoes,

os

problemas

foram-se resolvendo lentamente, muito embora
tenhtun evitado

One can foresee that given the multiplicity of
regional conflicts necessitating the participation
of the UN. it will be very difficult to mobilise
enough funds to mount a large-scale operation
in Mozambique, which would respond effec-

acordo

Gontfalves

chefe do estado-maior das

forgas
tenente-general
Hama Thai, esse avango acabou seiylo interrompido a pedido do representante especial interino
do secretario-geral das Nagoes Unidas, Aldo
Ajello.
com o

armadas

mogambicanas,

o

A interrupgao do avango das tropas governamentais foi. aparentamente, aceite na

condigao de

que Aldo Ajello conseguiria persuadir a Renamo a sair de Lugela pacificamente.
Mas

no

dia 21 de Novembro.

o

exercito do

da assinatura.

deveria

foi

todos

o exercito govemamental langou uma
ofensiva para a reocupazao das sedes dos distritos de Memba e Angoche, na Provincia

sentante

quando

setentrional de Nampula, e Maganja da Costa e

Lugela.

provincia central da Zambezia.
Na Zambezia, as forfas govemamentais
avangaram para recuperar a vila sede do distrito
de Lugela, nos princfpios de Novembro, mas de
na
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obrigada

a

sair,

e

dias depois

o seu repre-

politico em Maputo, Anselmo Victor,
Nagoes Unidas de estarem a favorecer

acusou as
o

Govemo.
Na

da Renamo, a tomada daquelas
empreendida como retaliagao & alegada
ocupagao pelo exercito govemamental de 25
localidades controladas pela Renamo nas
provincias de Manica. Sofala e Tete. logo depois
versao

vilas foi

vigor do

Mas apesar deste aparente sucesso na im-

quente perda de vidas humanas, especialmente

escaramucas e a conse-

da entrada em

plementagao do acordo de paz, urn olhar critico
sobre a .siruagao poderä revelar que o processo
jä esta numa fase adiantada de atraso, colocando sérias duvidas sobre se as eleigoes terao lugar
dentro do periodo de urn ano apos a assinatura
do cessar-fogo, como estd estipulado.
Apropria lei eleitoral nao foi aindaelaborada.
muito embora o Protocolo V estipule que ela

govemo forgou a sua entrada na vila, e a Renamo

nao se

mas antes

acordo de paz.

ter

sido elaborada

em

consulta

com

partidos "no periodo tnaximo de dois
meses a partir da adopgao pelo parlamento." Os
acordos de paz foram incorporados na ordem
juridica Mogambicana no dia 15 de Outubro,
data da sua ratificagao pela Assembleia da
Republica, o Parlamento Mogambicano.
Comecam a surgir apelos da opo.sigao
Mogambicana para o adianiento do calendario
eleitoral, tendo um dos partidos politicos, o
os
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lively to the particular difficulties of the situa
tioii.
The UN will also have been taken by surprise,
having expected that the beginning of their
operation in Mozambique would coincide with
the end of their presence in Angola, following
the holding of elections in that Central African
country. But contrary to their expectations, the
UN is now obliged to prolong the mandate of
UNEM 11 until

January.

UNOMOZ could have

4,000

crease

organised

7,000 blue helmets,

to

over

a

a

force of

considerable in-

the number of 3,000 that was

originally proposed. But technical and logistical
details, such as the transport of the UN troops
from their countries of origin and their distribution within Mozambique, might mean that the
UN will only be truly in control of its operations
in February 1993.
Taking all these factors into consideration,
more is to be expected of the two principal actors

—

the Government and Renamo

—

than

President
ment

Joaquim Chissano of Mozambique (left) invited President Arap Moi's (right)
of Kenya to be a member of the Commission for Supervision and Control

govern-

from the neutral role of the UN, at least in this
initial

phase of the

peace process.

A further setback is the

month in the establishment of the different
missions

And the

delay of more than

a

com-

responsible for the transition.

MONAMO (Movimento Nacionalista de

Mozambique), solicitado o adiamento de tres
anos. enquanto a Frente de Acgao Patriotica
(FAR), um movimento de jovens estudantis,
propos a fomiazao de um Govemo de Gestao até
"a realizazao das eleizoes, com a participagao de
todos os partidos registados."
Os

partidos da oposigao ter-.se-ao apecebido
apeiiado calendario eleitoral podera
a uma bipolarizagao politica em
Mozambique, em que apenas a Frelimo e a
de que o
conduzir

Renamo seriam

os

Por outro lado,

unicos actores de peso.

pode-se depreender que a
Govemo de Gestao e o prolongamento do prazo para a realizagao das eleigoes
poderao dar o tempo suficiente para o desmantelamento das actuais forgas armadas da Rentuno
e o Govemo, retirando assim, o perigo do
reatamento das confrontagoes caso uma das duas
forgas perca as eleigoes,
Por outro lado, a verdadeira operagao das
Nagocs Unidas (UNOMOZ) responsavel pela
supervisao da implementagao das acordos de
paz nao se encontra ainda no terreno, e o debate
do relatorio do repre.sentante especial do
Secretario-Geral das Nagoes Unidas, ao nivel do

formagao de
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um

dismantling of the armies of both

sides, which should have been completed by 20
October, will not even begin before early 1993.
This process

should have ended

on

15 Novem¬

Conselho de

Seguranga, so teve lugar nos
princfpios de Oezembro,
É de prever que dada a multiplicidade de conflitos regionais onde a intervengao da ONU é
necessaria, tomara dificil a mobilizagao de fundos adequados para a montagem de uma
operagao de grande envergadura em Mogambique, que responda efectivamente aos desafios
que a situagaoAoloca.
As Nagoes Unidas teriam sido colhidas de
surpresa, tendo contado que o inicio da sua
operagao em Mozambique coincidiria com o fim
da sua presenga em Angola, logo depois da
realizagao das eleigoes neste pais da Africa'
Central, Mas

ao

consideråvel do ntimero de 3.000. inicialmente

proposto. Mas pormenores tecnico-logisticos,

militäres das Nagoes
pai'ses de origem e a sua distribuigao em Mozambique, poderao sugerir que
nao serf até Fevereiro de 1993, que as Nagoes
como o

Unidas dos

transporte dos
seus

from both armies.
The peace accords anticipate the dismantling
of the armies of Renamo and the Government,

Unidas

estarao

operagoes em

firraemente

no

controlo das

Mozambique.

Tendo todos
esperar que

estes aspectos em conta, é de
qualquer sucesso no processo de paz

Mozambique dependent mais da adultez e
principals actores - o Governo e a Renamo
do que do papel neutral das
Nagoes Unidas, pelo menos nesta fase inicial do
para

aderéncia dos dois
-

processo.
Um outro conttatempo

verificou-se com o
cumprimento dos prazos estipulados para a
formagao das diferentes comissoes responsaveis
pela transigao. processo que registou um atraso
nao

de mais de

inves do que se esperava, as

Nagoes Unidas viram-se obrigadas a
prorogarcm até Janeiro, o mandato da UNEM II
em Angola.
A UNOMOZ poderä incorporar um efectivo
de 4,000 a 7.000 capacetes azuis, um aumento

tais

ber, with the start of demobilisation of soldiers

um mes.

E o desdobramento das

forgas dos dois lados.

que deveria ter sido concluido no dia 20 de Outubro, nao devera comecar até principios de 1993.
Este processo deveria ler temiinado

no.dia 15 de
devia comecttr a desmobilizagao dos efectivos das duas forgas.

Novembro, data

em que

Os acordos de paz prevem o

desmantelamenforgas da Renamo e do actual exercito do
Govemo. e a sua substituigao pelas novas forgas
armadas de defesa de Mozambique, a sereni conhecidas pela sigla FADM.
to

das

De acordo com

o

FTotocolo Quatro dos Acor-

dos de Paz, "O processo de

fonnagao das FADM
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and their substitution with

a new army for the
Mozambique, to be known by the
FADM.

defence of
acronym

According to protocol Four of the Peace
Agreement, “the process for the formation of
FADM will take place after the ceasefire has
come into force,” immediately after the Commission for Supervision and Control takes up
responsibility. The Commission is presided over
by the special representative of the UN
Secretary-General, and includes representatives
from the Mozambican Government and
Renamo.

Representatives from the United
States, France, Britain, Italy and Portugal are
!

also included.
7be establishment of the Commission for Su-

pervision and Control was delayed becau.se.
among other reasons. Renamo refused to agree
to the participation of Zimbabwe, which,
together with Kenya, had been proposed by the
Government.
The Government

probably proposed Kenya
of guaranteeing the participation in the
Commission of one of Renamo’s principal allies, thus gaining a certain amount of goodwill
among Dhlakama’s men. But with Renamo's
as a

way

refusal of Zimbabwe, the Government is also

The

delay in implementing the Peace Agreeinterruption of the
withdrawal of Zimbabwean troops, since the UN
is unable to guarantee the security of the Beira
and Limpopo corridors after their departure.
The question of the Zimbabwean forces has
apparently been discussed sensibly and discreetly by all those involved, and even Renamo must
has resulted in

ment

have understood that there

was no

alternative,

given that the UN have not yet mounted their
operation.
Mozambique has many lessons to learn from
Angolan experience, especially as to the
value of a peace settlement if, at the time of elections, there still exists three separate armies,
namely, the present Government forces,
the

Renamo, and the

new

integrated

army.

The Government's first mistake

was

in allow-

ing Renamo to keep certain areas under its control during the transition period, like UNITA in
Angola, This point was the final condition imposed by the ex-rebels upon the signing of the
Peace Agreement. The Government's unconditional acceptance could imply that Renamo will
obstruct access to these areas by other parties
during the electoral campaign.
The Government should make it

absolutely

obliged to exclude Kenya.

clear that elections wilt not be allowed to take

iniciar-se ä

que depois da partida dos soldados do Zimbabwe

depois da entrada em vigor do cessar-fogo," logo apos a tomada de pos.se da Comissao de Supervisao e Controlo. a qual é
presidida pelo representante especial do
Secretario-Geral das Nagoes Unidas, e integra
representantes do Govemo Mot,ambicano e da
Renamo. Fazeni ainda parte da Comissao da Supervisao e Controle representantes dos Estados
Unidos, Franifa, Gra-Bretanha, Italia e Portugal.
A fomiat^ao da Comissao de Superv'isao e
Controlo foi atras;ula, de entre outras razoes, pela
reciLsa da Renamo a aceitar a participagao do
Zimbabwe, que juntamente com o Quenia, havia
sido proposto pelo Govemo,
O Govemo tera provavelmente proposto o
Quenia como forma de giirantir a participagao na
Comissao, de um dos principals apoiantes da
Renamo, e permitir um certo å vontade por parte
dos homens comandados por Dhlakama. Mas
com a recusa do Zimbabwe por parte da Renamo.
o Govemo viu-se obrigado a excluir tambem o
Quenia.
O atraso

na

implementagao dos acordos de

paz conduziu å interrupgao do processo de
retirada das tropas Zimbabweanas, uma vez que
as

Nagoes Unidas

nao

podiam dar garantias de
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assegurariam a protecgao dos corredores do
Limpopo e da Beira.
A questao das tropas Zimbabweanas foi
aparentamente tratada de forma gentil e discreta
por todas as partes envolvidas, e a propria
Renamo terå

provavelmente entendido que nao
havia outra saida, enquanto a operagao das

Nagoes Unidas nao estiver ainda montada.
Mogambique terå muitas ligoes a tirar do
processo .Angolano, muito em especial no que
diz respeito a quanto custard ä paz se d altura das
eleigoes o pais tiver ties exercitos, nomeadamente o

ercito

do actual Govemo, o da Renamo e o ex-

apartidario.
primeira lacuna deste processo foi do
Govemo consentir que a Renamo mtuitenha
novo

A

apenas

sob seu controlo, durante

o

periodo de

transigao, fomo a UNITA o fez em Angola. Este
ponto foi a ultima condigao imposta pelos exrebeldes para a assinatura do acordo de paz. e a
sua incondicional aceitagao pelo Govemo

podera implicar que a Renamo venha dificultar
a penetragao dos outros partidos politicos para
efeitos de campanha eleitoral nessas zonas.

place in

where the population has not had
political propaganda from all the parties competing in the elections.
Secondly, in allowing Renamo to maintain a
force “for the immediate personal safety of its
highest leadership”, without specifying exactly
how many men are necessary to protect the
Renamo leadership, the Government has tacitly
granted its opponent the prerogative to decide
this number. In not demanding a list of these
leaders, the Government is leaving the field
areas

access to

wide open to

Renamo to maintain

a reserve

army.

The

protection of those Renamo leaders who
already in Maputo has, since 1991, been
guaranteed by the Mozambican Police, since the
beginning of the partial ceasefire which
restricted Zimbabwean troops to the Beira and
Limpopo corridors. A similar solution might
have been found for the pteriod of the implementation of the ceasefire, thus reducing the risks
which the peace process must confront. ♦
are

Fernando Goncalves is

a

SAPEM Cor-

respondeni Based in Mozambique.

O Govemo deveria

inequivocamente tomar
permitird que eleigoes sejant
realizadas em zonas onde a populagao nao tenha
tido acesso ä propaganda pol itica dos outros partidos concorrentes its eleigoes.
Em segundo lugar, ao aceitar que a Renamo
se encarregue "pela
seguranga pessoal imediata
dos seus mais altos dirigentes," sent especificar
o nutnero da forga necessaria
ptua a seguranga
dos responsdveis da Reniuno, o Govemo terd
claro que nao

tacitamente aceite que o seu oponente tenha a

prerrogativa de arbitrar es.se numero, e ao nao
exigir da Renamo a lista desses responsaveis,
terd aberto campo para que a Renamo a seu
criterio, manienha uma forga de reserva para
qualquer eventualidade.
A protecgao dos responsaveis da Renamo que
jd se encontram em Maputo estd a ser garanlida
pelas autoridades polieiais Mogambicanas,
desde 1991, idtura do inicio da

implementagao
parcial de cessiU--fogo. que restringia
as tropas Zimbabweanas aos corredores da Beira
e do Limpopo. Uma saida semelhtinte
para o
periodo de implementagao do cessar-fogo iria,
possivelmente. reduzir os riscos que o processo
de paz podera enfrentar.4
do acordo
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LETTER FROM WEST AFRICA
AFRICA AND THE NEW POLITICAL CONDITIONALITY:
A COMMENTARY
Adebayo 0. Olukoshi
Bank.

They also often dictated conditions such
pursuit of market reforms more rigorously and the prompt payment by debtor countries
of interests due on outstanding loans, as a price
for their cooperation with African and other
as

the

Third World countries. It is however, with the

conditionality, that which entails the coupling of Western economic aid with the promotion by African countries of domestic political
new

reforms, that
What

are

the

here in this essay.
origins of this political con-

concerns us

ditionality?

Origins of the New Conditionality
It is not

possible to fully understand the
introduce a
political conditionality into their aid relations
with African countries without locating it in the
context of the dramatic political events that engulfed Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in
decision of Western governments to

1

Dramatic

countries

political events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union made it possible for Western
to introduce political conditionalities on their aid relations with Africa.

THE HISTORY of Africa’s

post-colonial relaimportant

tions with the West has, in many

respects, been a history

of conditionalities, hid-

den and open.

The first manifestation of conditionality in Afro-Westem relations came early
in the post-colonial life of the countries of the
region when foreign aid was (and still is) given
by the leading Western countries, many of them
erstwhile colonial powers, on the condition that
it is tied to the goods and services of the donor,
directly or indirectly. The conditionality of aidtieing was extended into the Lome Convention
through a host of clauses requiring the fulfilment
of certain requirements before grants under the
convention could be disbursed.

The Bretton Woods Institutions

Bank also

developed their own conditionality
dealings with African and other
Third World countries. These clauses required
countries desiring support from the Fund and the
Bank to meet or demonstrate a willingness to
meet certain conditions such as exchange rate
devaluation, trade liberalisation, privatisation/commercialisation of public enterprises,
removal of subsidies on a range of social services, across-the-board deregulation of the
economy, including the deregulation of prices
and interests, among others, before they could
receive the support of the two Bretton Woods institutions. The clauses also required countries
seeking the support of the Fund and the Bank to
accept to submit themselves to the supervision
clauses in their

of the two institutions.
In the

course

of the 1980s, Western aid. par-

ticularly that of the Americans during the
Reagan years, became tied to the adoption by
African and other Third World countries of
market reforms

along lines prescribed by the Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank at a time when the New Right and its ideology of monetarism were beginning to gain
ground globally. Both the IMF and the World
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organised into the Paris

and London Clubs, introduced their own cross-

contradictory clause whereby they made it a precondition for even countenancing proposals
from African governments for the rescheduling
of their debt and the provision of fresh capital
injections, that such countries must first obtain
a

The wind of democratisation that blew

across

Europe, with its emphasis on the
pluralisation of political life, provided the basis
for the countries of the West, most of them gloating over what they saw as the ruin of their
socialist rivals, to couple the promotion of political reforms with the granting of economic aid to
Eastern

African countries. For

some

Western scholars

collapse of the socialist
regimes of Eastern Europe and the apparent
drive towards "Westernisation” by the East, the
and statesmen, with the

time has arrived for the “Westernisation” of the
world

through the promotion of allegedly
political values. As Gabriel Olusanya

Western

Western financiers and holders of the African
and Third World debt

1989 and 1990. These events centred around the

political dissolution of the Eastern bloc, the
overthrow, through popular pressure, of the
majority of the communist parties that had enjoyed a monopoly on power in these countries,
and the rapid pluralisation of political life in that
region.

clean bill of health from the IMF and World

notes

in his assessment of the Western outlook

light of the decline of socialism in Eastern
Europe,
The demise of the Eastern bloc would
seem to have offered to the West an excellent opportunity to propagate unhindered, their system of government and
to see to its triumph throughout the world.
in the
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It is important to note that this new conditionality has come at a time when virtually all
African states are undergoing immense
economic problems which have had political
repercussions. Faced with a huge external debt
which they find difficult to service, the decline
of their GDP. the flight of capital from their

developmental records lies in the policies pursued by governments and the way in which they
pursued them. Whereas the NICs encouraged
private economic initiative and rewarded
enterprise in a context of general, if gradual

economies, the deterioration of their infrastructural facilities, widespread hunger and an acute

production and supply problem, widening
budget and balance of payments deficits, among
have

to respond one way or the other to the new
political conditionality ifbniy for the sake ofappearing to accommodate the pressures from the
Western aid donors. But what justification has
been put forward by Western officials for this
new conditionality? This is the
question to
we now turn our

The Case

But the

political conditionality has been
strongly criticised in both official and non-offi-

to

African and other Third World countries could

longer ignore the political record of governexperience has shown that aid and bad
government do not mix. According to Hurd, although
the relief of poverty, hunger and disease
is one of the main tasks of overseas aid
Aid must go where it can clearly do
good. Countries tending towards
pluralism, puhlic accountahility, respect
for the rule of law, human rights and
market principles should he encouraged.
Those who persist with repressive
policies, \vith corrupt management, or
with wasteful and discredited economic
.systems .should not e.vpect us to .support
them fully with scarce aid resources

Pic: USIS

During the Reagan years, American aid became tied to the adoption of market reforms.

.

.

.

which could he better used elsewhere.

Contrasting the dismal performance of
African countries with what he considered to be
the

success

story of the

countries (NICS)

newly industrialising

of South-East Asia and the

Pacific, Douglas Hurd was convinced that the
main part of the explanation for their differing
Sapem Dec '92/Jan '93

African and other Third World countries.

Countries have

political liberalisation, in Africa,

regimes
promotion of
centralised political, economic, and social structures which fail to deliver the goods and .stifle
initiative and enterprise. If Western aid to
most

seemed to be concerned with the

African countries is therefore

ever

to be effec-

tively utilised, the entire political context of
development would have to be altered so as to
pennit economic and political liberalisation.

no

ments as

various

grounds. Among the aragainst conditionality includes the position that it amounts
to unacceptable interference in the affairs of
on

guments which have been made

Conditionality

he stated that the donors of economic aid

'

new

cial circles

political conditionality centres on the argument
that foreign economic aid is effective where
there is good government and is therefore best
used to help good governments to meet some of
the basic needs of their people. This position was
well articulated by the British Foreign Secretary,
Douglas Hurd, when, in an address delivered at
a conference organised
by the Overseas
Development Institute (ODI) on June 6, 1990,

to en-

Against Political

Conditionality

attention.

The primary reason which has been advanced
in official Western circles to Justify the new

a manner as

the emergence and strengthening of
political values. This can be effectively achieved through the coupling of foreign
economic aid to domestic political reforms.

courage
Western

others, it is clear that most African leaders would

The Case For Political

ideological/military

rivalry that accompanied it, the West no longer
has much use for inept corrupt dictators who
were propped up by it for
strategic reasons or as
bulwarks against communism in their regions.
The arrival of the post-cold war era offers to the
West the opportunity to shape the domestic
political environment of African and otherThird
World countries in such

food

which

Cold War and the intense

♦

For some Western officials, the chief problem

right to determine the kind of
they want and no other country has
the right to dictate political reforms to others.
Related to this argument is the view that the new
conditionality amounts to an attack on the
sovereign independence of African and other
Third World states that are the targets of the
policy.
a

government

At another level, the moral
to

impose

tions with

right of the West
political conditionality in its reladeveloping countries has been quesa

amongst government officials, which corruption

tioned since Western governments were instrumental in improving or sustaining mtiny of

often

the authoritarian

with Africa is the widespread corruption
means

that well-intended

foreign aid is

channelled into

private ends or misappropriated.

In

some cases,

where

to

channel aid into their

state

officials

are

unable

private ends, they
frustrate the implementation of projects to which
it is tied. The coupling of foreign aid to political
refonns should have the effect of encouraging
open government where public accountability
ranks high. Such a .system of government where
public officials are made accountable, should
help to minimise drastically the massive corruption that has characterised the implementation
of aid projects in Africa. This view was echoed,
partially, in Douglas Hurd's June 6, 1990 adown

dress at the ODI when he stated that “The
open a

society is and the

more

more

transparent the

decisions of government, the more difficult it is
hide corruption ...”

to

The argument has also been tabled by some
•Western commentators that with the end of the

regimes, military and civilian,
presently ruling African countries. In
most French colonies, for
example, Paris strived
to ensure that only the most reactionary wing of
that

are

the nationalist movement inherited state office.

In

cases

where radical nationalists linked to

popular social forces attained governmental
power. Western intelligence and military agencies plotted their overthrow and supervised the
installation of regimes that were pro-West.
Few Western officials ever protested at the
proliferation of mediocre life presidencies on the
continent, preferring instead to support such
presidencies as part of their global geo-political
and economic calculations. Clearly then, the
West has been an important contributor to the
culture of authoritarianism *hat pervades much
of Africa. As Chester Crocker notes in retrospec-

tion.

Diplomats of East and West, iniernation59
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al civil sen'anis and

non-governmental
all played their role in legitimising Africa's new rulers. The needs of the
time, called for cultivating “good
relations" with the emerging life presidents and uniformed oligarchies who
came to rule too many African countries.
Prevailing relativist and liherationist
fashions in Western academia caused
African studies to take on the aura of a
solidarity rally. Rationales for “One
party democracy" proliferated. We
Westerners acted as if it would he unfair,
impolite or downright rude to expect
African systems of governance to meet
groups

universal norms".

key player in the government of Ronald
Reagan and as the architect of the policy of
“constructive engagement”, Crocker is no
doubt in a good position to shed light on aspects
of the double standards and hypocrisy that pervade Western policy towards Africa.
As

a

The view has also been articulated that while
it is true that Africa needs, indeed deserves

good
that will be free from all abuses of
power and the burden of corruption in a political setting that is democratic, such good governgovernment

ment

for it to sink roots and last must be home-

rather than imposed, directly or indirectly, from outside. In any case, it is foolhardy to
imagine that democracy and democratic values
can be exported. A democratic system, as
Olusanya puts it in his elaboration of this view,
“has to be underpinned by faith or belief in the
democratic process and this has to be cultivated
and nurtured into maturity”. In other words, for
the advocates of this argument, democracy is
something that has to be cultivated and nurtured
grown

for it to endure.

Developing the argument that democracy can
imposed nor exported, ChesterCrock-

neither be
er

notes

that,

Democratisation will not happen just

hecause some outsiders pull the plug on the
status quo. Nor can democracy he
“imposed" hy the sledge hammer of
hilateral aid conditionality. That is espedally true in Africa where the centres of
influence of power — so essential to our
cherished civil society — are generally

dictate and the moralistic impulse to
punish. We should discriminate in favour
of winners and engage ourselves as
partners to help Africans huild their own
civil societies where free people and institutions gain power.
Finally, the new conditionality has been
criticised on the grounds that the notion of
democracy which it promotes, particularly its
emphasis on multi-partyism, may not in fact
promote democratisation in Africa. There exists
in Africa, a handful of nominally multi-party
systems such as those of Senegal and Botswana,
but these systems can hardly be described as
democratic. The danger of Equating multi-partyism with democratisation is already revealing
itself in many erstwhile one-party states where
governments such as those of Mobutu Sese Seko
adopted a strategy of engineering the political
reform process to satisfy Western aid donors, but
without fundamentally changing the essence
and parameters of national politics. More
African life presidents have adopted the multiparty bandwagon as the best guarantee of their
continued hold on power. For them, multi-partyism is okay as long as they are responsible for
determining what parties get registered and for
directing the “democratic” process.

The New

Conditionality and the
Struggle in Africa

Internal Democratic
There is

no

doubt that

some

which have been advanced

on

the continent, then

democratic
been

movements on

a

the continent.

could

the continent have

striving to

express themselves and
kinds of demands which they have tabled.

the

Most of the internal autonomous groups

been at the forefront of the

new

we

begin to understand the context within which the

against the

long history and some of them draw from experiences accumulated during the anti-colonial
struggles for independence. They have been enjoying a new lease of life since the onset of the
on

market reforms

within Africa which have, since

African countries. These movements have had

economic crisis

adopted a strategy of engineering the political reform process to satisfy Western aid donors

of the arguments

political conditionality have their own validity,
however limited it may be. It would however, be
necessary to go beyond these arguments if we
are to really get to the roots of both the dangers
posed by the new conditionality and the
paradoxes it throws up. At the level of the
dangers it poses, the new conditionality is being
pushed in a context, where to varying degrees,
there already exist numerous autonomous
movements for popular democracy in most

current

Pic.ZIANA

Mobutu Sese Seko

independence,

struggle for the
democratic reforms of the state, economy and
society in their countries, were, at the height of
the cold war, regarded by Western officials as littie

than Soviet/communist fronts that

more

ought to be stopped for the sake of the West’s
economic, ideological and geo-political interests. The democratic flag which they carried was
not solely concerned with questions of elections,
but also had
if it

was to

a very strong social content which,
be realised, would entail a far-reach-

ing restructuring of the economy and society in
much of Africa. It
content

was

in fact this strong

social
rendered
Western offi-

which their message bore that

them suspect

in the

eyes

of many

cials.

that were adopted, under

Today, the economic crisis facing the conadjustment programmes
devised to contain it have only served to rein-

arguing further against the

IMF/World Bank influence and guidance to con-

force the commitment of the democratic move-

political conditionality, suggests to Western
governments that if they are desirous of supporting Africa’s democratisation,

tain it, have meant a drastic reduction in the

ment

absent.
Chester Crocker,
new

..
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The economic crisis and the structural

let’s control the

imperial Impulses to

programmes

adjust-

living conditions of various clas.ses of Africans.
When this fact is taken together with the reality
of political repression that has accompanied

tinent and the structural

ments to

social

justice in

a context

reforms. This notion of democracy

of political

is fundamen-

tally at variance with the notion of democracy
which the West seeks to promote through the
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new

conditionality. Whereas the Western offi-

cial notion of democracy centres on

the need for
multi-partyism and respect for human rights,
most of the democratic groups in Africa seek to
go well beyond this to argue that political
pluralism will only make sense to the bulk of the
people where there is social justice. There is
therefore a danger that the new conditionality
may have the effect of checking or even subverting the development of the autonomous groups
on

nal pressure
would

paradoxical that the new political conditionality is being promoted at a time when the
people of Africa are witnessing a regime of
authoritarianism occasioned by the determination of the state to force through market reforms
in a context which is not fully conducive to such

for democratisation in Africa. It

4.

adjustment context
being pushed, the new political conditionality shows little promise of contributing positively to the struggle of various,
mostly popular, social groups for an all-round
within which it is

(ed). Crisis and Adjustment in the
Nigerian Economy, (Lagos: JAD Publishers,
1991).

2.

See A. Olukoshi (ed). The Nigerian
Debt Crisis: Its Management (Lagos

A. Olukoshi

External
and Ox-

ford: Malthouse Press, 1990).
3.

G.

Olusanya, “Developments in Eastern
Europe: Their Impact on Africa" (Mimeo).

High Commission, Lagos Press

Elsewhere".
5.

Ibid

6.

Ibid

7.

Chester Crocker, “Supporting Africa’s
Winners” as reproduced in the Vanguard

9.

(Nigeria), May 30, 1990.
Olusanya, “Developments in Eastern.." op.cit,
p. 14.
Crocker, op.cit.

10.

Crocker, Ibid.

11.

In many respects, the struggle against structural
adjustment in Africa is the most significant
democratic struggle on the continent since the

democratisation of their societies.
1.

The British

Releaseof June 11,1990titled "HurdHighlights
the Need for Good Government in Africa and

however, that both in its aims, and

in terms of the structural

the continent.
It is

seem

♦

8.

defeat of colonialism. ♦

wholesale reforms and where the bulk of the

populace is, for understandable reasons, hostile
to adjustment a la IMF/World Bank. The
paradox in all of this is further heightened by the
fact that the political reforms which the new conditionality is supposed to promote have been
presented in the conventional literature as outcomes that go with market reforms. Yet what the

FORTHCOMING SAFES
SEMINAR PAPERS

evidence from most African countries undertak-

ing structural adjustment suggests is that
authoritarianism, not political liberalisation, is
the flip side of the market reform process. And
given the high premium which the West has
placed on structural adjustment in Africa, it
seems likely that the
political reforms which the
new conditionality would be able to extract from
the military and civilian dictatorships that are
presiding over market reforms would, at best,
only be cosmetic. Already, the Mobutus, the
Bongos and Houphonet-Boignys of Africa are
keen to employ political reforms to seek some
legitimacy for their highly discredited govern-

The

African Crisis:
Nzongola-Ntalaja

The

Way

Out

Technology Policies for Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa: Kenya, Tanzania and
Zimbabwe: A Synopsis — Hasa Mfaume Mlawa

ments.

Conclusion
There

can

be

able to achieve

no

a

doubt that if Africa is to be

democratic order, it would,

primarily, have to be as a result of the internal
struggles which various social forces feel compelled to wage in order to widen the space for
democratic organisation and for the institutionalisation of democratic
levels of

practice at all
society including the economy. To be

external

developments/influences could
catalyse the internal pressure which
may have been building up for democracy. In
fact, the repercussions of Gorbachev’s policies
sure,

come

to

of Perestoika and Glasnost in Eastern
have had

a

positive catalytic effect
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Democracy and the One-Party State Debate in
Africa: The Case of Zimbabwe — Masipula Sithole

Democracy, Human Rights and Constitutionalism in
Post-Colonial Africa. — Shepherd Nzombe
African Philosophical Projections and Prospects for
the Indigenisation of Political and Intellectual
Discourse
Archie Mafeje
—
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EUROPEANS AND WORLD CIVILISATION
The Contribution

of the Europeans to World Civilisation —1492-1992 by Hosea Jaffe, New Unity Movement
Reviewed

APPROPRIATELY DELIVERED and

published within

a

day of the celebrations of the

Western World’s commemorating the 500th anniversary of Columbus’s “discovery” of the

Caribbean and the Americas, the author has
veiled the side of

un-

colonialism-imperialism that

has been like the other side of the

moon

—

per-

by Alie Fataar

capitalism is echoed in Jaffe’s lecture in quoting
from Marx and Engels who, in the Communist
Manifesto, had said that the discovery of
up

Marx

went

revealed that Asian and Russian settlers had

the

event

“discovery myth”, the lecture

Huguenots who fled

fifths of the world

massacres

ingly given
comments

today. He has surpris-

a concentrate

of historical facts and

which

can

carefully studied and

ordinary reader is forced
cause

of the years, and

been fed

on

the

of

re-read in parts. The

we

BOOK REVIEWS

and Asia generally.

Forty years ago the late B.M.
Unity Movement had delivered a
of

crossed and re-crossed the

into America

Columbus’s visit

sciousness of the
fact of their real

oppressed non-citizens to the
place in world history.

Jaffe’s lecture poses first the question; What

Europeans? and only in the second instance
“discovery of America”by Columbus 500 years ago. Kies’s view of the Crusades
as the first
“gigantic plundering raids” of
are

refers to the

Sapem Dec ’92/Jan ’93

Australia. But Jaffe

j

that from 1492 to

for the first time in South Africa, raised the

con-

j

came

the Non-Europeans to World Civilisation, which

covery

more
was

Beiring ice-bridge

than 20 000 years ago.

probably the fourth “dis-

of America” after he had heard

many

stories of land westward of the Canaries. There
is much evidence, too, of African
voyages to,

and settlements in, America hundreds of years

B.C. (Before Columbus). The author

there

notes

that from 1492 not

African settlements in America.

1992,

as

many

Europeans be-

remained in

as

Europe. “Today
Europe
ex-Europeans in

400 million in Western

are some

number of

same

America, South Africa and Australasia. All the

ex-Europeans

.

.

secured before

criminals,

.

‘Indians’...

gives

instances of such pre-Columbian

settlers

and the

.

numerous

|

ongoing racist oppression and exploitation in America, Southern Africa and
only Jews but all other European national and
religious entities became colonial settlers and

savage’ in Africa in particular, and in America

memorial lecture entitled The Contribution

despotism”, and of racist and Zionist Jews

tiers in still

myths and legends of the ‘noble

cause’ of

Kies of the

Cape from the 1688

and the Hitlerite
holocaust, joined other European colonial set-

have

European exploration, missionary
enterprises and the salvaging of the ‘noble

to the

after the Revolution of the Edict of

who fled Czarist pogroms

to do this no doubt be-

generations;

of

Nantes, and Jews like Barnato and Oppenheirmer, who helped Rhodes to build a “system

only be appreciated when
even

many

slave-planters in Cape Verde and Brazil. The
phenomenon was seen in South Africa where the

an

it is

Columbus’s

persecuted Jews became colonialist persecutors in the islands and America, even as

analysis of the dire circumstances affecting fouras

on

irony of this is that

these

and its consequences over

half-millennium, he has also presented

the New World, even as crews

Santa Maria. The

“Europe”. Dealing with the

Columbus

the historical

to

further, by identifying capitalist-

colonialism with

agnos-

13th-15th centuries
caused many persecuted Jews to emigrate,
many

rounding of the Cape opened
fresh ground for “the rising bourgeoisie”.

manently hidden from our view. Not only has he
closer, clearer focus of

Pogroms against Muslim, Jewish and
tic Arabs in Spain during the

America and the

parted the curtain for

a

Pogroms

.

.

.

or

.

.

whether they had been pernot, or were convicts,

or

head-hunters

the French

fortune-hunters

.

.

.

...

to

kill off

Foreign Legionnaires

missionaries

colons converted the USA from

a

.

.

..

The

colony into a

colonial power, and Canada, Australia and South
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Africa from colonies into
all with their
a

imperialist countries,

internal colonies. All, except

own

handful who Joined

colonialism, became

against European
persecutors”.
the

war

As part

of its evolving thesis, the lecture says
Columbus’s place in history is three-fold in “one
inseparable Holy Trinity:
Europe, Capitalist-colonialism
and racism”. Without wi.shing
to discredit the great achievements

and the 1848
are

European bourgeois revolutions
they are still made out

the social revolutions

to be.

Yet, every major European capitalist naa social revolution. Before each nation-

tion had
al

capitalist class seized political power, it had
economic power on and across these seas

won

Likewise, in literature (Shakespeare’s

‘Othello’) and explorer-missionaries regarded
Blacks

as

less mentally developed:

“There is little

evidence that racism ex-

or no

before

isted

capitalism is possible in the
world’s first fascist state. South

Africa, of all places.”

other artists, novelists, poets,

Can

philosophers
and Encyclopaedists, the scientists,

Capitalism Succeed
Europe and the

in

ex-USSR?

and investors, it could be said
“that

capitalist-colonialism,
Europe itself and racism were
the pillars of the contribution
of the Europeans to world

To bring

question in respect of what is
happening in Western Europe
today — those inside the 12 EC

Primary Accumulation

nations and those stranded out-

and the Birth of Europe

side the “common

Hosea

Jaffe (left) and Alie Fataar focussing on the myths and legends of the
of European exploration

sia, the Balkans, Jugoslavia

“noble cause”

plied the cotton, coffee, silver,
gold, sugar etc , .” Capitalist slavery created
the Industrial Revolution and the Age of Inventions in the cotton-based industry. Jaffe devotes
a passage on the risks of the slave trade from the
.

million Africans were

shipped), Guinea and Angola: “Well over 100
the

same

over

number

three centuries in Africa and

on

the other side of the Atlan-

tic.”

“Europe did not exist before capitalism, nor

oceans.

the Caribbean and Southern States, seizure of
India from

Portugal, Holland and France — the
final basis for 18th and 19th Century Industrial
Revolution, which in turn paved the way for the
conquest of Africa,
Australia and Canada.

long history of private property, but in certain

long communal history —
Romanians, Bulgarians.
Aziris, Yugoslavia, Kazakhs, Uzbeks etc are
resisting the 1989-92 capitalist re.storation ...”

even

nations with
now

The

a

the poor

“Bourgeois Revolutions”

British, French, Italian, and German Unification

64

the East of Western

saying that the conversion of
Europe and Western Russia from
socialism (however bureaucratised) into

guments by
Eastern

capitalism

only the neo-colonisation
region. But the real problem
there is no space for the historical

can mean

of this eastern
remains

process

—

whereby capitalism was bom, to repeat
mostly European G7 powers

itself: “Can the
now,

A most informative section of the lecture

deals with the concept
from the

of “Race/razza”, which

days of the Crusades amounted to a

modal struggle

between the Europeans and the
non-Europeans. He cites a few examples of how
Blacks were denigrated; The biologist. Sommering, wrote that an African was “by nature sad,
of

a

bad character, obedient and

therefore bom

only to be a slave”. Cesare Lombroso (18361909), an Italian Jew, was a criminologist who
declared that ‘blacks’ and
—

a

regions of Europe to
Europe be assimilated into

Europe and into capitalism? He sums up his ar-

500 years after Columbus, conquer new

lands?... Can

criminals

The lecturer dismisses the idea that the

India, Burma, Malaya,

The Invention of “Race”

concept

poor

and

these two

He quotes

the Portuguese and
Spanish bourgeoisie as examples until the Dutch
with their sea-power and slave shipping, seized
economic power from them. Thereafter, the
British ruled supreme: the slave plantations of
and

thesis: the ancient Greeks and Romans had no

socialism occurred not in rich nations with a

the

Western Russia countries: Can

capitalism before Europe” is a theme in the

of “European civilization”. He traces
the differences in the pre-capitalist histories of
today’s poor or rich countries — “Empirical
evidence to date suggests that the “take-off” of

are

Austria-Hungary, Czarist Rus-

colonialist form of labour sup-

million lives

European

home”. Then there

Slavery for capitalist profit

Island of Goree (where 20

his thesis right up to
the

October 1992, JatTe poses

civilization.”

gold, “a market-directed
slavery, the first capitalist-

capitalist-

colonialism, and that non-racial

of the Renaissance and

and

Burton, Dap-

Livingstone, Kolbe etc were racist explorers
(the harbingers of colonialism in Africa).

pter,

‘yellows'

were

bom

theory endorsed by the still

new

they forcibly expropriate the vast
as they did

collective lands and industries,

the old, from Columbus to Rhodes?” He says
is all too much, too late “to re-run the

bian film in this last and

it

Colum-

‘highest stage of

capitalism’. The clock of history does not easily wind backwards. Europe cannot do now to its
neo-ex-socialist colonies what the Colombuses
did to the ancient ex-communist societies”.
“And when Europe,

negating itself, is thus no

longer Europe, it will make its first universalist
contribution to world civilization.” ♦

fashionable educationist, Maria Montessori

(1870-1952).
Sapem Dec ’92/Jan
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WOMEN AND RAPE
Women and

Rape, by Cathy Roberts, Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1989
Reviewed

THIS IS one of the few

publications which deals
responding to rape
and how they have been coping with the effects
of rape. The book is divided into five sections.
Section one provides a theoretical framework of
the study. The author criticises previous models
including works by psychologists who have
tended to analyse the “abnormalities” of the
rapists. TTie author posits that the social construction of femininity and masculinity have
contributed to the making of male rapists and
female victims of rape. Passivity is constructed
as a normal female sexuality while aggressiveness is constructed as a normal male sexuality.
The socialisation process, therefore, makes all
men potential rapists and all women potential
victims. Rape, which the author considers to be
a form of violence against women, is intentionally done by men as an expression of power and
control as well as an expression of anger against
what constitutes females. A victimology approach is thus adopted as a framework of
analysis.
with how

women

have been

Methodologic^
Issues
Section
deals

two
with methodological issues
carrying out the research which led to this
publication. Admittedly, this particular research
process, the theoretical framework and the techniques employed in collecting information, has
been influenced by the location of the author.
First, her involvement in the London Rape Crisis
Centre, gave her access to victims of rape who
were seeking counselling services. The counsellor/ client relationship is in the majority of cases
a relationship of a victim versus the “other”, the
other being the “expert”,
the “problemsolver”, the “protector” or the “provider.” This
partially explains why the author has taken the
victimology approach as a framework of
analysis. Her active involvement in the anti-rape
campaigns enabled her to come into contact with
other feminists who were engaged in these campaigns. Her sociological background contributed to the construction of her perspectives
and ways of analysing rape within the feminist
movement. The text is therefore largely a
product of the location of the author.

in

1
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by Ruth Meena

In her conversation with

women

who have

which lead

to

attempts at suicide, withdrawal

been victims of rape,

from normal life activities, alcoholism, and so

is of the view that victimisation is the overall ef-

recovering from the
is determined, first, by
the individual’s self-image, her response to the
sexual activity, and by availability or unavailability of support from friends, relatives,
spouses and counsellors. Negative self-images
can lead to inability to recover from the shock
of rape, while positive self-image enhances
one’s ability to recover from the effects of rape.

the author, in section three,
exposes the process of victimisation through
rape. Although passivity is a social construction
of femininity, it does not mean that women are
passive and helpless victims of rape. The author
feet

on an

individual of

an act

which is forced

upon her against

her will. There are no particular
pre-rape situations which create a conducive environment which subject individuals to rape.
Similarly, there are no particular types of women
who seem to be more vulnerable to rape than
others. Some women were raped while in hospital, others in their

own

homes, others

forth. The process of

traumatic effects of rape

The author underscores the need for support services to victims of rape.

What is to be done?

were out

alone, and yet others were with the rapists who

they initially trusted. All women from all walks
of life living in diverse locations are victims of
rape. Rape, according to the author, is part and
parcel of women’s lives. The dialogue with the
victims of rape has given readers of this book a
deep insight and made them aware of the
problematique of rape as perceived by individual victims of rapte and as a social problem.

According to the author, rape has to be seen
part of the process of victimisation and can
only be understood in relation to the existing oppressive gender relations. Women as objects of
men’s pleasure, have had no right to control their
bodies. Thus, through rape, men have sought to
assert their “rights” to control women’s bodies
and women’s sexuality. Women have to struggle
as

to re-assert their control over

and

Coping With Rape
How do

respond to and cope with the
effects of rape? Responding to rape has several
women

dimensions discussed in section four of the
book. First, there is the issue of

distinguishing

from sexual activity. Rape is an act of
violence against women which uses sex as a
weapon. Rape does cause physical, emotional
and psychological pain. The victims thus have
specific needs to relieve the pain they suffer as a
result of the act. Rape also entails a power
relationship. A rapist assumes some control and
power over the victim during the process of
raping. The victim has to re-define this power
relationship after the act. She has to reassert her
control over herself. The victims of rape have to
first come to terms with what has happened as a
therapy to restore their .self-images and self-esteem. Responding to rape is taking an active role
which challenges a “victim’s” perspective.
Rape as a form of violence does have a
definite negative impact on women. Some
women suffer extreme forms of depression
rape

over

their

own

bodies

their lives.

What then is

be done? In

chapter five, the
of facing rape.
According to the author, there is a need to understand rape through victimisation. First, by
understanding how an individual woman, who
is a victim of rape, is defining her position and
how others are defining it for her. This is necessary because victimisation entails an experience
to

author identifies several ways

in which the victim looses control

or

is

over-

powered by the victimiser. Understanding this
process will facilitate the victims in regaining
that control. It will also enable the society at
large to perceive rape as a social problem rather
than an individual problem.
In the dialogue with the victims of rape, it was
indicated that all victims sought counselling and
other support
need for

services. This underscored the

counselling and support services

to the
In order to facilitate the process
of coping with the effects of rape however, the
type of support, including counselling services,
have to be determined by the individual victims.
This will enable the victim who experienced loss
victims of rape.
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of control

over

her life

regain that

power

and

control.

works, it is equally useful to
other social scientists and tnediown

cal

counselling and other support seressential, in the final analysis, women
have to take political actions against rape. When
rape is seen as a form of violence and a form of
oppression against women as well as parr of
male struggle to control women’s lives and their
sexuality, ending rapte must constitute part of
women’s struggles against their emancipation.

personnel who have taken a
particular interest in issues of
human rights, equality and social
justice.
The victimology framework
of analysis employed, however,
has some limitations. According

What then is to be done? In

supposed to be a process through

But while

vices

are

a

conclusion, the

the author, victimisation is

to

The
which has
been provided is enough and appropriate, and
whether or not the society can do more than what

which

it has done

tion and

author poses more

questions than

answers.

author wonders whether the support

so

far. She further wonders whether

make feminism

critique of victimisation, a perspective of change rather than a
victim’s perspective. What of men? How far
should we leave the responsibility for dealing
with rapists and cause of rape with men? How
far can we rely on them? What could they do to
change themselves? These are some of the questions which the author poses and leaves them to
the readers to reflect upon and digest as they approach the end of the book.
But when all is said and done, “ultimately
(says the author) the test of theory of what rape
is and why it happens lies in ending rape, in finding out what has gone from society when we
have changed it enough to see what is no longer
there to encourage and support rape”.
we can

a

The book is

a

isting literature
women.

valuable contribution to the
on rape

It is also

a

loose control

over

during rape. Although the author makes a clear
distinction between victimisa-

passivity, she gets
trapped into a fatalistic con-

elusion when she asserts that

nobody expects the women’s
movement to be able to bring
rape to an end. But why not? If
the women’s movement is not

“expected” to bring rape to an
end, who will? The conclusive
remarks

are typical of the vietimology approach which perceives the victims as passive and
helpless victims of specified circumstances. Such a position contradicts the very strong position

of the author

on

the role of

feminists and women’s
ments

Analysis

women

themselves

in

move-

There

are no

struggling against rape
oppression

and other forms of
ex-

and violence against

contribution to feminist

methodology. Although counsellors, therapists
and feminists, including women activists, will
find this publication particularly useful in their

which

women

have suffered.

Despite this limitation, the book is well written

and

can

particular types of women who
than others

seem to

be

more

vulnerable to rape

be useful to readers of various walks

of life. Given the

increasing cases of rape and
paucity of information on the nature of rape and

contribution and its worth

reading specifically
activists who have been, and continue to struggle for the creation of a Just and
peaceful society where women and men enjoy
equal rights to life, liberty and social security. ♦
by

women

its effects in Southern Africa, this is a valuable
Ruth Meena is the Head

of the Gender

Division at SAFES Trust
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SOUTHERN AFRICA’S INNER PERIPHERY IN THE 1990s
Southern

Africa After Apartheid: Prospects for the Inner Periphery in the 1990s, edited by Sehoai Santho and
Mafa Sejanamane, SAFES Books, 1990
Reviewed

by Ansu Datta

THIS BOOK

on

a

mine the choices open to the Le.sotho of the future. But the reader may wish to know why cer-

comprises 14 essays presented at
conference held in Lesotho in 1990 under the

aegis of the Department of Political and Administrative Studies, National University of
Lesotho. The conference was aimed at dealing
with the implication of the emergence of a postapartheid South Africa for countries of what was
designated as “the inner periphery” consisting
of the four small states who have had special
relationships with South Africa i.e. Botswana,

tain

were neglected and why
such issues as education,
culture and ideology, and Lesotho’s system of

to

focus of part

Africa. Furthermore, a discussion of

The first
dependency of small
and third

the

migratory labour system. The
four is on political institutions of

SOUTHERN
AFRICA

Lesotho, both traditional and modem, while the

concluding part speculates about Lesotho’s future in relation to post-apartheid South Africa.
Although the book speaks of “the inner
periphery”, its coverage is limited overwhelmingly to Lesotho — 11 of the 14 contributors
writing on this country. True, some of these have
also referred to problems facing countries other
than Lesotho; there is, however, no single essay
dealing exclusively with Botswana, Namibia or
Swaziland. This is unfortunate because,
Lesotho’s future relationship with South Africa

AFTER
Editors: Sehoai Santho and Mafa Sejanamane

troduction. have set the trend of much of the later
contributions. A full section

on

the

migratory

labour system is more than justified insofar as it
is the backbone of Lesotho’s economy. The four

be of a different order from that which may
shape between South Africa and the other
countries of the inner periphery. This is in view
of Lesotho’s present dependence on South
Africa and the range of its future options in rela-

essays in this part deal extensively with the
problem from diverse perspectives. The comparison of the present situation with that likely
to happen in future is well integrated with a treatment of the “pull” and the “push” factors —
from the viewpoint of South Africa and of

tion to that country.
In a sense, this point

Lesotho, and with reference to the role of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and to the

the

Government of Lesotho. Part three of the book

may
take

follows logically from
analytical framework of the editors, the
central concept of which is “the small states
problem”. Both editors (Santho: 7-9; and
Sejanamane: 17-19) have made use of the concept in their discussion of Lesotho’s current
problems and future options, and apparently
with the implicit assumption that the twin issues
of “viability” and “vulnerability” affect all
states in “the inner periphery” in the same way.
As an exploratory analysis of the specific
problems of Lesotho, the book is competent and
impressive. The two essays by Santho and
Sejanamame in the first part, taken with the in-
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paper on

regional

economic

parts relate to economic issues, with special
reference

was no

social stratification vis-a-vis that of South

The book is divided into five parts.
states on South Africa. The second

important aspects

there

Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland.
part treats the issue of

the internal and external factors that deter-

takes

us

economic

the issues surrounding regional
cooperation, with special focus on the

to

Southern African Customs Union and the
Lesotho

Highlands Water Project. This is folby a detailed discussion of Lesotho’s
political institutions that brings to the fore some
of the reasons why “chieftaincy” still persists in
the country. The three chapters in the concluding part ably summarise the options available to
Lesotho for re-structuring her relationships with
lowed

the future South Africa.
All these

are

elusions drawn

well researched and the

cooperation remains incomplete
without an assessment of the Rand Monetary
Union, the impact of the penetration of South
African capital into the states of the “inner
periphery”, and the role of institutions such as
the Development Bank of Southern Africa. A
broader question is: Should we limit the issue of
regional cooperation to the economic aspect
only? Are not there other mechanisms of collaboration that impinge on the relationships of
South Africa within the “inner periphery”, eg.
the inter-Library Lending System and various
professional and academic associations?
The series of resolutions adopted by the conference are appended at the end of the book. This
valuable document concerns several important
issues including financial, agricultural and
mineral

resources

of countries in the inner

periphery, human development, political
decentralisation, the migrant labour system,
inter-regional trade and above all, Lesotho’s
relations with South Africa. Incidentally, one is
surprised by the open-ended resolution on the
last-named issue: “There might be a need forthe
people of Lesotho to review the nature and content

of the relations between Lesotho and

a

democratic post-apartheid

South Africa”. Clearly, this applies to all countries in the inner
periphery. As has been argued above, Lesotho’s
is a special case and for no other country in this
category, is full integration with South Africa
considered to be a likely option.
All in all, this is

a

useful book, both for its

analysis of a variety of difficult problems facing
a very special nation — the Basotho — at the
crossroads of history, but also as a document of
how a group of leading academics of that
country define and perceive the situation, that is,
how they enact their role.*
Ansu Datta is at the National Institute

con-

by the authors send much light

of
Development Research and Documentation.
University of Botswana
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REGULATING THE

INEQUITABLE GLOBAL TRADING SYSTEM

Fixing the Rules: North-South Issues in International Trade by Kevin Watkins, CIIR Publications
Reviewd
MUCH OF the debate in the Western media
the

on

of the disasters currently

unfolding in
several parts of Africa has the characteristics of
a worn-out record. The same arguments and sentiments are endlessly repeated in newspaper artides, TV. reports and radio broadcasts devoted
to the subject of why millions of people across
the continent face such a bleak and inhospitable
future. The most popular explanations are the
causes

ones

that focus either

on

the climate

or

local in-

analysis
conveniently bypasses the international
economic and political environment which has
also played an important role in these events.
But as one commentator pointed out, unless inequitable terms of trade, foreign debt, inappropriate aid strategies etc are seen as part of the
problem, the Western public will continue to
respond to the symptoms rather than the causes
of the crisis in Africa, ignoring their own
government’s complicity in the events they are
being asked to respond to.
Fixing The Rules deals with the subject of
North-South trade, in particular through its
analysis of the General Agreement on Trade and
Tariffs (GATT) which forms the cornerstone of
competence and mismanagement, an
which

economic relations between the so-called in-

by Chris Mclvor

countries at the GATT talks,

begun in Uruguay

developing countries. Often
impenetrable subject, the
complicated economic jargon in which GATT is
couched seems to be part of a deliberate strategy
to

technical and

confuse observers

as to

the true nature of what

it enshrines.

Despite its claim to be an equitable
forum for negotiations between the nonh and
south to discuss their respective positions in
relation to trade and achieve

a

fairer set of rules

regulate this, it has become much more of an
agenda for the former to impose its own
priorities and objectives at the expense of the
world’s poorest countries. As one Kenyan participant commented, “Very few people in subSaharan Africa have heard of the Uruguay
Round, yet it will sound the death knell for
Africa. It is good to go along to see how you are
being prepared for sacrifice.”
Perhaps the word that most adequately
to

characterised the

68

position of the industrialised

for peasant producers who have

their markets mined

seen

hypocrisy. As the author points out, while north-

cheaper wheat and maize.

governments have become vigorous advo-

ern

of greater

political democracy in other
parts of the world, there has been a steady retreat
from economic democracy at the international

cates

level where

trading blocs like the EEC and the

US

But

by the importation of

the author states, it is

hypocritical of
policies”
when in actual fact their own agricultural industry is heavily subsidised. Currently, the EC
pays farmers 180 dollars a tonne to produce
as

the north to insist

“free-market

on

largely dictate what happens. Within the
GATT talks, it is difficult to talk of partnership

wheat which it sells

[or equal] representation. Deprived of resources

18 billion US dollars in 1987 to

and information, southern

surplus wheat, rice, feed grains and cotton. Part
of the mral exodus that has swamped so many
African cities in recent years is directly attributable to the fact that producer prices for

delegates have

ex-

pressed their skepticism

as to the value placed
opinions and objections by their northcounterparts. This imbalance in negotiating

their

on
em

GATT meeting in
negotiator
accompanied by 400 advisors, more than

power was

illustrated at

one

1990 when the United States chief
was

the staff of all the Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin

American trade missions combined. “Whatever
the skills of

negotiators from the south, for the

on the GATT
without them but
nobody is really interested in what they have to
say.”

they

most

part

stage,

the show can’t

are

like extras
go on

dustrialised and
seen as a

consequences

in 1986 and due for conclusion in 1992/3, is

Why is it that developing
countries have chosen to
remain within GATT rather
than

simply walking out?

dollars

The author goes on to

north have had

deal with

a

number of

consequences

in those

of the globe where they have been implearea of agriculture, both the US
and EEC have insisted that developing countries

parts

mented. In the

abolish

import quotas so as to open up their
competition. This is a position backed by the IMF who have often insisted on such
measures before release of loans and support for
structural adjustment programmes. Yet the
relaxation of import quotas has had disastrous
markets to

the world market at 80

dispose of its

staple foods has declined due to the dumping of

Policy makers in the US and the EC have long
used commercial exports sold at knock down

prices normally with food aid sweeteners
thrown in to build up local tastes for Western
foods and create

new

outlets for their embarass-

ing food mountains. The success of this strategy
was reflected in the rapid growth of Third World
to

imports which increased from 5 million
early 1980s”.

100 million tonnes in the
At the

policies advocated by the

negative

on

In the US the government spent

cheaper northern imports which has made farming uneconomical. Those farmers who have
remained have been forced into more damaging
forms of agricultural practice as marginal lands
are cultivated, existing fields ovemsed in order
to expand production so as to be able to survive.
The author states, “Peasant producers of staple
foods have suffered from export dumping.

cereal

trade issues where the

a tonne.

same

time

once

southern countries

of their own agricultural
add market value, heavy import duties are imposed by northern countries
which previously preached the free market
gospel. Exports of unrefined palm oil to the
begin to process
products

some

so as to

European Community, for example, draws a
tariff of less than 2 percent, but if the same palm
oil

were to

face

a

be

processed into margarine it would
Similar forms of

tariff rate of 25 percent.

tariff escalation

apply to coffee,

cocoa, cotton.
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fruit and other commodities
countries in Africa
Another

area

on

which many

depend.

MFA". The

of discrimination

against

effect on southern producérs

ty rights in developing countries, com-

graphically illustrated when the US,

was

UK and France

panics

imposed quotas on shirts

can

gain

access to

southern

from Bangladesh. More than half the

able invention

country’s shirtfactories were closed and
an estimated 150,000jobs lost as a result
of these measures.

property of the company,

market

ing. Northern countries have insisted

on a

separate agreement outside GATT to regulate
this trade. Known
ment

the

(MFA) it

one area

as

the Multi-Fibre

ensures

Arrange-

discrimination against

where southern

producers enjoy

a

There

comparative advantage. Due to the relatively

have been

low levels of

Governments. What it

technology involved, and the

them,

the relatively new

placed

on

rights” which

the agenda by northern
means

in

practice is that

which can claim
access to

claiming royalties when they
are imported into their country of origin.
Why is it that developing countries have

many other areas of discriminatory
practice outlined in this publication. The author

issue of “intellectual property

they then become the

royalty payments and restrict

are

devotes considerable space to

them free of

charge. Once incorporated into a patent-

northern rhetoric

producers which flies in the face of
on creating a world-wide free
system is the issue of textiles and cloth-

even

chosen to remain within GATT rather than

still the

only forum to regulate the inequitable
global trading system which currently
prejudices countries in the south. It provides a

the industrialised countries

tile production

forcement of

formalised institutional forum to raise

range

ces

and

the

larger trading blocs,

come an

and clothing manufacture has be-

increasingly important

area

tion and employment in many parts
Asia. But

of produc-

of Africa and

unwilling to tolerate the effects of

pressing for enmonopoly rights across a whole
of technologies and services, a move

which could have disastrous consequences

for
technological development in the Third World.

grievandespite the bullying tactics employed by

on

its

own

in-

dustries, governments in the north have

employed a barrage of import quotas, tariffs and
other restrictions to minimize southern

access to

their own markets.
The author claims that;
The MFA is the

only institutionalised

departure from the GATT principle of
non-discrimination. Under the guise of a
multilateral agreement, it allows
developed countries to impose bilateral
quotas on individual developing
countries for hundreds of categories of
textiles and

clothing. Consumers in the

North also lose out, since they have to pay

They have

even

raised the possibility of enforc-

tions, at a time of increasing global recession and

drought resistant seeds, for example, will be
prohibited from use in developing countries unless payments of large royalties are made,
despite the fact that the genetic material for such
developments have often been pirated from such

blocs such

countries in the first

Viewed from

place.

the south, this attempt to in-

corporate into the GATT a biotechnology

patenting code dictated by corporate interests

appears an act

of unbridled

piracy. The

overwhelming bulk of
materials used in the

genetic

laboratories

cording to one estimate, "the average UK

derived from

family pays 980pounds sterling

plants. But because such genetic

a year

in

from poorer

ing monopoly and patenting rights on biotechnology and crop research. New strains of

higher textile and clothing prices. Ac-

higher clothes prices because of the

some significant gains
through representations
countries. But as the author cau-

have been achieved

✓

cheaper, high quality imports

simp-

ly walking out? Despite its imperfections, it is

availability of vast supplies of cheap labour, tex-

are

♦

ces are not

of western companies

are

Third World crops and wild

the creation of larger
as

and more powerful trading

the EEC and the North American

Free Trade Association,

developing countries

would be wise not to entrust their economic funorthern

good will and sympathy. In the
long term, south-south trade and cooperation
will form the only means of challenging northture to

em

hegemony in world trade.“To

a

far greater

degree than in the past, the world’s poorest
countries will have to rely on their own resources

and markets to sustain recovery.

to

build and service local and

Export-led
growth must be displaced from its policy pedestal in favour of redistributive policies designed
regional

markets.” ♦

resour-

subject to intellectual proper-

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
name

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full

and address of the writer but

pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters

should be about three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor, SAPEM, P.O.
Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
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COLLOQUIUM ON SOUTHERN AFRICA

—

History of National Liberation Movements and the Post-colonial
state

SAPES

Colloquium

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE
YEAR 2000: Issues on the Post-colonial State, Democracy
and Human Rights; Peace and Security; and Regional
Cooperation
on

IN MARCH 1993, SAPES will be

holding a colloquium at its head office in Harare on Southern Africa in the Year 2000 which is intended to
bring together scholars on its networks built around the various research
themes that constitute the core programmes under Southern Africa
Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS). SARIPS, the research
arm of SAPES Trust, is designed to provide an institutional framework
to relate ongoing research work to topical policy issues and public concems

in Southern African societies in the 1990’s.

on

this issue

was out-

lined in the

policy paper (by the Executive Director of SAPES) entitled
“Southern Africa in the 1990’s: Towards a Research Agenda” (SAPES

Occasional

Paper No.1, 799/) which sought to promote the analysis of

historical, economic and political bases of the Southern African sub-sysless

it

defined by the legacy

of colonialism and settier domination, and thereby indicating an alternative approach which
seeks to redefine the sub-region in terms of a struggle that seeks to
tern more or

as

resolve the National

was

Question and

recover

—

Civil

—

—

—

Informal Sector
Debt and Structural

Adjustment

International Relations

Regional Cooperation
Peace and Security
Gender Programme
Gender Issues and Development in Southern Africa

—

—

—

Information
Information for Development
Networking and Information Sharing for Documentation Services.
Any scholar wishing to present a paper in the areas of research outlined above should send their abstract immediately to enable the Trust
to make a selection of prospective participants. It is hoped that all the
papers (one hard copy format and also on five and a quarter inch disks
in WordPerfect 5.1) will be in by the end of the first week of February.

—

Up until now, the SAPES/SARIPS Network has revolved around the
issue of Problems and Prospects ofRegional Cooperation and Integration. The broad framework that informed research

State and

Democracy in Southern Africa
Society, Social Movements and the State in Southern Africa
Economic Policy Division
Economic Crisis and Economic Policy Formulation

—

—

Please send these to SAPES Trust,

Harare, Zimbabwe,

as soon as

P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant,

possible.

African history and the dig-

nity of the continent.

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS WORKSHOP

The programme,

Southern Africa in the Year2000, around which the
colloquium will be organised, aims at consolidating the past work of
SARIPS defined by the earlier framework, but with a new thrust aimed
at clarifying considerations as are related to the need for the sub-region
to recover and reassert its own history and development through
regional cooperation, peace and security. The uniqueness of the
programme lies in the methodology which combines both political and
economic analyses: without a sound economic profile of the sub-region,
political analyses on regional cooperation — and even peace and
security — have tended to be idealistic in conception, largely oblivious
of the social reality that only a political economy approach can help to
elucidate. Besides, the quest for regional cooperation should be accompanied by a serious attempt to prescribe policy guidelines that seek to
create a common denominator against which to address the various
obstacles to regional cooperation and integration in the south:.
The

colloquium is planned to become an annual event henceforth.
Previous colloquia have included papers by researchers from the SAPES
network and other invited speakers, but this year it is intended to give
space to Msc and Ph.D students, and other scholars to present papers
and intervene in the discussions on programmes in the following
divisions:
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A TWO-DAY

Social Movements was held at SAPES
September 16-17,1992. The meeting
was attended by the Executive Director of SAPES Trust. Dr Ibbo Mandaza. Dr Lloyd Sachikonye (Zimbabwe), Ray Russon (Swaziland),
Blade Nzimande and Mpume Sikhosana (South Africa); Louis Masuko
(Zimbabwe), N. Tengende (Zimbabwe), Dr Guy Mhone, Dr Lloyd
Chanda Ching’ambo and Thomas Deve from SAPES Trast.
Here is a list of the papers that were presented and discussed: Lloyd Sachikonye — Democracy and Civil Society: Towards a
Conceptual Framework;
Blade Nzimande and Mpume Sikhosana — Civil Society, Mass
Organisations and People’s Power in South Africa;
workshop

on

Trust Head Office in Harare from

—

—

—

Donald Chanda— Lessons in Democratic Transition: The Move-

for Multi-party Democracy in Zambia, (in absentia);
Ray Russon — Social Movements in Swaziland;
Eugenio Macamo Jr — Social Movements in Mozambique;
Louis Masuko
Agricultural Collective Cooperative in Zimment

—

—

—

—

babwe; A Vehicle for Rural Democratisation;
—

Lloyd Sachikonye — The Labour and Student Movements and the
State in Zimbabwe.
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The discussions stimulated

lot of debate which

initially conconceptual framework of analysing social movements,
reconciling these with the contradictory perspectives that have pervaded
the democracy debate we have experienced in the past three years. Participants exposed the shortcomings of the liberal notions of democracy
rooted in capitalist ideology. The thinking in this tradition is to equate
multi-partyism with democracy. On the other hand, those concerned
with non-capitalist alternatives accept the existence of the rule of law,
civil rights etc advocated for by bourgeois scholars, as essential ingredients, but contend th'at socialist democracy is far more radical and
centrated

I

on

a

the

vibrant in content.
In the context of the workshop, it became increasingly clear that the
analysis of social movements is closely linked to the study of forces of
accumulation and the resultant social systems. In this regard, the state
and civil society become important questions to be addressed in our effort to capture and analyse undefined social expressions and how they
later on express themselves. How viable and sustainable are they as an
alternative outside the party? At this juncture, it was noted that the study
should emphasise the essential and not phenomenal relations. The case
of Swaziland illustrated this issue especially the specific character of
civil society under monarchical rule and its ideological outlook. The
case demonstrated the impact of the
changing conditions of capitalist
accumulation and the demands that are being made on the state by labour

and the peasants.
1

The paper on

MMD, but at the

Zambia
same

was seen as an

it

was

bom out of

power

bases.

Blade

argued that the alternative in South Africa should be people’s

power, a situation where mass organisations operate within the
framework of the state and are accountable to their social base. A close

parallel in history would be the Soviets in the USSR before bureaucracy
crept in and took over.
The papers on Zimbabwe presented by Louis Masuku and Lloyd
Sachikonye generated debate on the role of the state in the democratisation process. Sachikonye’s paper which focused on the state, labour and
the students, demonstrated the capacity of social movements to threaten
the existing status quo, but did not give a definitive answer to the issue
of seizing state power. The paper portrayed the labour movement and
the students as a strong social force that could act as a vanguard for the
socialist revolution. From an advocacy point of view, this situation
would be the best scenario, but in reality one has to sharpen one’s focus
more on the changing economic and
political environment envisaged
under the Structural Adjustment Programme.
The workshop was considered very successful by the participants.
The limited number of participants gave room for more discussions and
concentration on pertinent issues raised in the presentations. It was felt
that future workshops are likely to be more productive if this format is
maintained.

uncritical celebration of the

time underlining the importance of leadership

question of which class should hegemonise social movements
especially when it comes to the seizure of state power. Amilcar Cabral’s
analysis on the question of leadership is relevant here on the aspect of
the petty bourgeois always seizing the reigns of the state. Basically the
African states that the workshop was analysing are mere reflections of
the international division of labour.
Blade Nzimande and Mpume Sikhosana’s paper provided a critical
literature survey of the civil society debate in South Africa and presented
an alternative framework with the hope of
shaping the debate much more

concretely. Participants were taken back to the sources and interrogated
the concept of civil society as envisaged by Marx and Engels, Hegel,
and Gramsci. These pundits focused on the state and civil society at a
time when bourgeois society was emerging. The state then, was conceptualised as viable and civil society portrayed as egocentric and therefore
irrational. Marx reversed this and postulated that civil society was the
arena of all struggles, demystifying
separation of the two as abstract
dualism and argued that property relations should be the determining
factor. They constitute the pre-requisite for capital accumulation.
For South Africa, privatisation of state resources was meant to benefit
certain elements of civil society. The literature from the left has
presented the state as incapable of building democracy. Whilst hailing
civil society and social movements, scholars have underplayed the fact
that these are not inherently democratic. Blade and Mpume observed
that mass organisations functioning independently in civil society
developed into the national liberation movement and the better recognised will deliver the oppressed majority from the bondage of apartheid.
This optimism was not shared by most participants who argued that the
South African case did not present a different scenario from that of the
other African countries where the apparent
been that in the

historical inevitability has
post-liberation struggle, the state will be weak because
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compromise. It becomes the centre of struggle and
society and create alternative

those who cannot contest retreat into civil

VISITORS TO SAPES

and the

/

a

♦

DURING THE month of November, SAPES Trust

was honoured by
by a number of scholars, academics and
members of the diplomatic community, coming either to familiarise
themselves with SAPES Trust or the LDC and attending the rejuvenated

visits to its central secretariat

seminar series.
These include Thelma Awori, UNDP Resident Representative; Elias
Cacowris, UNDP Adviser; B. Demekga, UNDP; Alexei Makarov,

Charge d’Affairs, Russian Embassy, Pretoria; Christian Petros-Bemes,
FES, Head of Economics Advisory Project, Harare; Dr Henning Melber, Namibian Economic Policy Research Unit, NEPRU; Andrew Corbett. Legal Assistance, Coutize, Namibia; Adebayo Olukushi, Nigerian
Institute of International Affairs; Tore Linné Eriksen, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs; David Kingsburg, Development Alternafives, USA; Bertil Oden, Scandinavian Institute of African Studies,
Sweden; Jan

Cedergreen. Swedish Embassy, Gaborone, Botswana; Tor
Sellstrom, NEPRU; Walter J. Kamba, Zimbabwe; Elizabeth MorrisHughs, WID Unit, World Bank.

NEWS FROM THE LDC

THE POSTPONED

workshop on information and resources-sharing
region will now be held from 8-10 February 1993 (dates inclusive).
Papers are invited from documentalists from the region, and these

in the

should be submitted to Anne Derges (Senior Documentalist, SAPES
Trust) before the end of January. Subjects to be covered at the workshop
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i

r

include

use

of the Common Communications Format and

a common

database software,

thesaurus-building for the exchange of information,
sharing and exchange of resources such as books, journals and docu-

ments

—

how

can our scarce resources

be used to facilitate collection

a regional basis? How can libraries and documentation
collaborate more closely in future? The experience of Micro

development on
centres

CDS-ISIS User

Groups and other

The Union List of periodicals as a

groups, such as Thesaurus Groups.
resource-sharing tool.

Other

suggestions for topics are welcome.
Library and Documentation Centre, in support of the
forthcoming SAPES Colloquium on Southern Africa in the Year 2000,
is compiling a bibliography of relevant documentation. The bibliography will concentrate on SAPES’s main areas of interest; Gender, Peace
The SAPES

Security, Regional Co-operation, Economic Policy, Debt and StrucAdjustment, The Informal Sector, Information for Development,
Social Movements, the History of National Liberation Movements,
State and Democracy (including elections), and Southern Africa in the
global context.
Other projects which the LDC is currently working on are the gathering of information for a database of economic indicators, information
for a major study on the history of National Liberation Movements in
Southern' Africa, including biographies of major leaders and activists. A
new area of research is that of Information for Development.

and

tural

■

Please note that the

over
are

the Christmas

Library and Documentation Centre will be closed
period while extensive renovations to the buildings

carried out. ♦

SOUTHERN AFRICA PRINTING AND PUBLISHING HOUSE
95 Harare

Telex: 26464 AAPS

Street, Phone: 726060 Fax: 732735/726060
P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe

TYPESETTING AND ORIGINATION
ATTENTION TO ALL OUR NEW AND OLD CUSTOMERS!!!

happy to announce that we have installed Apple Macintosh Desktop Publishing
Computers and are able to offer you speedy service to all your printing requirements.
For all your printing requirements: Typesetting, Origination, Negatives, Positives and

We are

Finished Artwork
Phone DICK MASALA

PRINT BROKERS,
72

on

726060

or

call at 95 Harare Street
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THE REAL AFRICA

Zambia is

of Africa's top tourist

destinations.
This is attributed to the existence of outstanding
natural attractions, the peace and tranquillity
prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
who are a "go ahead" and warm people.
Certainly, Zambia has every' right to be proud of its
natural heritage of great waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and
one

the wealth of its wildlife roaming
every
and

effort has been made

unspoilt

nature

vast sanctuaries

and

the tranquillity

of such tourist "gems” which form

the basis of Zambia's
tourist market

the

to preserve

particular appeal to the world

today.

playing a significant role in projecting the
image of Zambia to overseas countries, and is now

Tourism is

attracting

a

much wider circle of visitors from all

world who visit Zambia for its natural

completely unspoilt wildlife

birthplace of two

Zambezi, the latter threading its way

Zambia's

the Indian Ocean

V

to

Zambia is very

e.xciting and

an

I

For the

answer to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
anyone

of our

i It

TOURIST BOARD offices.
?
'
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South Africa

Germany Bonn

London

Tlx: 405884

Tlx: 611421 Zambia

Johannesburg
Tel: 622 9206/7

Head Office

Kingdom

of

adventure that is

ZAMBIA NATIONAL

-

for

man-made lake of

vast

holiday of a lifetime?

contact

Luaaka

the

en route two

arc

1

yf)

embracing

rivers,

unforgettable. But what of the country itself and where
these unique attractions that combine to offer the

iV

%

African

Kariba.
A visit

pi/'

great

outstanding features, the majestic and world

famous Victoria Falls and the

Bf,: ^

beauty and its

Zaire and the
to

the

areas.

Zambia is the

2 500 km

r

over

Tel: 0228 376811/378971

Tel; 71-589-6343/344/655

Livingstone

Australia

Fax: 0049 228379536

Fax: 004471 581 1353

Tel: 321404/5

Tel: 2312172

Fax; 622 6239
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FLYiriQ COLOURS
i

For

space, comfort and style. For a fantastic choice of outstanding
destinations. For fabulous DC 10 performance to London, Rome,
more

New York, Frankfurt. Cyprus and Bombay. For

swift onward connections

anywhere in the world. For friendly, personal service.
For all of this, and more, Zambia Airways gets flying colours.
to

Fly Zambia Airways, the friendly way to discover the world.

Nordiska afrikainstitutet

Zambia Mirways
A

new

pleasure in the skies

1st FWo*. Zambia House

Anrwue The Maw PO Bon 192 Gaborone
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